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Isaiah -__Lecture j Sept. 9 1979

(Instructions about assigned seats)

In this course we are covering two sections of the book

of Isaiah. We are going to deal with chs. 7-12. (First these
sheets I've handed out have a number of hames I'm going to
refer to today and rather than have to spe1 them for you
Ive mimeographed this sheet. It does not give an outline;
it mer1v gives you particular names and dates. . . )

We are going to deal with these two sections of Isaiah-
chs.7-12 is a section that: contains as much of Messianic pro
phecy as perhaps any section in the OT, There are probably more
chs. that have references to Christ between chs.7-12 of Isa.
than just about any other section of the OT, that is of con
secutive chs.

However, everyone of these predictions is one which is
not obvious when you first see it, and there are various
problems that have been raised about them. So we'll want to
look at the Messianic prophecies in ch, 7-12 to see how they
relate to the passage around them, to see exactly whether and
how the NT wrer was justified in quoting them in connection
with Christ.

We a1s want ,to note the other passages between 7-12, some
ofhl4h have ver.y important lessons for us. That will take us
maybe half the semester because this is an extremely important
section of Isaiah.

Then the other part of the semester we are going to take
chs. 28-35/ If Isa. 7-12 is one of the best known sections of
the OT, chs.28-35 is probably one of the least known. There are
many individual vv. there that have passed into our i
language as quotes of individual vv. or part vv,, but very
few people know muci about qhs. 28-35/ The reason for this is
simple to see If y6u will sta4 reading at the beginning of
ch. 28, almost anyone reading ch.. 28 will get through and have
no idea of what he's read. Ch. 29 is almost as bad.

At first sight they do not convey any continuous idea of
something definite. But I have found that if you 'Cake the
principles and facts that are brought out in connection with
ch. 7-12 and have them in mind as you approach chs. 28-35,
it opens right up. It's like taking a light into a dark room.
Consequently after chs.7-12 we will be quite easily be able to
see the main purpose of ch.28-35, Once e see those main
purposes, we will note many other details that I think are of
great interest.

Chs. 26-35 while as not an outstanding section of the book
as chs.7-12, is a very interesting section and has some very
important teachings in it, but I think it will be much easier to
understand after we've made a careful examination of chs.7-12.
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I picked up a book at the U. of Pa. library called Isaiah
and the Assyrian crisis by a professor at Yale Divintv
School, professor Childs. He takes up certain sections of
isa, that w'1l take up later and he says we have to
retognie this particular section is made up of two different
sources! You have three vv. from this one, and one from that
one,and two from that. The question is which of the two
sources is correct?

Their whole approach is that we can take this ancient
document and we can determine when it was written and why
it was written- some parts very early, some very late, and
we can see just how much truth there is in it. That's what
is called the higher criticism. We are dealing in this course
with the higher criticism. But we have to say a few words
about it at the beginning

If you pick up almost any book on Bible Introduction,
you are apt to find this statement: the term higher criticism
does not involve in it anything harmful. They say, higher
criticism is simply the regular practice of examing a document
to see what its sources are, wht its unity is, etc. You will
read that statement in almost any book or,* Biblical Introduction
but if you want to want to read a book on literature on the
study of any other literature than the Bible, you won't find
any such statement. At least not in a book that was written in
the last 50 years.

tt is a stange thing how often religious students hold
back from a theory and oppose it as bad and stick to what they
are used to have. Then they come to accept a theory arid they
take over a view from secular studies, and then the secular
studies abandon and th religious studies keep onusing it,
After* it isuite out of date.

Here is the Journal of the ETS. I noticed an article in
it about a N1 problem. Ho begins by saying we compare the
statements quoted by Jesus in Mat,, in Mk,, and in Lk., and
we notice differences, and we must try to decide what did
Jesus actualiy say. How must was the interpertation of the
writer? That is the first problem.

He says, Mark is the first Gospel, so Mk. is probably
right, and Mate and Lk. probably out of their own ideas added
certain things. That is another application of the so-called
higher criticism.

I read a statement recently that it is strange that
the great bulk ôfevangelicaJ: scholars today strongly repudiate
the higher criticism of the Pentateuch because it has-been a
central focus of attack on £cripture. 1i liberals believe
thoroughly in the higher criticism of the Pentateuch. It is
taught in most of the large denominations as an established
fact that the books of the Pentateuch are made up of various
documents fitted together. We have to see which of them may
contain an element of truth!
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That has been a focal poi;-it of attack, and most even-

qelical scholars repudi that. Yt manyof these same even
geiIc1 scholars that same approach in dealina with the
gospels. They say mat, Ilk, and Luke that Mark was doubtless

c first and the others used ark as a ource Than they had
another source they called Q. They fit together these sources
and 50 We want to try to get back to thc? source.

n th!.s paticu1ar artic?c in the Journal o ET, the man
is one who believes in the bible and his conclusion at the end
is in line with acceptance o Scripture but in rachinc that
he takes the method of comparing these gospels to see which ones
are nearer the ttuth and which rc simoly ideas of the later
writer. He talks about the sitzln leben of each passage a
irma-' phrase wich imuch used by ecoiical stholars. I
think if they would simply say the background(ih would be an
nq1sn word) tnat would ?iVt: eectlv the same ieee anc easier

for most people to understand,

It is something you have to meet in reading and in study-
"1nq about most parts of the Bible. I think very few evangelical
scholars realize t. The tact which I discovered to my great
surpr1s a few yers ao when I decidn to 1k into t h appLi
cation of the principles of higher criticism to secular living.

I foundthat this term higher criticism began in the 1700
and b'' 100 thore was a wi.:esprew1 attitude that erv enctent
document is legendary or immaginary unless you can find support
mg proof f it. Shortly at&r 1800 a custom began which con
tinued until early in this century of taking any ancient document
and even oore. that were fairly racnt, and thrk that: we can
take the document and decide how much came from one source, how
much fro!1 a second source, and how much from a third. etc. But
today the -- in literary study aside fromthe Bible, that method
has been just ahct c p1etely abandoned.

There is a hook by a p!fessor in Eenriirqtor College --a
book on general literature. Ive looked in the Index to see what
he said about the higher critIcisn. I found that f. n the whole
book of on literary criticism there was only one reference to
higher criticim and that was the statement that referncato
the almost miraculous way in which students of the Bible have
been able to soparate out sources -- alrrcst Iraulously he
said. Because he recognized as I believe practically all students
of general 1itoratire recognise that in the first place no
great classic has ever been written by a lot of sources coming
together.

A man may have sources for knowledj. hut if it is a great
work it must have a great author. The author puts it through his
mind and thinking, and ho writes it They recognize that that
most great works were not made up of sources; and they recognize
still more importantly that if they ware we are not able to
fioure them out. I read a statement about the Mahabrata--one of
the great rei.±ious works of India, of the I-indus, and they
there is no question that this great extensive work beaan with
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small part arid it had many accretions from many sources, but
that scholars o t ncjree that t is impossible to distinguish
what they were. Yet even today people are writing about the
bookf ai} and saying these 5 words came from Isaiah and
these next 20 words were written 100 years before Isaiah and
the next verses wore written 300 years after Isaiah and
think they can figure out sources like that!

Personally I ion' t think there is any point in our try,
t to take up their arguments in detail and answering them.
I think it is good for us to recognize that it is a method
that has been proven false in general study arid is not used
in other studies and that it is a claim to something triatis
out of date the way it is used by all liberal Biblical
scholars today.

Our attitude in this course 13 that the book of Isaiah
and all thex rest of the Bible i what God wants us to have.
If it says Jesus said somcthln in 4atLhew, and if it says he
said somethtnri different in ?ark I believe we can say that
they both represent the thought that Jesus was giving, but that
when it comes to the exact words I don't believe one of them
s hat Jesus wait. in fact-! ortL ti -L. said a single
ro1ish word in His whole life.

So I don't heiiev that any of our translations repre
sent eectly what He said He may have spoken Greek but we
can't rove He did, We know w that most of what he said was
doubtless in Aramaic. So two translations of Greek, of
Aramaic Into Greek, may both be a good representation of part
of what he seId. You don't have to quote everything a man says
when you refer to something about him. You. quote particular carts.
They my both be correct representations of what. he said at as
near as you can get in a translation,

So you may have, to compare them in order to get a closer
idea of exactly what his original thought was Any sentence in
any language we have to look at it end study it in relation to
other statements elsewhere to find out what: the thought it
Because no statement in any language can stand absolutely b
by itce1i' So we are interested in determining what these words
mean, and we may have differences of opinion as to what they
mean, But what we find in the MSS that God has caused to he
passed down to us we can depend upon as the inerrant Word of
God though not in any translation a precise. statement of God's
inerrant teaching.

It is good to have that in mind as our approach, but we
do not expect to go into arguments about the first, second, and
third Isaiah or that sort of 'china. Most of the material we
will look at in this course the critics assign to the first
Isaiah, although many parts of it they assign to any one of
the other 35 or 40 writers that they say have participated in
the production of this book.

The 7th ch. of ISih with which we begin is probably best
known to Christians because of the prediction of the virgin birth,
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I haven't heard a great deal of argument in recent veers about
the virgin birth. Idon't know just why it is because when I
was a st1dent in college it was a topic of bin discussion. Was
Jesus vrigln horn? Some who claimed to be subject to biblical
teachings about Jesus did not believe in the virgin births
That was a big point of argument. I don't hear much about it
now. I think to the liberals it is an absurd idea, and most
evangelicals it is what the Scripture says and we accept it.
as true.

We did have a bit of argument in relation to it when the
RS* came out. The RSV in Isa. 7 says, Behold, a youngwoman will
give birth . . ." Nothing miraculous or strange about that.
That's the way they translated it. An argument can be made about
the meaning of the word, whether it means virgin or not. I think
t definitely does mean hirgmn, but we need to look at it. Look

at the evidence. An argument can be made for young woman, but
the thing th makes it reall bad in my opinion is that the RSV
In Mat, quotes Isa. as saying a virgin shall conceive arid bring
l3orth a son . . .and call hisname Immanuel. And then ithas
a footnote: that points you back to Isaiah and inisciab they
translate it a young woman,

That's why I said when the RSV came out that I thought the
version had a lie right on its cover because it says Holy Bible
on cover, and a holy Bible would not have such a sharp contra
diction as for one book to say this was a fulfillment of the OT
and then for the CT to say something entirely different from
the quotation, contained in NT. The RSV did that in most of the
Messianic passages. When you get away from the Messianic passages
it is a very good translation. They were excellent scholars who
made it and as long as there is no doctrinal issue involved you
can trust it.

But they have a complete distaste for the idea that the CT
ever predicted Christ and they even where the word is absolutely
clear in the OT they may change it around in NT. Then the worst
thing is that in the NT they refer back to the CT so that any
body reading the NT and seeing in 15 or 20 cases where the NT
wrter said this fulfills that in the OT and then you find it
utterly different in the CT, how can a holy Bible have such con
tradictions in it?

I'd like to call your attention to Mat. 1:22, 1 believe there
is an unfortunate thing in all the recent translations of this.
That word "recent" needs to be slightly modified because there
was a translation that appeared in England in 1881 and in the U. S
in 1901 arid was widely acclaimed arid much used between that
time and the time the RSV came out. In England it was called a
Revised Version and in America it was called the ASV. It
differed in this verse from all the recent translations that I
have seen. I don't know whether the translators of the NASB and
of the NIV failed to give considereation to the reading of that
in the ASV, or whether they rejected it. I don't know which.
was the case. But I call your attention to Mat.l where we read
about the birth of Christ. Reading from the NIV beginning with
verse 18 "
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(reading text of Mat. 1;13- 20 in NIV) ,..,appeared to him
in a dream and said ' and then there is a quotation mark.
The most recent trns1atthons all have quotation marks at this
point. KV has no quotation marks. ASV of 1901 has no quota
tation marks nor does the original Greek. So you might say
this is a paraphrase-- an attempt to give in your language
what is in the original even though there is no indication of
it there.

he Living Bible is a paraphrase; it looks into the
original and those men say that which they think the original
means and then they put that into English. Many peop1 find
it is much easier to get what the Bible i3 teaching thru
reading that paraphrase. But when it comes to exact study of
verses they do not exactly correspond with the original
because it's a paraphrases

No translation exactly corresnonds with the original. If
it exactly corresponded it wouldn't make sense because no
two languages are similar enough that you can make an absolute
word-for-word translation. But in a translation (instead of a
paraphrase) you try to wher' the original is a little am
biguous to maintain that ambiguity. ecause most sentences
in any language have some ambiguity. We try to maintain that
rather than make a decision.

If we make a decision which is very close to one of two
possibilities, we can call it a translation. But if we change
our working quite a bit introducing something there to make
clear what we think is in the original, w there is an element
of paraphrase. There's an element of that in every translation.
If one were z writing something for our modern time, it is a
good thing to put in quotation marks. But remember that repre
sents only the judgment of the translator.

There is no question that if you're going to use quota
tion marks this is whre they come after "said." "Joseph
son of David, do not be afraid - . because he will save his
people from their sins" Then there is another quotation. For
that quotation park represents the judgment of those who pre
pared the most of the recent translations. But it differs from
the jc1gment of those tho made the MASR ASV of 1901 arid the
ERV in 1881. They would not put the end of the quotation
there.

The next verse says without a qun¬atin: Y11 this took
place to fulfill what the Lord had said through the prophet:
Then you have quotation from Matt, again as quoting from
the OT: The virgin will be with child '. Immariuel, God
with us.

When Joseph woke up he did what the angel of the Lard
had commanded him. So he accepted this--this unbeliebavhie thing
that this Child was b!rin born, that Mary was not simnty a
loose woman. Before the last war there were those in Germany
as they
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as they were trying to raise the Ndi teaching w who tried
to praise Jesus and to hate all Jewsi Who said that he was the
son of a German soldier in Palestine at the time. Anti
Christians sometimes made such statements. Well, what would
Joseph think when this woman with whom he had not yet had
relations was pregnant? What would he think?

If you find your wife n that situation when you first
marry her ;and YOU dreamed that an ,apgel:. said, to you, Pon!t
you worry, this is the Holy Spirit who did this. I think
most of us-would "say, Well, ,I:wende what "I:ate for supper
last nights Anidea in my headt

To me the nub of the whole thng is
:.

angel's 1k
to Josopn did not stop with the words "call his name Jus
because he will save his people from their sins." But the
next verse is part of what Jospeh said (you mean the angel
said), and. the WASB?tASV--- ) read, Now all this is come
to pass that it might be fulfilled .

And to say to Joseph to say, This is a queer thing, you
can't ~believe- such.-- a,..thIng , how. do you, know'.butthat this
is some demon talking to you? The Bible warns against dreams
we're not ...sure'corneTfrOm the Lord."Joseph, wasn't a prophet.
God had not given him messages. How could he trust a dream
in 'Which h'aw n:.angel'?:Butthe;'ange. gives, him proof.
He says, This is whet God had predicted. The angel ix says
this is come to pass that.it.'mighty'be. fulfilled through
the prophet. And your quotation should be ager afterwards.

To me another proof of this is that if this was Matt,'s
Idea as is thought by most present-day interpreters, I think

..Mat, would haveput it'aftr Joseph woke up..In"view of what
the angel as said he took Mary to him and had no union with
here until she gave birthto'a son: andgave him the name of
Jesus.

After that it would have said, Now this happened in
otderfo"thistôhé'fu1fIlled.. Ican't.qu,it thinkNat,
would have put it right in the middle of the incident in
stad'of 'at the end. The big argument is that it is the
so.l.i&...bas.Is for convincing Matthew that this was indeed
a vitginbirth (you mean Jo!~eph?),.'.

As you read it in the NIV it says"Al1 this took place...
And"the Angel would' not say "all this took place." He would
say, All this has taken place . . But this is a distinction
you have in English that you would hardly have in the Greek,
The Greek perfect repre.ents something that has already
occurred and has results reachthng into the present. And either
translation fits with that.

I reached this conclusion some years ago, but it has only
been in the last week that' l learned that Irenaeus held the same
ideas Irenaous presented it back inthe 2nd or 3rd cent A.D.
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There have been great students like Theodore Zahn whom Harnack
said was one of the greatest minds of the 19th century who wrote
many commentaries on the Eih1e and he presents this view as
iSCOnClUSIGO.

It's not the generally accepted view of these verses.
But whether this is what the angel said; whether it is what
Matthew said, it certainly is what is taught in this chapter.
That the virgin birth was a fulfillment: of these words in Isa,
So it's important we see whether the angel, or Mat, or who
ever was completely wrong in thus interpreting as many feel
We want to see, Do you reasonably take .t to he this. Some say
this was Isa, speaking through Ahem at a great crisis, and in
this crisis he is giving Ahaz comfort.

j could it be any comfort to Ahaz to know that Jesus
would he born '/OO years later? How would that bring comfort to
him? Then there is the problem of the relation of v.14 to
the next verse, it is not o; one of the si plast matters in
Scripture, but it is a very important matter.

To understand Isa,7-12 you have to have the sitz in lehen
in mind, you have to have the background in mind. The ± historical
background is important here, It Isobviously important because
there are so many references to it in the ch. So before we go
on with careful examination of the contents of this eh, we want
to look at a few important things about the historic! background.
That is why I gave you this sheet. I mentioned at the top the
two passages we're dealing with. Isa.7-12 and 28.35.

I referred to the higher bt± cfltlcism and inerrancy
and then I refer to Mat, 122-23 and pointed out the possibilities
"has occurred" or as ASV says " is come to pass." "These things
occurred" - I don't think if the angel had been talking he
would have said that. He might well have said, This has occurred.
These things have occurred in order to fulfill what is in the OT,
and that would be just as good a translation of the Greek,

After the historic Now as to the historic background
I winL to mention 4 nations because these nations are very importat
in connection with the whole passage. Ii1 princip&?ly mention
matters relating to the history of those. Many of you may be
familiar with thse because they are vital to the background of
all OT studies, but I want to take a few minutes to make sure
they are quite clear.

At the top I mention the kingdom of Judah. Rqht below
It, it says isriol.. The kqdm. of irel was estab. by Saul
was ruled over by David, by Solomon, and then was broken into
two parts. The southern kingdom took the name of the kinqdorn of
Judah, until the other one(whic1 kept the name Israel) disappeared
and then it was often called Israel because they all considered
themselves Israel. But the smaller kgdm. took the name 3udeh
after the one trib of which it was made up with a few fragments
of other tribes, while the 10 tribes (the northern kgdm.) included
the
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the territory to the north and also most of the territory across
the Jordan, reaching clear south of most of Judah.

I said Judah about 975587, Just a word there, about the
date. I said about 975 because we do not know exactly when Solomon
died There is no statement in Scripture anywhere that Solomon
died in 975 B.C. No such statement. Somebody said once that an
archaeologist had found a coin that had the date on it. 975 B.C.
But I don't quite believe that story.

The system of dating from the birth of Christ, only began
in the 5th cent A,D. so all dates before that are in numbers
represent an attempt to figure them out. We have no documents
of any such dates prior to the 5th cent, A.D. There are no dates
specifically in the Bible, that is no dates in our system of
iguring When it comes to knowing when Solomon died, dates that
far back, we do not have sufficient evidence in most cases more
than to make a guess on it, Some get quite close and others not
so close.

When you get to the end of the kgdm. of 3udah---587 B.C,
Judah was conquered by a nation which left them rather full
records of events. We have sufficient records from Babylonia
and from Assyria, whore we have contact with them, we can
establish a date rather closely. With one exception. You notice
I said 587 there, and you will sometirs hear that Jerusalem
was destroyed in 586. The idea of when you are going to start
the year is purely an arbitrary matter.

We start the year on Jan, l but during the middle ages
the papal(Roman) authorities always started their year at Christ
mas tines Yo' 11 find that reading a record from Rome that gives
you a date say 1122, and if it's in the last 5 days of December
you don't know what whether it is from some o pagan who began the
year at January who therefore considered it would he 2x 1122
or what we now call 1122, or whether he was a man who said, The
year of course should begin with the birth of Christ, so 1122
would he the start of a & new year instead of an old one
and be in the last. 5 days of December.

It is an arbitrary matter when you're going to start the
year. Actually we call some of our months -- September(the Latin
word for seventh month) but it is the ninth month of our year
because the Romans originally started their year in March.
September (seventh month) but when you write it down, you don't
write a 7 you write a 9 We say October which means eighth
month in Latin, and we call it the tenth monthL And December
means tenth month, but it's the twelfth month of our calendar

So 587 B.CK we don't know what month Jerusalem was
conquered. Nobody will ever say it was 588 1 don't believe, and
nobody will ever say it was 585. But whether it was 587 or
586 there's no way of proving. We don't know the exact date and
anyway we don't know exactly at what time of te year they started
their calendar. So in any OT k date there's always the possibility
of it being one year off but we're usually pretty clear in which
direction.
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When we get back to the time of Solomon we're not nearly
so sure and arid there are certain other things we're not so
sure of the date.

This kqdm, of Judah lasted till until 587. After the
northern kgdrn. was destroyed they called it the kingdom of
Israel. So I mention Israel on the next line, and on the same
line I have written Ephraim and Samaria. Just as Judah was
the largest tribe in the southern kingdom, in fact most of
the southern kingdom, the largest tibe in the northern king
dome was the tribe of phram. Often theyref erred ¬ the
northern kcjdm, not as Israel, but as phraim.

Sometires they refer to it by mentioning its capital
city--Samaria. Just as the capital city of the southern kgdm.
was Jerusalem. That should say again about 975 when Solomon's
kingdom was divided in two, up to 722 or 721. Nobody says
723, nobody says 720. Some say 722 and some say 721.

Under that I've written the name of one of their kings.
Peka, son of Rema1ah. He is mentioned n this chapter. So I
want to mention him here.

After him, the king who followed is Hoshea who reigned
from 731 * 722, or 721. Hoshea killed Pekah. He was not his
son, not his legitimate successor. This date 722-21, we know
from the Assyrian records of the conquest of Samaria and
Hoshea, the Bible tells u, reigned 9 years. So we can be sure.
in his case.

Below that there is a name which most readers of KJV
would find utterly strange - the name Aram, Because in KJV it
always says Syria, rather than Ararn. But the ancient kqdm, of
Aram-- in fact the people were called Ararneans, and there were
a number of various kingdoms, but the most important of them,
the one with which we are now concerned, had its dapital at
Damascus.

That kgdrn. which was N.. of the kgdm. of Israel, with
its capital at Damascus, called itself Aram, It is called
in the Heb, Bible, Aram, Later on he Assyrians conquered it.
Still later when people from the West came into this regi
region that is the first part of the old Assyrian empire they
entered. So they called it Assyria, and then shortened the
name to Syria. To say Syria today for that region is a com
plete anachronism. The word didn't even exist then. It's a
shortening of the word Assyria, but it's used in KJV consistently
to refer to what they themselves called Aram. I believe NIV and
most recent translations take the word right from Heb, instead
of changing it into what that area later came to be called.

So Aram (Syria) was a power which generally was stronger
than the kgdm of Israel. During most of the history of the kgdm,
of Israel there where periods when they had war with the people
of AramCwith headquarters in Damascus).
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Below that Imnticned the last king Rein, who reigned
from 740/32.

Resin is rientiozed in our ch., Isa.?, So I mention him
here. The kçdi;. of Israel and the kgdm. of Aram were conquered
by the empire of Assyria which had its capital at N:nevah,
Nlnevah was destroyed in 612. I put two dates 612 and 605 be
cause Wirevh was destroyed in 612, but the Assyrns fought on
ar finally were compieteiy eriuee as a kinqoon n )5 B.t,
That beyond the date we are concerned with in our present
history,

We want to have those dates in mind, Now let us quickly
look at the facts o Iu.'?. Tier is a historical background I"e
listed below, Most of the historical background i is mentioned

-1 a---- fu-Li_i jtai- i 2 KLios 16, 5:,f
look at 2 Kinqu 16:1-4 -- they tell you about Kinc Aha, kin
Juclah. e seems to have been a thoroughly disanreable and unoodly
man, as you read about him there. In vv5-6 you read that then
Re:in king o. Ar-am and ?eah ....king of Israel marched up to
fight aqainst Israel rind beseiqod Ahaz but they could not over
power him, At that time RezIrL king of Aran recovere 1ah
for Ar-am by driving out the men o Judah, 1ah is clear down
south at the head of the Red Sea. It's nearer the territory of
Israel* rather than Judah* even though it is fruther south
than iudah.

Then in v. 7 y u read a thing t:hat s one of th most
important things in our ch, 7 of Isaiah. In 2 V 16:7 we read
Ahaz sent messengers to say to Tiglath-pilozer king of Assyria
I am your servant and vassal, come up and save me out of the hand
of the king of Aram and of th king of Israel who are attacking
me. Ahaz took the silver and gold found in the tt9!11e of the Locd
and in the treasures of the royal palace, andd sent it as a gft
to the king of Assyria. The king f Assyria cop1iod by
Damascus and capturing it and forcing its inhabitants to
ndaaa-h.o

That is the background of Isa..7. In Is7 ia re -t th'
beginning, When Ahas son of Jotham was kinq of Judah,
king Resin of Ara and ekah son of Remalthh kIng o:' Israel rarched
up to fight against cerusa1e but they could not over,.
That's what we read in 2 Kings, rihov made n attempt to conquer
Then they withdrew,

We read in 7:2, The House of David was told, Are has
allied itself with phrairn. o thehearts of Ahas and hi:; people
were shaken as the trees of the forest are shaken v the wInd.
They were very upset hE..casuc they understood that It wann' .
the king of Israel that was attacking thee which wa.s much
than the kIngdom of Judab and had maybe 3 timc a: riuc- tcrtrcy,
and it had maybe twice as many people, It wasn't only, that hnt

'(?e )rgon of Ar-am evond Israel which re than !srivd
was Joining with them to attack th whtt COUld the' do? Uow
ould they ever think they could resist such en at¬ck2
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So the heart of Ahaz and his people were shaken as the
trees of the fozest are shaken by the wind, What could they
do t in this case?

We noticed in 2 Ki that Aha thouqht of a clever way
to get around it, He thought I must get my people to fight hard
to resist the attack of those people but in the meantime I will
secretly send for the king of Assyria way over across the
desert beyond us I will send him way over there a rest amount
of gold and tell him Im ready to be subject to him and ask him
to come and deliver me from them.

The King of Assyria was always read't to do that, For
years they had been conquering nation after nation around them,
But Isaiah goes to Ahaz anci warns him, Isa. says Trust the Lord.
The Lord can protect you The Lord did protect them and Judab
lasted for another nearly 150 years Although Israel was
destroyed by Assyria within 10 years. Isaiah warned him not to
use human insufficient methods to gain protection for his people-.

He said, You do away with these powers between y-.)u and
you'll have Assyria right next to you, and you'll be in far
greater danger than you are now, Trust the Lord! That's Isaiah's
message to Ahas.

I would like you to turn in the ssIgment by Fr±dy noon
at the office upstairs* I will post the assignment by noon
tomorrow
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Isarah Course Lecture 2

(Opening comments about the assignments from last class.)

One thing I wanted to mention because many seemconfusedabout

it is the difference between Syria and AssqVia. In the time of the

Bible there was no such place as Syria. There was a great empire

a long distance from Asrael called Assyria. It isnamed after a god

Assur (Asshur). This empire became very aggressive and conquered

many other nations., and, eventually conquered Israel. Just before it

conquered Israel, it conquered a country called Ararn. The word Aram

occurs a great deal in the OT. Aram was an important competitor of

Israel. After Assyria conquered Aram and held it for a long time,

finally k what had been the Assyrian empire and became the Persian

empire was conquered by Alexander the Great. The first part of the

Assyrian empire they entered was old Aram. xzt* They

called it Syria.

Ever since 300 B.C. the region North of Palestine and estending

east of there with its headquarters at Damascus, has been called

Syria as it is called today. The KJV substituted our modern name

Syria. The modern translations(most of them) put the Hebrew as it

is Aram. I wanted to be sure that was clear to all of you. .1 think

it was to most.

I asked you what was the crisis that came at the beginning

f Ahaz' reigns One sentence would have been quite sufficient. The

crisis was when Israel and Aram united to try to xaaiNstx try

to remove him and to put in a puppet king as we find here at the
the son of

beginning of Isaiah ,'- Tabael in his place. Most of you did not

mention the son of Tabaél. The attempt 'to put in the puppet's

name, but practically everybody had the crisis correct, and a good

many went on to tell what he did in what followedrL which was o.k.

but not as far as what I had 'asked for.
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The irnporant thing to us is what his response was. That
was very important.

Now today, I have three things in particular with which I

wish to deal. The first of these is to look at the historical

event behind Isa.7 and Is&h's response. We already looked at

this to some extent last time. I want to look a little further

at it now. We are dealing with the seventh ch. of Isaiah, a ch.

which is tremendously imoortant for Christians because it con

tains that wonderful promise of the virgin birth.

ThG -ch-. begths- !W nAha.zson Jothani. son- of Uzziah, was king

of Judah, King Rrzin of Aram and Pe1ah, son of Remaliah king of Israel

marched up to fight against Jerusalem but could not overpowrer it.

Now the house of David was told, Aram as allied itself with Ephraim..

They knew that an attack from Israel was a tremendous danger. But

here Israel has Aram also united with it. "So the hearts of Ahaz

and his people were shaken, a the trees of the forest are shaken

by the wind."

Isaiah does not go on to tell what Ahaz did then. I believe that

what Ahaz did he did secretely. We are told about it in 2 K!. 16.

I believe he did it in such a way that only his leading nobles

would realize what he ad-4o , "And

King Ahaz sent messengers to say to Tiglath-Pileser kingof Assyria,

I am your serveant and vassal. Come up and save me out of the

hand of the king of Aram and of the king of Israel, who are

attacking me. And Ahaz took the silver and gold found in the temple

of the Lord" -- that was his treasure, of course --"and in the

treasuries of the royal palace and sent it as a gift to the king

of Assyria."

Here we have Jerusalem having been attacked and the attack

repulsed. Then they hear that the t attack which was made hastily
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which was not well-prepared and did not succeed, but which had

-come-from-two. -nations both of which were lager and stronger

than Judah. So no wonder that their hearts were shaken like

the trees of the forest were shaken by the wind.

In that situatthon Ahaz has sent this great sum of money
- - --

across the desert way over to Assyria, to the king of Assyria

to come and deliver him from these two nations that are attacking

him. In that situation Isaiah goes to him with a message which

is God is able to protect you. God has promised He will protect

His own if they will be true to Him. You can trust God to pro

tect you. But if you follow this clever human scheme of yours

of bringing in this-wicked king of Assyria in order- to protect

you from this, you will remove the bumper state in between and

fir
be right next to Assyria and be in far greater tkamder danger

than you are now. That is the message Isaiah sent to him.

I used to find this passage very very &m appropriate

back in the days when the U.S.A. was considering uniting with

Russia in order to defeat central Europe. I felt then that if

we united with Russia instead of simply preventing Russia from

being overrun the result would be that we would be faced by

Russia just the way that Judah was faced by Assyria-. -I- think
- -

history has proven in that case I was not a false prophet.

But certainly Isaiah was not (a false prophet). That's

what we are interested in. So I want to look at the ch. simply

from this viewpoint, not thinking of the prophecy of the virgin

birth now but getting the understanding of the ch. from the

fir
- - viewpoint of the-immediate message in relation to the historical

situation. We've already noted the character King Ahaz. The king

haz, although descended from David the man was after God's own
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heart. The man who wrote so many of .th ffi.lm the., one to whom God

gave the promise that he would lwaysha've a son to sit on the throne

This descendant of his($X7 was this wicked man. Ahaz. Now Ahaz'

father Jotham seems from the record to have been a fairly goodman.

Ahaz' son Hezekiah, was perhaps the -beg.t of all the kings of Judah.

But in between you have this wicked king. Why do you have this change?

Why do you have a fairly ,gQod king;' then a wicked king, and then the

best king perhaps.

I think there is a warning for all of, US. it.is my, observation

that the character of the child is more. dTet.enUned by the mother than

by the father. The Scripture hasn't told us much about the mother, but

my guess is that it is due quite an extent to the woman whom Jotham

married, and to the woman who was, the m¬her of. Hezekiàh. That they

were men of such differeptcharacter.. Of coise that does not always

determine but it is a rnos¬impotanh factor.

It amuses me how we trace our. gen]o esin tracing,.back our

names. If we meet someone who has the same name we have we think

it is so interesting, and that we may be related when as a matter of

fact we probably were much more affected in our character and

attitudes by our mothers instead of b'y our fathers So if you want

to trace back the genealogies to see the influence that have been

the most important on you,,you ought to get your, mother's name, and

her mother's name, etc. I'm afrai4 most of us cou]1d not go more than

four or five generations, if that far.

At any rate Aha was a very wicked man. He was a descendant

of David. He was the wone who was sitting on the throne. Isaiah did

not go into the royal palace and say, 'I want to speak to you, as he

would in the reign of his son Hezekiah. In fact he would not have to.

Hezekiah, we find, would go right to the prophet Isaiah and ask him

what the Lord's will was in a certain situation. But Ahaz did not want
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to be bothered. So we read in v.3, 'The Lord said to Isaiah, "Go

out, you and your s;rirShea-iJash.jb --taword which means "a remnant

shall return"-- 1k is anunusual,narnIt is.a:nare which had a

meaning which would crry much more meaning to them than most of

our names today, whih rYIere1yarewhatfarefaherp or grandfathers

had, or something wethoUght of that sounds pleasant. In those days

most of the names had meaning and this one means "a remnant shall

return." In other word.s, there is zrsery ahead, but God's mercy

is still with us. There will be a renmant. Why would there be a

remnant unless there were going to be some pretty bad things ahead.

Anybody who knew Ahaz an li ptthcipal characters would know

there were difficult days ahead. But. he said, God out to meet Ahaz

at the end of-the, queduqtcth Upper .ool on- te road to the

Washerrnan's Field." Why does it $oexpiiç,±ty tell us where it is?

Just where he',, to methirn? Perhap w' 11: come .across. something

later on in our sudy. which will. g&ve some hint fas to why it should

be specifically named. But at this, point we merely nticethat he

is going out of he, city. He's no going to the royal palace. He

is going out to where to the outer limit of the defences where Ahaz

is on his defense inspçOrt, tryingtoencourage his people

to build up.strQng defences, ni.bof1ghtviiantiy against the

expected attack from Is e1: and from A'am..

Of course Ahazknows:that if the peoplewiil fight strongly

enough to resist the attack he expects from these two, they won't

have to keep fighting a long time, because the Assyrian army is

goint tocome. He sent all his moneytpTiglath.Pileser and Tiglath

Pileser would be glad for an excuse to attack anybody without the

money! So he's quite sure Tiglath-Pileser will come and deliver him

from them. He's willing to give up his freedom and surrender
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to them in order to exist. After all it's better to be red

than dead, isn't it? It's better to be a slave to Tiglath

Pileser than to be defeated and killed! So he is figuring that

the immediate danger is not tremendous. He wants the people to

fight and to work to protect him from the immediate danger,

and if oiy they will do that it won't be long before the king

of Assyria will be there with his great army.

Isaiah cannot get his attention by going into the palace

and saying, I'd like to see the king. The representative of

Hezekiah when he was king would say, Come right in. If Hezekiah

was terribly busy he'd tell the other people to wait a few minutes

and see Isaiah right away. But with Ahaz he'd doubtless say, It

would be nice to talk with you; come back in 3 months and we'll

see if we can find some time for a visit! But he goes out there

where Ahaz simply cannot get rid of him. Ahaz is there. Ahaz is

anxious that the people shall fight valiantly and that they shall

work hard on building the fortifications. He knows most of the

people think this man is a prophet of God. He knows that this old

superstition is still held by a great number of the people, and he

if he mistreats Isaiah or is too scornful of him too obviously

the peole'sU1 perhaps not orkas hard in establishing the

prepartions.¬o ratect him. So Aha is irà rather difficult

situation.TheLord says,' keep arefüP, 1eêp calm, 'son't be

afraid' Don't ioshatbecau ófthesé to'siôldering stubs

of firewood,ibecàuse of the firc &6§-et5 Reziri and of Aram

and of the Son-Of Remaliah. Aram, Ephrairriând Rémailiah's son

have plotted your ruin, saying, Let us invade Judah; let us

tear it apart and divide it anong ourselves, and make the son

of Tabeel king over it. Yet this is what the Sovereign Lord says:
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"It will not take place, it will not happen, for the head of Aram

is Damascus, and the head of Damascus is only Rezin . . . If you

do not stand firm in your faith, you will not stand at all."

Ahaz says, He's delayed all the people. They are looking

at him to see what he has to say. I wish he would go away and,

let them get on with the work. He can give his line of talk and

the people are apt to get lazy and disregard the things that

really matter. What we need is to protect ourselves from the

immediate danger. As far as ultimate danger is concerned, Isaiah

says, Within 65 years Ephraim will be too hattered to be a

people. Well, if Tiglath-Pileser comes we won't have to wait

65 years! for them to be shattered. Tiglath-Pileser and his

tremendous force will free us from them, and then we'll have

safety. If we have to be paying tribute to Assyria we can do

that; we won't worry about that. But I just want to get rid of

Isaiah! So he hopes Isaiah is going to leave.

Then we read (v.10), Aain the Lord spoke to Ahaz. So

here Isaiah had gone and given the message. How did Isaiah know

what message to give? Did God speak to Isaiah than audible

voice that the people could have ka heard if they were there.

Did he speak in an internal voice so that Isaiah heard and knew

what God said? but so that someone else there would not have

heard it? We don't know. Isaiah was probably alone when he got

his original message. We don't know how God gave it to him. In

those days there were cases when God spoke directly to his

prophets. Now that we have the entire Word of God in the Bible

we get our guidance from the principles we find in Sctipture.

So it is rarely ever that God speaks directly in these days to

human being. But the Bible he spoke on important
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occasions as he did to Isaiah. But however the Lord spoke to Isa.

there in 7:3, we are now in a different situation. Verse 10 says,

"Again the Lord spoke to Ahaz." Here Isaiah is right in front of

Ahaz, and we can understandid that when it says the Lord spoke to

Ahaz that it means the Lord gave Isa. a message right on the spot.

to give to Ahaz. Did God speak through Isaiah? Did God put the words

into Isaiah's mind and Isaiah spèaks;it.::as'what the,, Qrhai,.given

is his message? We: don't know theLordsI, but

we know the Lord spoke to Thiah giving -him-a, ~frurth4 t' message

Ahaz. The message is: Ak;thé Libtd Gd for ! 16 14h whèther in tié

deepest depths or in the highest heights." "

Ahaz says, Wht foolishness are we getting now? He says, He-' I -

comes and he's given his drivel and the people have quit their work- -f i -
to listen to him. They think now if we trust the Lord we'llbe

safe. He says, I'd rather trust the king of Assyria then I know
r.

dI'll be saved from rxx Aram and from Israel. I'd rather trust

human things I can see. But these people I want to have them keep* - T

on with the work, and he's disturbing them. I'd wish he'd go, but

instead of that he says, Ask for a sign whether in the deepest depths

or in the highest heights. How can I get rid of him as soon as

possible and get the people who believe he's a prophet of God back

towork? So Ahaz says, I will not ask; I will not put the Lord to

the test. Isn't that a lovely attitude?

Remember when Thomas said, I will not believe except I put

my fingers into the holds in his hands and inhis feet and into the

hole in his side, I will not believe, that he is really raised from

the dead. That was such a tremendous thing that Jesus was raised from

the dead. A tremendous miracle, the greatest miracle in all history.
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We cannot blame Thomas for demanding evidence. We should

insist on evidence of things with which we are not familiar. But

to those who know God, what we find in His word we can trust. We

can depend upon. We don't need to look for further evidence. Be

cause we already have many evidences of the truth of Scripture, and

we already have evidence in our own hearts if we have believed in

Christ and been saved thru his blood.

But in this case it would sound like a beautiful, pious

statement. "I will not ask; I will not put the Lord to the test."

We'll just trust the Lord. Don't worry Isaiah. We know it's right.

Of course it's the king of Assyria we're trusting, not your God

that you're talking about! Well it sounds like a beautiful statement

but I think we must assume there must have been something Ahaz

could not help or keep from &reeping into his voice, into his manner

or his facial expression was rather obvious that he was just try

ing to get rid of Isaiah and he did not mean it in a serious way

at all. Because you don't find Isaiah saying, Oh I'm so glad Ahaz

you are trusting in the Lord. You are believing God's wonderful

promise that within 65 years Israel will not longer be a menace

to you. Isaiah doesn't say, That's fine Ahaz.

We read in v.13, "Then Isaiah said, Hear now, you house

of David! Is it not enough to try the patience of men? Will you try

the patience of my God also?" That would be a very strange answer

to Ahaz' pious sounding words if it were not for the fact that it

was perfectly ob*ious that " So he gives

this rebuke to him. For the moment we're going to skip over the

sign he says the Lord is going to give. We're going to skip to v. 16.

"Before the=boy knows enough to reject the wrong and choose the right

the land of the two kings you dread will be laid waste."
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There is a better promi-se isn't it? The promise before was within

65 years Israel will be gone. Who worries what will happen in 65

years when long before that Aaram and Israel will destroy_
not even yet

But now he says before a little boy U born will reach the age when

he can make simple choices and reach for a cup of milk instead of

the hot stove. Before he is able to make simple choices, the two

kings you dread will be laid waste.

He goes on: The Lord will bring on you and on your people and

on the house of your father a time unlike any since Ephraim broke

away from Judah--- he will bring the king of Assyria." When he says

that, he can see Ahaz start. What does he know about the king of

Assyria? The kingof Assyria is way over there across the desert.

What's he talking about the king of Assyria for? I sent this message

to the king of Assyria. I sent him all this pay for him to come and

deliver me. Has somebody told Isaiah what I've planned? Isn't this

terrible that he knows! At leastthe rest of the people don't know

it, and notice it. Let's hope they won't catch what Isaiah says here.

Isaiah goes on: In that day the Lord will whistle for flies

from the distant streams of Egypt and for bees from the land of

Assyria." We're not worried Isaiah says about these people if Israel

and Arom you are so worried about. We're thinking of the people way

beyond them. We're thinking of what's going to happen when they come

into your land. He says, They will all come and stt1e in the

steep ravines and in the crivices in the rocks, and on alithe torn

bushes and at all the water holes. In that day the Lord will use

a razor hired from beyond the river. . . Isaiah is here revealing

the divineknowledge of the fact that Ahaz is heiring the kingof

Assyria t o come to deliverhim from Aram and from Israel. But Isaiah

says he is going to do this to shave your head and the hair of Your
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legs and to take off your beards also. You're going to be in

trouble, looking to this wicked realm of Assyria for your pro

tection. "In that day a man will keep alive a young cow and two

goats, and because of the abundance of the milk they give he will

have curds to eat. All who remain in the land will eat curds and

honey." What does that mean? It means that there is going to be

a great depopulation. In you land, Ahaz, many people are going to

be killed. Some will be carried ouf off into captivity. There will

be so much land that there will not be enough people to cultivate

it and to grow crops. There will be plenty of land for pasture,

so there will be plenty of what you can get from the animals that

pasture there. There will be curds and honey for everybody.

"In that day in the place where there were a thousand vines

worth a thousand silver shekles, there will be only briers and

thornes. Men will go there with bow and arrows for the land will

be covered with briers and thorns." They could hardly get through.

Such a great depopulation as a result of Ahaz' clever scheme. As

for the hills once cultivated . . . you will no longer go there

for fea of the briers and thorns. They will become placesfor

cattle to be turned loose and for sheep to run.

So the historical situation is that Isaiah goes to rebuke

King Ahaz for his clever human scheme for making aliance with un

godliness in order to save his land. He says, God can protect and

he will protect your land. But there is misery ahead first. Misery

thathas been caused by your act of bringing in the king of Assyria.

So much then for our present look at the historical events

and historical situation. At this time it would be well for me to

pause for a moment to mention the assignment for next week. This

assignment i will post, so don't worry about getting the details.
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It deals with Isa.36-37 which show the ultimate result

of what Ahaz did. 30 years later in the reign of his son,Hezekiah,

another king of Assyria will come and will overrun all the land

f Judah, and will even threaten to conquer Jerusalem. This king

Se9nacherib you will find mentioned in ch.36 and 37. He will

come to Judah but God will deliver because God has promised to

deliver them though they will have a miserable time as a result

of Ahaz scheme which does away with the border states and puts

them right close to Assyria.

This assignment will have 3 parts. The 2nd and 3rd parts

will be rather brief. Ifyou do not get to the 2nd and 3rd part som

don't worry about it. They are more tests of your observation than

anything else. I don't wane you to look into books or commentaries.

I want to see if you noticed them, ±n ch. 36-3g. I will be in

terested to see who does notice them. After you've written out

your paper and you say I don't know parts 2 and 3 it will be

perfectly alright. You can turn it into me. If you should feel

desires of looking into books or commentaries to see if they

give ideas on this point I am not assigning this, but if you

should do so, please mention this at the end of your paper. I'd

like you to do the paper simply from what you get from the text.

Use any Eng. version you want. Preferably 2 of them so at any

point of uncertainity you could compare them. If you want to go

directly to the Hebrew I will have no objection to that. The

first part of the assignment is much longer than the 2nd and 3rd

put together. It is to list all proper names contained in these

two chs. and briefly state what you know about each. If so and

1VflNVAI 13NNOSH3d 1SHOSIAH]dflS
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sois a scribe you can put down his name and say an official

of the king of Assyria or the king of Aram whichever it is, if

it is obvious from the ch. I'm not asking you to look up

anything that you can gather from the ch. If you find the name

of a place or person unfamiliar to you and not identified in

context, you might look it up in a good Bible dictionary and

mention your source. In most cases that won't be necessary.

I will post this. It will take about the same amount of tire

as the assignment for today. Maybe a tiny bit longer.

Now we wish to go on to the second part of our present

discussion. That is suggested by the fact that in 7:2 we read:

"Now the house of David was told, Aram has alied itself with

Israel." Why does he say the House of David? And then when you

get down to verse 10, Isa. says, Hear now you House of David.

Why say that? That is extremely important for the understanding

of the first section of Isa. that we are discussing today. The

sec. that runs from ch.7-l2. David's throne. We find in 2 Sam.

7 the account of how David wanted to build a great temple. God

said, I don't want you to build a temple. You are a man of war.

You have greatly enlarged the borders of Israel. I don't want

you to build the temple. I want your son to build it, but I am

greatly interested in your building a house for me. I'm going to

build a house for you. In vv.ll-16, we have the promise the prophet

gave to David. "The Lord declares to you that the Lord Himself will

establish a house for you. When your days are over and you rest

with your fathers, I will raise up your offspring to succeed you

who will come from your own body, and I will establish his king

dome. He is the one who will build up a house for my name. . .

1VflNVLN 13NNOSH]cI ISHOSIAH3dI1S
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and I will establish him upon his kingdom forever. I will be

his father and he wilibe my son. When he does wrong I will

punish him . . .but my will never be taken away from him

as I took it away from Saul whom I have removed from before you.

Your house and your kingdom will endoure forever . . "" Remember

Jesus was born in Bethlehem the city of David. We rejoice that

the promised king came. A descendant of David, a leader of the

house of David. This promise was given to David in 2 Sam. In

2 Chrori.17 we have a repetition of it, the same incidenttold
89

again. But in Ps.8 Mxzwhich was written after Judah had come

into very difficult times we find again a mention of the wonderful

promises given to David. Verses 3-4 the psalmist addresses God

(reading text). Then in v. 20(reading text).And in vv.28-37(read

ing text). So there is this wonderful promise made to David.

In Is. 40-56, I have written a book The Gospel of Isa

because that is the section telling of the wonderul Saviour God

has promised. The sec. we are looking at this semester (ch.7-l2)

is about the king God has promised. The coming head of the house

f David. It ch.7 we find references to the house of David. In v.11

"Hear no house of David, is itnot enough for you to try the patience

of men, will you try the patience of my God also?" Godis not con

tent with having the house of David represented long by such an

unworthy representative as Ahaz. God is going to provide aleader

for the house of David who will be what God wants him to be. It

will be the Lord Jesus. So in this sec. he is looking forward to

thecoming of Immanuel, the great king.

As you look at the history of Israel and Judah, in the

northern kingdom(Israel), Jeroboam reigned and thenhis son reigned
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for a short time, and We was assanitated and Baasha took over.
He was succeeded by his son Elah who was assaniated. Then Omri
took over, and there were 4 kings of his line, and the last of
them was killed and a new dynasty took over, the dynasty of Jehu
(who had 5 kings), and then there were 3 or 4 more kings during
the years up to 722. All this variety in the Northern Kingdom.

But in the Southern kingdom during all this the house
of David continued. From the 10th cent. B.C. up to 722 when the
northern kingdom went into captivity and on for nearly another
xax 150 years, up until 587 when Jerusalem was taken and

destroyed and it looked as if the house of David had come to an
end but it had not, the people looked for the fulfillment of God's
promise, the continuance of the house of David. Out of Bethlehem
was to come one who was to be the ruler over my people Israel.

When Jesus was born wise men brought him gifts fitting
for a coming king. In this sec. we find the promise of Jesus'
birth in v.14. "The Lord himself will give you a sign . . .
And in ch. 8 we have again two references to Immanuel. Then in
ch. 9:6 we find those wonderful statements(reading text). The
house of David looks forward to a continuing line. More than
that it continued to the one descendant of David, the One who
is to be the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of
Peace.




When you get to ch. 11 --"A shoot will come up from
the stem of Jesse(David's father), from a root a branch will bear
fruit. The Spirit of the Lord will rest upon him . . . He will not
judge by what he sees with his eyes, or decide by what he hears
with his ears, but the last part ofv. 4 tells us He will strike
the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his
lips he will slay the wicked. The wonderful promises of the coming
of Immanuel.

In ch. 7 we have a threat that the line of David would
be misplaced(displaced, destroyed). They were going to put in the
son of Tabeal to be king. They were going to do away with the house
of David. God would not permit that to happen. God promises he would
bring his own Immanuel. This is Imrnanuel's land. This is the great
theme of the Book of Imanue1 -- the coming of the Son of David.

Question: Who stands for the son of Tabeal?

We don't know who he was. The important thing is they
were going to do away with the kings descenced from David, and put
in some others. It doesn't really matter who he was to us. The im
portant thing is they were going to bring an end to the house of
David. God says that cannot happen. The house of David is leading
up to the coming of the great Saviour of all who put their trust
in him. It is leading up to thecoming of Immanuel. These kings
are not merely trying to overthrow the land. They are trying to
change the leadership, and put in the son of Tabael. He says, That
will not happen. God is going to put in his own king. God is going
to bring %4one and this is the way you will know who He is--He will be
virgin born.
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Question: (Indistinct) When was this ??

He says "within 65 years." Actually it happened about 12 yrs.
later. Within 2 or 3 yrs. after this the Assyrian army over
ran Aram. And made Aram part of Assyria. Took the people of
Ararn captive because the Assyrians had a very clever system.
They would conquer and take its leading people, its educated
people to another part of their empire. They'd take the
people fromthat area and move them to another area. The result
was that the people who were taken into an area where they
would be looked on as outsiders by thepeople there, they
would be ready to join them in revolting against the Assyrians
so they took them off into aaptivity-- all the leading people,
and brought people from other countries to there. That was
the Assyrian method all over, in order to establish the strength
of their empire.

The result of that was that within 65 years Ephraim
was so shattered, it wasn't a people any more. The people who
talk about the lost tribes.! Actually there were no 10 lost
tribes. But there were various -- many individuals who just
disappeared into the various peoples among whom they went, but
the people who came back after the exile included people from
all the 12 tribes. There were no 10 tribes --no lost 10 tribes.
There was a big British Israel movement(used to be)--I havenot
heard much of it lately, but the idea was Izz England is the
true Israel, and they are the 10 lost tribes. Well, Britain was
the greatest land in the world 50 years ago, and they said the
sun never sets on the British empire. Today it is a comparatively
inferior country. So I would think British Israelism would
disappear with it. But I have heard of people(not recently) who
were strong British Israelites. There is no basis in Scripture for
it. The people who came back were from all the tribes, and the
Son of David, Jesus Christ, is the one to be the head over all
the tribes.

There are modernists who write commentaries on Isa.,
what comfort would it be to Ahaz to tell him that Jesus would
come 700 yrs. later! How would that comfort Ahaz? Well, who
wants to comfort Ahaz? There's no thought of comforting Ahaz.
He/s rebuking Ahaz. He says,Is it not enough to try the patience
of men, that you trythe atience of my God also. There's no
comfort to Ahaz there. But there is comfort to the true people
of God. The house of David will not come to an end. But the One
who is the climax of it will come, the one w through whom we
can receive salvation, even Jesus Christ who is the true son of
David.




So here is your sign. God is not going to put up with
such a head of the house of David as this man Ahaz forever. No.
He is going to provide his virgin born son, Jesus Christ, and
I believe that's what the angel told Joseph. I don't believe
that's simply Nat's words. I believe Irenaeus was right when he
said this. I believe the ERV of 1881, the ASV of 190; were right
when they translated it that way. I believe the great German
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scholar ~V~jand the great British scholar Plurnmer were true
when they interpreted it that way. Though I must confess I
reached that onlusion before I was aware than any of these
others held that conclusion. But they may be wrong, and I may
be wrong. It may be that it is Matthew. But if it is it is
stillthe Word of God. God's Word is true and dependable, and
the Word of God says that here the virgin birth of Jesus was
predicted.

The RSVquoes the verse, whether it's Matthew as they
take it, or whether it is the angel who quotes the verse and
they have a footnote referring to Is.7:13. You look back to
Is.7:l4 and it says "behold a young woman " " or "virgin."
The word is not a specific word for virgin, but it is a word
which is always used of a virgin. It is a young woman, one of
whose characteristics is that she is a virgin. The LXX trans
lated it 200 yrs. before Christ by the specific word for virgin
in the Greek (parthenos).

The house of David s a very important aspect of this
ch. I've already spoken of Cthough I've not specified it) of
the third point I wanted to bring out -- God's attitude twoard
Ahaz. Not comfort but one of rebuke but comfort to the godly
as they looked forward to the coming of the true son of David.

There is a problem in relating this to the next 2 verses.
I don't think it is an insuperable problem, but it is a problem.
I don't think I'd better enter into it today. I may deal with
it next week.

Question: Do you think v. 11 Ahaz could have asked for
a sign in the heavens, or do you think Isaiah knew he would not
ask for it anyhow?

Anybody who knew character would know . . . . If Ahaz
had been converted that instant - -

Question: Apparently Ahaz had sent to the king of
Assyria before Isa. came to him?

Yes.

Questthn: Then when Isa. said that he knew he could
not change his mind and tell the king of Assyria not to come??
It was really too late for him to do anyting about it anyhow.

He's rebuking him for what he's done which most of the
people don't know about yet.

I'd like to see those who are taking this course for
graduate credit for a minute now.
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This is rather difficult material to handle for a large
class because there are in it a number of simple yet important
matters. person taking it for undergraduate credit should be
able to get fairly easily to get a passing grade. But there are
also a lot of involved matters here that I'd like to at least
touch on, and I don't want to confuse those who don't want to
spend that much time on it. Yet I want to take enough time on it
for those of you who want to go into it quite a distance.

The assignment I gave for today, the first part was to
identify the proper names in the chs. 36 and 37. I wasn't as
much interested in your saying Shebna was a scribe as finding
out whether he was a scribe for the king of Judah or for the
King of Assyria. That was important to understand the relation
of the different individuals to the whole situation. Most of
the papers were in on time and most did a good job. Two or three
were rather skimpy.

The last 2 questions were simply to e whether you would
notice certain facts. They were not particularly important as
far as my judgint the kind of work you were doing, but they
helped me to judge how far we need to go into the particular
problems.

One of those questions was, Did you notice any particular
phrase in chs. 36 and 37 that reminded you of Is. 7. Someone
mentioned it speaks of the vii-gin daughter of Zion, in those
latter chs., aid also in ch. 7. That uses the word virgin, but
I don't think there is really much relation between the two.

There was one other similarity that was noticed (not par
ticularly important). I think mostof you noticed what I had in
mind which was that in the beginning of Is. 7 we read that the
Lord told Isaiah to go to meet Ahaz at a certain place and he
specificially identified where he was to go. A person reading
this might wonder, Why does he give the precise detail as to
the place where he should meet him? In NIV it says to meet him
at the end of the aqueduct at the upper pool on the road to the
washe'rman's field. KJV calls it the fuller's field. And calls
it a pool instead of an aqueduct. XX Whatever you call it there
is a rather detailed statement of exactly where Isaiah is to meet
him. I thought that was an interesting fact.

'Why should he bother to tell us exactly where God --why
shoul1God tell him exactly where to meet him? You might say
it was because that was where Ahaz was going to be at that time.
Or itr?iight be because Ahaz at that time would be with a great
number of people working on the defences and it would be a
situation where he could not brush Isaiah off and say, I haven't
time to bother with him. It would injure his standing with the
people if he did that way, so he had to let Isaiah speak for at
least a while.

But when you get to ch. 36 and you find exactly the same
place named with the same det&il as the place where the repre
senttives of the king of Assyria come, and tell them that theyhad etter surrender because their god cannot protect them, and
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that he will carry them off into exile and they would be
better off that way than staying there and being killed by the
forces. When you read that they came to the very same spot, it
seems to me that is good probability that is why Isaiah was told
to meet Ahaz at that precise spot.

In other words it's a foretaste of what's ahead. Still more
important it's a reminder of what happened at that spot. It was
here Isaiah warned Ahaz that his supposedly clever scheme to get
the kingof Assyria to come and protect them from these neighbor
ing countries actually would not protect them at all but it would
remove the bumper == buffer state and Assyria would be right next
to them and they would be in far worse trouble from Assyria than
they had ever been fromlsrael, and Syria.

And when we find these terrible things being said by the
representatives of the king of Assyria at that very spot, k it
ties the two together in an interesting way. Now don't feel too
badly if you didn't notice that, but I think most of you( at least
2/3 of you) did, and I was happy to see that.

The other question I asked was a little more involved, but I
was glad to see that a number noticed it. If you turn to ch. 37:30
you find that "this will be the sign for you Hezekiah, this year
you will eat what grows by itself." Why would they eat what grows
by itself? Why on earth would theydo that? Only one reason and that
is because they had not been able for a considerable amount of time
to go outside the strong walls of the city and plant. So there was
noting available that they had planted.

So it must have been some months before that the king of
Assyria's forces were in that general area. It was dangerous to
outside the city ialls very long. They were closely shut up in
the city, not knowing at what time the great Assyrian army would
attack. Severe danger that would possibly destroy their city of
Jerusalem. So they had not been able that year to plant. Naturally
any fields that had been planted and produced crops the year before
would have a certain amount that grew by itself. So they were able
to rush out to their fields and on days when there was no sign
of Assyrian forces near, and gather enough of what grew by itself
to keep them alive.

He says, This year you will eat what grows by itself. The
serious danger must have been -- in fact we don't know what time
of year this was-- but it must have been at least a month or two
and perhaps nearly a year that Jerusalem had been in very setthcrns
danger, from Assyrian forces. And he says "and the second year
what springs from that." Next year would be just as bad s this
year. But in the third year he says, Sow and reap, plant vineyards
and eat your food." Here we have a wonderful promise that God is
going to deliver them from the Assyrians. They are not going to be
able to conquer Jerusalem. They are not going to be able to take
them captives. Humanly speaking you can't see how that could happen
because the forces of the Assyrian power was just as much greater
than theirs as the power of Russia today is greater than say Spain.
If Spain were right next to Russia there would be no protection if
-Russia took a notion to take them over.
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That was the situation Judah had come from except that there
was quite a long distance in between which was under the control
of the Assyrians but which the Assyrian army would have to traverse
before they could get at them. So it was only once in a few years
the Assyrians would make a great campaign in that direction.

It was a wonderful promise of God that in the 3rd year they
would be able to sow and reap and plant vineads yards and eat
their fruit. That gives a pretty good indication that the crisis
in whbh Jerusalem was threatened with destruction lasted at least
2 yrs., perhaps for 3 yrs. This was one of the great crises in
Israel's history.

So we are interested in two particular problems we noticed in
Isaiah 7. We are interested in the problem of the survival of the
people, the survial of their land. That is a problem Ahaz would be
interested in. Not only Ahaz but all the people. But God is even
more interested in he son of David. The preparation for the coming
of the true son of David, the One who was going to fulfill all the
wonderful promises of the O.T. wnd who had been promised when God
told David that he was always to have a son to sit upon his throne.

We are interested in those two facts. I want to spend more
time on the matter of the security of the nation before we spend
quite a bit on the other, the more important one, the matter of
the line of David.

The asignment was in ch. 36 and 37 to look particularly at
the proper names, but I did ask that you carefully examine the
chapters. There is a rather important potht to notice here-- the
arrangement of the chs.

There are no ch. divisions in the Bible as written. Nor were
there verse divisions in the ch. as written. The vs. divisions were
put in at a very early time. I don't know who made the vs. divisions
but some of them are impress us as rather stupid. There is a v.
in the NT that has two wordsirr it; and there are vv. in the Bible
bat have as much as 3 sentences in them. Some vv. are very long,
some very short.

You know where the ch. divisions came from = There was an
English Archbishop who took his Latin Bible and as he wode on
his horse as he was making pastoral calls, he looked over his
Bible and he marked in it places for ch. division. They are
wtitten in Latin Bible, and later on taken over into the Hebrew
Bible. There were a number of places, one of which occurs in the
section studied this year, where he changed it. In that case they
changed only one verse.

Sometimes wyou'll find when you have an English verse== a verse
in your Eng. Bible that you want to look up the exact Hebrew, and
you turn to the place in Hebrew and start reading and it sounds
entirely different because sometimes there are as much as 10 or 15
vv. differnece. But in the overwhelming mass of cases, the Hebrew
simply took over the divisions the Archbishop had made in the Latin
Bible. I've oftenwished the Archbishop had sat down in his study
and gone through carefully and given some real thought to the
divisions instead of marking it where it seemed natural to him as
he sat on his horse.
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Student: What year was that?

I don't have the exact year in mind. In fact it is a tradition
this is the way he did it. We don't have a record of it, buttit
is quite universal agreed that was the way it was done. It would
be easy to get his date. Just off hand I would say about the 13th
century. There It is many many centuries after the Bible was
written.

It canmislead us very gravely-- the ch. divisions can. Unless
we remember they are purely artificl divisions. They are very
handy because you can find a reference to a certain place. I would
not want us to be confused by anyone trying to make a better one.
It's good to have something we all agree on which enables us to
find a particular v. immediately and to agree. on the designation
of the place where it is.

But they are often not very logically made. In this material
you looked over in ch. 36-37 it begins by describing what the
Assyrian king dod did. You find that in v. 1 -- Sennacherib
attacked all thefortified cities of Judah and captured them. This
is nearly 30 yrs. after what we had in the 7th ch. of Isaiah.

Isaiah warned about his submitting to the Assyrian king and
submitting to him and paying him a great sum to come and deliver
them from the forces of Israel and of Damascus. Isa. warned him
against it. Now we find that c. 30 yrs. later that theAssyrian
king has come. There are no buffer states inbetween. He attacked
all the fortified cities of Judah and captured them. You would
not do that in acouple of days.

When Samaria had been taken 20 yrs. before(it took a 3 yr.
sige to conquer the city). When Jerusalem was finally destroyed
it took a 3 yr. seige to capture the city. Those walls were
pretty strong. Not merely on Jerusalem, but on many other cities.

When it says he attacked all the fortified cities of Judah
and captured them, you know taat the Assyrian king's armies was
there for a considerable length of time attacking those other
cities. Then we read that the king of Assyria sent his field com
mander (KJV transliterates that Rabsheka. It transliteraties. We
know it is the title of an office. Literally it means "the chief
of the cupbearer." A title of honor. It is quite obvious from
the context that it was a title given to the commandder.

He callshim here his field commander, the NIV. He sent him
from Lachish. Lachish was the 2nd a strongest and largest city
of Judah. Evidently that had already been captured. He came from
there and gave his terrible exhortation to the people of Jerusalem
to surrender and save him the bother of attacking them.

So the ch. begins with the statement of the situation in v.1
And then it gives the message the Assyrians sent. The giving of
the message takes all the rest of ch. 36. Here wehave two things.
The first is just one verse. The second occuires 22 verses. Then
after you finish that there is ,a ch. divisbn, ch. 37. Why should
there be a ch. division there? "When King Hezekiah heard this he

Kre
his qlothes and put on sackcloth, and went into the temple of
Lord.
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You see it is very tightly combined with what preceded it.
If you were making an outline of it, you might put just one line
to separate it because it is the same situation, the same crisis
being described. But it is a third -- the third part of it is
Hezekiah seeks help. Here Hezekiah goes into the temple of the
Lord. Hezekiah sends his people to Isaiah to ask Isaiah to pray
for him. That is 37:1-4.

After v.4, there is a division just as important as the
division at the beginning of the chapter. Because here we
get Isaiah's answer. In v. 5 Isaiah said to them: Tell your
master, and then he gives the message to give back. That takes
up vv. 5-7.

So we have 4 divisions here. Then at v.7 -- v.8 is what the
field commander did, what happened afterwards. Then you would
need to make 3 lines if you were going to make an outline, because
here you have a new situation.. Really the ch. division, if
you are going to have a ch. division, should be at the beginning
of v.9. Sennacherib received a reprot. When did he receive this
report? Was it when the field commander came back?Was it the
next day? Was it six months later? We don't know. We are not
told. But we have a new series of events which exactly parallels
the series of events we just looked at.

It begins with a statement of what the Assyrians did. The
Assyrians received a report that Tirhaka, the Ethiopian king of
Egypt, was marching out to fight them. There are some who say
this must be a conflict == a conflate account with two different
passages in it becae they say Tirhaka wasn't king of Egypt until
later than this time. But if Tirhaka was commander of the force
and later became king of Egypt, he could easily be called kind of
Egypt in the account. Or it could just be put in the margin to
identify him. He's the man who later became king of Egypt.

There were many a few years ago who insisted that there
were two different Assyrian attacks, and that the Scripture has
combined the two into one account. Most scholars agree today
there is no necessity of such a conclusion. We have Sennacherib's
own annals. They make no mention of more than one account(?)=
attack(?). The only problem is this name Tirhaka.

He was not yet king of Egypt then. But there is no reason
he may nothave been a commander of the force that came. But here
we have the situation paralleling the beginning of ch. 36. Here
is what happened: Sennacherib heard this. When he heard it he
sent messengers ot Hezekiah. He said, I'm going to have to meet
this Egyptian force. It will be better to meet them with Jeru
salem having already surrendered to him. So he sends a messenger
to talk the same way e did before: What has your God done to
protect you? The gods of the other countries have not protected
them.

So we have vv. 9-13 which are Sennacherib's message
paralleling the coming of the messengers with the message that
took almost all of ch. 36/
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Then paralleling the third matter which began ch. 37 we have
Hezekiah receiving the letter, reads it and goes to the temple
of the Lord and spreads it out before the Lord and prays to
the Lord. That runs from vv.14-20.

Then at v. 21 we begin a parallel to the next section of
the earlier instances. Again you would have a line drawn if
you were making an outline, and Isa. sends the message and
this message runs to v. 35, and ends with the words " I will
defend this city and save it for my sake and for the sake of
David my servant." Just before that it said in v. 33, The king of
Assyria will not enter his city nor shoot an arrow there; he
will not . . . with shield nor build a seige ramp against it

he will return and not enter this city." That sounds
utterly miraculous. It was. No one could expect it would happen
that way.

The next v. tells what happened after God gave this message.
We read in v.36 and 37 how the angel of the Lord killed a great
number of the Assyrian army; Sennacherib had to give up and go
back home, without having taken the city. Yes, Mr. Grossman?

Grossman: In my Bible, ch. 37:9 Tirkakah is called king of
Cush. . .

Read me the whole verse.
Grossman: "When he heard them say concerning Tirhakah king of

Cush, He has come out to fight ag&inst you . . ."

Yes. The NIV says Tirhakah the Cushite, king of Egypt. There
was at this time Cush was another name for Ethiopia. At this
time the Ethiopian kinqs were also kings of Egypt. I believe
Tirhakah's uncle was king of Egypt preceeding him. So the NIV
interpreted it perhaps a little more a than the other did, but
there's no conflict. Yes?

Martin: The NIV, "king of Egypt" or it says "of Egypt", is
that in brackets in footnotes?

Yes, I hadn't noticed that. Very good. In other words that
is an explanatory comment inserted in NIV. Any translation is to
some extent an interpretation. Any translation contains some
things that are not in the original, and leaves out some things
that are in the original. You can't help it. You try to go as
close as you can to what is in the original, but o course their
knowledge of the whole situation inevitably is .

Student: Ethippia is placed ( ? ).

Is that so? He was king of Ethiopia and king of Egypt. But
whether he was king of either one at this time he certainly was
an Ethiopian, and it would seem he was commander of the army.
But it does not even say he came, you notice. It says Sennacherib
received a report he was (hired?) We would not get from the
Scripture details on what happened there.
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But there is an Egyptian story which Herodotus repeats that
at this time a great Egyptian army met a far greater Assyrian
army in S. Palestine, and according to that Egyptian story, the
two armies faced eachother and the Egyptians expected that the
Assyrians would probably be beaten because they were so much
stronger and greater army, and according to this story that is
on record from a much later period, but the record says it
happened at the time of Sennacherib, there were a lot of field
mice and they came at night and ate up the ropes in connection
with the arrows, with the bows and the equipment of the Assyrians
and made them helpless so they had to go back.

Of course Scripture says the Lord send his angels and killed
a great number of the Assyrians. We can believe what Scripture
says, but the fact there was this rumour in Egypt which was
repeated and which was told to Herodotus who visited there 100
yrs. later (or 200 yrs.), the fact of this rumour is a further
corroboration of the fact that there was a great catastrophe
that happened to Sennacheribs army at this time, and not a
catastrophe that came from being defeated in battle.

What I particularly want you tosee here now is how we
have a parallel. We have the situation of the King of Assyria,
the message he sends to Hezekiah, Hezekiah's prayer, and God's
answer. Then we have the full crisis repeated--we don't know
whether it's a month later, six months later or even a year
later. We don't know. But we have the whole same progress re
peated, so that it would certainly be much more reasonable to
have the chapter division come after v.7.

One reason I'm going into this division in so much
detail is because the assignment for next time which I don't
expect to post, is glande over Isa. 8-12. We have more we
have to look at in ch. 7, but we've already looked at quite a
bit in ch. 7. I want you for next time to lookover chs. 8-12
but make an outline for chs. 7-12. I'd like you to (give) hot
an extremely detailed outline but I would like you to note
which sections naturally belong together, and where there are
definite breaks, and then you can see how good or how bad a
job you think the archbishop did here in this particular section
in this h. division.

At the end of ch. 7-- let's turn back to ch. 7 now. At
the end of ch. 7 we have what Isaiah said to Ahaz about the
terrible results that were going to come to the nation of Judah
as a result of Ahaz' clever plan. In ch. 7 you would make a small
division between vv.l7 and v.18 probably, or you might even make
it after v.16. There may be some question as to exactly where you
would make it. It is a small division because it separates the
account of Ahaz=== of Isiah's confrontation with Ahaz from the
continuance of the message of what God is going to do about this
attack, this plan of Ahaz toward the security of the land.

God says the plan is wrong; it is wicked; the plan is
going toput you in worse state than you were before, but God says
I am going to deliver the land. There will be a remnant. Of course
that is the very name of Shear-jashub, a remnant will return.
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Ch. 8 begins with a statement that continues to speak about
the downfall of these nations to the north. So there is a minor
division at the end of ch.7. But you're still talking very
definitely about the same thing. Look at v.4: "Before theboy
knows how to say, My father or my mother, the wealth of Damascus
and the lunder of Samaria will be carried off by the king of
Assyria. So you have the same subject, but another division. You
would make a small division there.

I don't think it will he too difficult for you to skim over
chs. 8-12, and notice what sections deinity go together, and
where there are some definite breaks of thought. I would suggest
that you say ch.9:7-l2 and there is a minor break--make a line,
then say vv.l3-l5 or 13-56 whatever, and if there is a more im
portant break make two lines; if there is an extremely important
break make 3 lines. Make an outline like that. That will be the
assignment next time. Get it in by Friday.

Student: Do you just want ch. divisions, or do you want
phrases and sentences for each one?

Just the divisions ? for this particular
assignment. Put 3 lines if there is quite an important break in
prophecy. If there is a definite change in situation but still
pretty much in the same subject like there is between ch.7 and
8, (use) two lines or even just one line. See where are the
important breaks in this section. That should not be too hard
to notice. What the main subjects are without your having to
study many of the verses in detail. That is the assignment for
next time. I hope everybody understands it becasue I don't expect
to post it.

Question: Starts in ch. 7?

We've already ch.7. Include ib in theoutline but I
don't think it will take muchtime. Yes, the outline should cover
chs. 7-12. But the actual work begins with ch.8.

Ahaz' clever plan put them in greater danger than they had
ever been before. It was only through the miraculous interven
tion of God that they were delivered. A great part of the OT we
have no evidence from other sources about a great deal of it
except what is contained in the Bible. But there are many places
where we have contact with evidence from other sources. This is
one of them.

The Kingsof Assyria.t t.isime issed.what they called
their annals. These annals were realiy propaanda They were
accounts of how great the t king were,. and' what great success
they had in their expeditions. Now.Neb.uchadnezzar,. king of
Babylonia, later on did not issue uch annals. Nebuchadnezzar
simply id, I the great k'ing, the great conqueror led my
army over great mountains, and we crossed mighty rivers and
I conquered . He summed it altogether. Then he tells
you about the great buildings he built and describes every little
detail of the buildings! Nebuchadnezzar was very proud.

But in the case of the Assyrian kings, they don't tell you
much about their buildings. We have found reamins of some very
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great buildings they built, but they don't tell you about them.
But they tell about their military campaigns. Sennacherib descibes
one campaign after another in these annals. Several copies of parts
of the annals have been found. They were distributed throughout
his land in order to show people what a great king he was and
this is done by a number of the other Assyrian kings. In all the
cases their principle emphasis was on their great achievements
in a military way.

In this section you read in ch.37 Sennacherib says where
are the gods of these places; where are the kings of this place,
what did they do? What can you god do? How can your king protect
you? They tell us about these various places and what they did.
We have bery little evidence from any of these places. One of these
days they may excavate some place in the near east and find the
annals of one of these particular places if they bother to keep
them.




Nowadays when everything is written up in papers and magazines
it seems strange -- Why don't we know what happened in these par
ticular years? But if one of you described something you did with
in the last 10 years, and I asked you, Just when did you do that?
You might have a hard time to tell within the space of 3 or 4 yrs.
I often findit hard to tell within 10 yrs. when I had some par
ticular experience or did something. Unless you bother to write
it down and make a record of it.

The people 'outside Egypt did not have paper to write on. They
had to use other sorts of things. Even paper 300 yrs. from now
a good bit of paper in the country--will have utterly disappeared.
When you take events that gar back it is very good for our
knowledge of history that the Assyrian kings wrote these annals.
They give us a lot of knowledge about events then, and we can
fit them with the Bible and what we get from other sources.

Sennacherib tells about hisconquering this nation and that
nation, in his various expeditions. In the account ofone of his
expeditions he tells how he came against king Hezekiah who was
supposed to be subject to him because his father Ahaz had promised
to be subject ot the king of Assyria, you remember, in order to
get them to come andprotectt him, (he tells that) Hezekiah turned
against him. He says, I led my armies out against him. He said,
I shut him up in his city of Jerusalem like a bird in a cage.

He goes on to tell about his other conquests. He never says
of any other city that he shut the king up like a bird in a cage.
He tells how he conquered this city and led the people out as
prisoners, carried them off hundreds of miles and killed hundreds
of thern,etc. But of Hezekiah and Jerusalem he says I shut him u
like a bird in a cage. It's pretty good evidence that he could not
conquer Jerusalem. He wouldn't admit it, but he boast of
having shut him up like a bird in a cage! Evidently he shut him
up for these 3 years.

That is a very interesting corroboration of the Scripture
account. But there is another corroboration that I think is just
as interesting, though not as often referred to. That is this: In
the great palace Sennacherib built at Ninevah hundreds of miles
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from here. He put up a ]great bar relief that showed the conquest
of a city. He showed the great walls of the city. He showed his

armies all around it. He showed the battering rams attacking the

city. It looks in a way like a series of cartoons, because he shows

one of them appearing after another until they
broke through the walls and the walls cave in and he shows the

people of the city going out and being taken prisoners by the

Assyrians.

Underneath it he tells how he attacked the city of Lachish
and broke through its walls, and conquered the city, and he carried
the people off. I don't know of any other case where he boasts
about a city other than a capitol city. But here he just says of

Jerusalem he shut him up like a bird in a cage, and he boasts about
Lachish. So I call that Sennacherib's consolation prize (that great
picture in his palace).

You read ch. 36. It's from Lachish he sent. Lachish was the

greatest city of-Judah next to Jerusalem but not to be compareed
to Jerusalem in size os or in strength.

Klug: I just wanted to mention that in the latest issue of
The Bible and Spade there is an axikt article on Lachish and there
is a picture of all these scenes. Very interesting article.

Very interesting. I read in the U. of Berlin in the Babylon
an inscriptions I read the account of Sennacherib's conquest. In
the Bible it tells in 2 Kings how in trying to keephim -- I Kings
it is -- I Kiing 18-19 it' tells of the same events that we have
in Isa. 36-37. It tells here how Hezeklah in trying to keep
Sennacherib from comeing and attacking him, we read in I Ki.18:14
that the king of Assyria e5cactly from Hezekiah king of Judah 300
talents of silver and 30 talents of gold. We read in Sennacherib's
inscription that he said that Hezekiah gave him 800 talents of
silver and 30 talents of gold.

I was interested to hear this professor in the class in
Berlin in which we were reading this inscription in the original
in the Assyrian say, What do you think of the difference, or
where it says 300 in the Bible and it says 800 in the Assyrian
king inscription? Well, he said, The Assyrian king just lied in
orderto make it look good. I thought that was intteresting that
that would be his attitude toward the discrepancies. Because there
is that one discrepancy as to the amount but otherwise the two
exactly fit together.

So we have here as far as the security of Israel is concerned
God telling Ahaz, Trust the Lord the Lord can deliver you. We have
Ahaz making this ungodly scheme to bring in the Assryian force to
protect them; we have God rebuking them for that; we have the
results of that becoming clearly evident when the Assyrian force
thenoverran the land to quite an extent. And when 30 yrs. later
Sennacherib came and it looked as if Jerusalem would be destroyed
as so many other cities were, but God miraculously protected them
and the city lasted for another nearly 150 years! before it finally
was conquered not by the Assyrians but by the Babylonians.
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Just one other poibt about the history which maybe most of
you don't need t bother a great deal about, but some of you
may have a question. That is if you try to figure the chronology
you look at cbs. 38 and 39.. Does ,ch. 38 says "After Hezekiah
became illt It says, Inthose days Hezekiah became ill." What
were those days Was that right after? Ws it during?.' Was it
earlier" Sometime in Hezekiah's life.

Then in cli. 39 fe read, 'TAt bhat time Merodach-baladan son of B
Baladan, king off, a sent letters and a present'to Hezekaah...
What time? It is quite clear in dh. 9 that it comes after h. 38.
Because in ch. 39 the king of Babyld sent toconrtulate
He -kia- upon his rccovry. So We knW he caihe &fter ch. 38. But
it is quite generally believed that chs. 38 and 39 chronologc1ly
precede che. 36 an 31. It is quiteenerally bel1e\Fedthat it ws
this embassy from king of Babylon that led Hezekiah co break off
with Sennacherib and ¬o put his life in jeopardy and that it came
earlier. -

Chs. 37-38 is one continuOus story with two main incidents.
in it each of which has 4 parts. Four parts which ae exactly
parallel to each ot1-er. Chs. 38 arid 39 are qtnte distinct from
that. I'm not goingto go into chs. 38 rtd 39 ir'. ths course.
But I wanted to brng that out for any who miqht be interested
in it from th viewpoint of chronology.

-

Our primary interest is in cns. 7-12. I'm not asking you'-,-or,
this assignment to try to solve the problems in this section or
to understanc all the things you read in it, b.it notice what the
divisions are.cWhat evidences are there for1what are the main
divisions, or, where there are subordinate divisions. Where there
is a ch. division that is an excelleprt division-, or if there are
an-y that are quite evidently ot ery god. drvisions.

Now that---s our firt of" tese'subje.ctse'rc looking at--
the security of thee land and,'Gbd's wotderfu1 deliverance. -

big-
theme in,chs 77-12..1t!.s a big thepie in chs.2'8-35. The theme df
the continuance, of-the House of David, an the.replaceme,n" of Ahaz
-by ,,a better one. Well h was "rep1acd When he died Hezeiciah, who,
was as godly-a-king as the land ever had., BUt Hezekiah only pre.-
.fiqures afar better one who-wws to dom later.'because Nanasseh
his son -was- perhaps worse than Ahaz i such a case was Do5slble.

Jo will continue there next,- week. Please get those(assiqn-
ments) into the office by noon(Friday) .

. - --
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It is very ifficu1t in a course like this to make a
reasonable mark simply on the basis of an examination, so I
would like to give two short tests during this semester which
will be a real help toward that purpose. So for next week
there will be no assignment but please thoroughly review every
thing thus far. . . We will have a 20 mm. text at the beginning
of the hour next week.

We have been laying groundwork largely thus far. There
are many things that fit together and we're looking at differ
ent aspects of them as we try to fit them together.

Regarding the assignment for today, there is much variety
in the answers, as would be expected. Most of these assignments
are not a test of how well you can do a thing, but to get ou
into the problem and get you to try to see what you can o on
it and to get the problems in mind. Then we can discusssthem
intelligently.

On thing we can all agree on is that chs. 7-12 is one
unit. Wedon't have time in this class to look at what precedes
and what follows the evidence for that. But it is definitely
one unit. In the scale we were using you may need four lines
before and after ch.7-12.

Within that period there are many short sections some of
which belong rather closely together. There are many places
where we could make a small division, but to know where the
large divisions should be made is not easy. I think the Arch
bishop did one of the worst jobs he did anywhere in the Bible
in this section from csh.7-l2, because there is only one of
his ch. divisions which seems to me to be reasonably p&àced.

Briefly glance at that. Younotice in ch. 7 we are read
ing about the attack being made by the people from Samaria
and from Damascus, and how God wou1dx= protect them from
them, but Ahaz has gotten the king of Assyria to come and
deliver them from them. Isaiah said in ch. 7:16, "Before the
boyknows enough to reject the wrong and choose the right, the
land of the two kings you dread will be laid waste."

Then in 8:4 "before the boy knows how to say, My father
or my mother, the wealth of Damascus and plunder of Samaria will
be carried off by the king of Assyriaz" So we have the first
part of ch. 8 and ch.7 very tightly bound together, and there
is cdrtainly a minor division between ch.7 and ch.8, but I'm
not certain it is any more important than any other divisions
within ch.7. I hope to be able to go into ch. 8 in detail be
fore the end of the hour.

Now I want to look at the beginning of ch. 9. At the
end of v.18 and beginning of v. 19 of ch.8, you have a break
that is far more important than the break between chs. 8 and 9.
Temporarily we have left Damascus, Samaria, and Assyria
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behind, and we are moving toward a different area in v. 19--
"When men tell you to consult mediums and spiritists, who
whisper and mutter, should not a people inquire of their God?
Why consult the dead on behalf of the living?"

Then you have 'an account of the punishment God is bring
ing to his erring people. "Distressed and hungry, they will roam
through the land; when they arefamished . . . they look toward
the earth and see onlyy distress and darkness and fearful
gloom . . In the past he humbled the land of Zebulun and the
land of Naphtali . . . but people walking in darkness are
going to see a great light!"

So at v.19 there is a very important break, but at the
beginning of ch. 9 there is a very slight break. If you look
up any of the verses of ch. 9 in a Hebrew Bible you will find
the numbers are different than those in your English versions
because the people who transfered the verse divisions from
the Latin Bible to the Heb. Bible felt that where it says in
v.2 "thepeople walking in darkness have seen a great light"
--that that was the place to start ch. 9, not after the verse
before which speaks about gloom and distress. So the Hebe Bible
--in it-- ch. 9 starts a verse later.

Actually it shouldn't start at either of the two places!
It should start a few vv. earlier because we're right in the
middle of a transition. There's a much more important break
earlier, and a far more important break at the end of v.7 in
ch. 9. I think almost everybody saw that there is nosubstantial
break' at the beginning of b. 10. There the Archbishop certainly
was asleep when he made that breaks Becauseas most of you
noticed, there is a series of 4 stanzas making one poem. A
poem of four stanzas each of which ends with a refrain. One
beginsin 9:8 and in v. 12 it says "yet for all this his anger
is not turned away, his sand is still upraised."

Then you have another stanza akxkkx which v. 17 ends
"yet for all this his anger is not turned away, his sand is
still upraised."

Then another stanza which ends with v. 21, "Yet for all
this, his anger is not turned away, his hand is still upraised."

Then another which ends in 10:4 (the same way). It is
very obvious that you have there a section of 4 stanzas to
gether, and he made a ch. division just in the beginning of
the third (you mean the fourth).

A new subject begins in v.5 of ch. 10 "Woe to the Assyrians,
the rod of my anger . . ." That continues on, and whenyou come
to the end of the ch., you have the Lord destroying the
Assyrian empire. "He will cut down the forest thickets with
an ax; Lebanon will fall before the Mighty One." The forest of
Lebanon standing for the mighty Assyrian empire that is going
to perish, but the next verse(ll:l) says that in contrast with
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this great Assyrian empire which perishes forever, "a shoot
will come up from the stump of Jesse; from his roots a branch
will bx bear fruit." So you have a sharp contrast between
the last verse of ch. 10 and the first verse of ch. 11. There
certainly is a minor break there because you have a contrast
between the destruction and failure of Assyria and the fact
that from little Israel, x from out of that is going to come
the One who is going to change the condition of thewhole world.

While the first verse of ch. 9 and ch. 11 are so very
important that it is rather nice for us to have them at the
beginning of the ch., yet if we don't realize that it is
not a major division, we lose the progress of thought and the
close relation with what precedes.

Of course at the beginning of v. 12( you mean ch. 12)
we have a prayer of praise, so the Archbishop did a good job
at that particular place. So much for a summaryø of the
divisions -- a thing I wanted to get across is that in study
ing any part of the Bible, the verse and ch. divisions can be
a very great convenience to find a place quickly. They are
extremely valuable for that. But if you are reading any ch.,
CT or NT, you are wise to look a little bit at the ch. before
and a little bit at the ch. after.

In Hebrew, for instance, practically every chapter begins
"therefore", and-you could consider the first verse in every
chapter inHebrews(s) (?) as a conclusion to the ch. preceding
or as beginning what follows. But if you divide it into separate
units you lose a great deal of the meaning of each.

Question: I was wondering about 8:18. How do you explain
that.




8:18 says, "We are signs and symbols in Isaeel from the
Lord Almighty, who dwells on Mt. Zion." "When men tell you to
consult mediums and spirits, who whisper . . ."

It seems to me, particularly in view of the context before
and after that if v. 19 was thought of as "Don't consult
mediums and spirits; come to us" -- from that viewpoint, it
could be thought of as continuous. I hope we'll get to that
today and look at it in a littlemore detail.

I want tdmention this that at the end of the semester
with the two brief tests and the final exam, in practically
every case it is not difficult to tell what sort of mark I
should give. But sometimes a person is right on theline be
tween the two. Therefore, I like to keep all the papers you
turn in, so that in such a case I can look at them then in
order to see on which side of the line you should go. That's
why I keep record of them each week -- a general record of
whether the work is well done or not. But I like to be able to
glance over them all again at the end. So unless anyone has a
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special reason to want a paperback sooner, I would rather not
give any of the papers back until the end of the semester. If
any of you would like to have the paper back at the end of
the semester, I wish you would give me a little note on a
separate pieee of paper with the qequest that your paper be
returned to you. I'll keep them all together and at the end
of the semester put them in your box, all those who would like
to have them.

We have been noticing in ch. 7, twomajor emphases. The
emphasis on the secutity of the peope. And the emphasis on
the promise to David, the promise of a righteous king. A
promise which seems to have failed when there was such a
king as Ahaz, but a promise which He assures them will be
carried out.

The emphasis on security, whether to make it a separate
subject or a part of that -- we mentioned there are two aspects
to that: there is God's determination to punish and chastie
those who do not follow Him, but also the promise that God's
mercy will not depart, that God is going to give deliverance;
he is going to give ultimate complete establishment of right
eousness. Those who follow Him truly are going to find that
everything turns out well in the end.

We have both of these things brought out in the section
we looked at in ch. 36 and 37 where we have the land subjected
to the terrible attack from the Assyrians with all the large
cities except Jerusalem captured. Jerusalem wasnever beseiged
at this time. Jerusalem knew that the other cities were taken,
that the Assyrian armies were moving back and forth through
the land. No one dared go very far outside the walls, for a
period of perhaps 3 years.

They could go out to their fields long enough to quickly
get whatever they could that had grown of itself while keeping
a lookout lest Assyrian soldiers be seen approaching. It was
was after constantly expecting that the great force which had
broken down the walls of all their other cities, would come
and attack Jerusalem, and then God miraculously delivered them.
So we have that marvelous deliverance to which we are looking
forward in this section, though it's not so specifically
mentioned in ch.7-12 as it is in the later sections we will
look at.

We have then constantly rebuke for iniquity, with the
promise though that God is going to protect His people. God is
going to work out His righteousness in the end. He's going to
give His marvelous deliverance to Jerusalem. So Jerusalem lasts
for nearly a century longer than Samaria did, before it was
finally captured, and thennot by Assyria but by the Babylonians.
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We have looked at everything in ch. 7 except three
verses (7) If there is anything I don't make
clear or if I mispeak myself . . . I wish you would interrupt
me so no one will be mislead.

Question: 2 in ch. 7?

They are found throughout the section. The two main
emphases we found particularly in ch. 7 were the security of
the people, and the promise about the righteous king. Those
are the two. And then the first of them, you might say, has
two aspects: the punishment of his people when they go astray,
but the ultimate victory which He promises to them.

They are emphasized in ch. 7, but in ch. 7 these three
verses: vv.l4-l5 -- wehave not looked at closely. I was a
little disappointed that there was only paper turned in to me
that raised the question about these three verses, because they
present a very serious problem. An extremely serious problem,
and I ampleased when you note these problems enough to raise
a problem about them in your paper. I would rather have you
raise them on your paper thanin ±zz class because I can see
where I want tof it it in later. Whether I'm going to cover it
anyway, whether it is of general interest, whether it is some
thing I should speak to you about personally.

The great problem with these three verses is that the
first verse clearly is a prediction of the virgin birth of
Christ. Yet vv.15-16 so very definitely refer to the immediate
situation. Those who insist that there is no prophecy of
Christ here say, What comfort would it be for AHXH Ahaz to
have this sign come of the virgin birth. Of course, God is
not choosing to comfort Ahaz; he is rebuking Ahaz.

But he is comforting the people by giving them the
assurance that the house of David wilinot always be repre
sented by such an unworthy representative as I Ahaz, but
that God's own chosen Immanuel, the Son of David is coming
and coming in a miraculous way. Butin xxx± in the x immed
iate situation, v. 15 seems to have a very definite relation
ship. It says, He will eat curds and honey when he knows
enough to reject the wrong and choose the right,but before
the boy knows enough to reject the wrong and choose the right
the land of the two kings you dread will be laid waste.

If it says that before Christ reaches the age where he
has intelligence enough to reach for the warm milk instead
of for the hot stove, that before he reaches that time these
two kings will have disappeared! Well, they disappeared 700
years before the time of Christ. It doesn't seem to have much
relevance in that relation. There have been commentators who
have said the satement "he will eat curds and honey" is a
picture of the simple life of our Lord. We have nothing in the
NT to suggest that that is what it refers to, and when we look
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further on in the chapter, we find that in v. 22 "all who remain
in the land will eat curds and honey." There will be plenty of
pastoral products, because the land will be open for the cows
and the bees and the trees to grow, and comparatively few people
to do much cultivation. A condition of depopulation and devesta-.
tion which came as a result of the Assyrian invasion.

So vv.l5-* 16 come right back to the immediate situation.
We have a problem, a very definite problem. Now somebody tries
to get around it by what they call "double fulfillment." I do not
believe thereis such a thing as double fulfillment. If we are to
say, There will be great invasions(plural) -- there may be 2, 3,
or 6. We don't know how many. We are giving a plural prediction.

But when we say that David became kind, we are giving a
specific event. There is no double fulfillment. When we say that
God picked Saul or that Samuel told Saul he would become king, it
refers to one specific event. When we make a prediction that is
not a general prediction, but is a prediction of a single event,
it describes that one thing. And if you are going to say, It has
2 or 3 fulfillments, it leaves you without much solid qox ground
on which to stand.

We have to make a sharp distinction. A principle can be
fulfilled. That is different, but a specific prediction such
as the virgin birth has but one fulfillment. Some have tried
to say, This is a prediction of the birth of Hezekiahl The
evidence is strong that Hezekiah was already at least 5 yrs. old
at this time, when Isiah spoke with his father Ahaz. It is
definitely not a prediction of the birth of Hezekiah.

We have no evidence of a virgin birth at that time. We
have no evidence of anyone at that time to which this could
refer. Neither do we have any way in vv.l5-l6 can refer to
Christ. V.14 refers to Christ. Vv.l5-16 refer to the immediate
situation. How do you make the transition?

If you say this is a double fulfillment -- it refers
both to Christ and to that time -- vv.l5-l6 certainly dorit
refer to the time of Christ. By the time he reached the age of
being able to make simple choices, the land of the two kings
you dread will be made waste. There is a transition. How is it
to be understood?

Personally, I feel,and a number of commentators do, that
what happens he speaks of the coming one whom God is going to
send without giving any indication of when he is coming. We know
know he is going to come. Thenhe takes his life as an imaginary
measuring stick. In other words, we don't know when this virgin
birth will occur, but if it were to occur during the present, then
before that time, these things would happen. It is using it simply
as a measuring stick. I incline personally very strongly toward
that interpretation of the relationship of these two vv. with v.14.
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There is one other suggestion I would not say is wrong.
It seems a possibility, though I like this (first) one better.
It is that when he says, He will eat cures and honey -- in English
that word "he" is a separate word. But in Heb. it is a part of
the verb. There is no emphasis on the "he" at all. It could
certainly be he is told to take his son with him whose name
means"a remnant will return", whose name suggests there is going
to be devestation so that there will be only a remnant. And he
points toward the boy beside him and says, He will eat curds
and honey when he reaches a certain age.

He says. "before the boy . . " and points to the boy, his
son whois with him there and the son who is with him is the
measurement that it changes from Christ to the son who is there
and you might say he points in that direction.

That is a possibility. Personally I like the other better,
--that he thinks of Christ that if He were born now it would
give you a period of time.

Question: Would 8:4 have a bearing on this?

8:4 is referring to another boy. Maher-shala-hashbaz, and
there we have a short period of time. A shorter period of time.

Question: You don't feel that that could be the boy?

No. This boy at that time would be older, if (that was
he one).

Question: I still don't fully understand your interpre
tation. Would you explain it.

It is not easy by anymeans. It is a difficult problem.
I think we should recognize that it is a problem. But I do not
see any excape as Isa. 7 stands from taking v.14 as a prediction
of the birgin birth of Christ, and the quotation by the angel
in the book of Mat. (or even if it was simply Matthew's quota
tion), I think that would have to be certain. Verse 14 refers
to Christ.

Now if you take vv.15-l6 in the light of the rest of
the ch., I don't see any way to escape from their referring,not
to Christ but tothe immediate situation. So my preference is
it means, We don't know when Christ (Immanuel) will come, but
if He were to comenow, before He would reach this age, these
things will happen. That he takes him as the immaginary life
-- we don;t know when it will be and uses it as a measuring
stick to show what's going to happen in the very near future.

That is the interpretation I prefer, though the other is
not impossible that he says before he, before Shear-jashub-- why
did he bring Shear-jashub along? Was itjust for his name?
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Or is there a little more purpose? I prefer the first though
I don't think the second is impossible.

Question: Do you mean Isaiah felt that ?

I would think that as far as Iaiah wasconcerned the
Lord had not revealed it to him. He would have known. Now maybe
at this moment, kxkøx (he didn't) --- and the Lord may
have revealed other things to him later and he realized

But at this point he probably only knew
what the Lord had revealed to him.

Question: According to your interpretation that
was Isaiah's son ?

That was Isthsh's son mentioned in v. 1 where the Lord
toidhim to take Shear-jashub his son. In v.3 he is mentioned.
He says, Take you son who has this name -- a remnant will return.

Question: Is there a meaning in the Hebrew . . . that
he will know enough to reject the wrong and choose the right.
Is there anything of the hypothetical sense in that in the
verb?




Yes. He-will or he would. There is no distinction between
"will" and "would" in the Hebrew,ike there is in English. There
are comparativelyfew places where it is translated "would", but
there -are places where-- ailagr-ee that is---the idea.

Question: Are vv.l4-l5 a general statement that depopu
lation will take place within a few years?

Anything else?

Question: According to your view v. 16 would be saying,
If this (birth) did take place very soon, then these two kings
would be laid waste ?

Then it would give us a measuring stick before he
reaches a certain age, that in a very few years both of these
kings will be gone.

Question: Would this be a sign ox for Ahaz?

No. It is a sign to God's people that they don't have to
think that the House of David will have to put up with such as
Ahaz forever, and it's a sign that Ahaz' clever scheme to
deliver the land is going to bring in trouble rather than
deliverance.

Question: In Mat. 1, the angel prophecies that this is
the fulfillment of v. 14 but he doesn't say anything about
vv. 15-16. That would support the fact that there is a separation
here. A number of times in other places in the NT that the NT will
will pick and choose out of a whole passage of what . .
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Yes. The angel did not quote vv.15-16, just v. 14.

Question: Jesus stops in the middle of a passage, or
verse.




Yes, but we want to be very careful about arguments
from silence. The fact that a verse is quoted and it stops there
means we don't have any NT guarantee that the next verse also
applies to that time, but it doesn't prove it does! In that
case where Jesus stops in a quotation you don't say that is
the first coming, and the second coming from there on. But I
think if you read it closely that is one question (?)
but that's another area. I'd better not get into.

I think then we have covered the principle matters in
ch. 7 and these matters continue for a few vv. into ch. 8.
"The Lord said to me." I would guess that 8:1 comes very very
soon after what precedes it in ch. 7. We are not told that
it did, but it wouldseem to from the situation that it did.

Very soon after the Lord said to me, "Take . . " This
word which NIV translates " a large scroll" is a word which
occurs very seldom in Hebrew. We're not sure exactly what it
means Some think of it as being like a stone monument. Just
exactly what it was we don't know, but somewhere where it could
easily be seen, Isaiah was to write on it in plain letters the
word Maher-Shalal-Hash-Baz which is the Heb. for "hasten the
booty, hurry the spoil." He puts this sign up. Ahaz is telling
his hobles secretly the Assyrians will come soon; we'll be
perfectly safe. We've nothing to worry about.

But Iaaiah asks Uriah the priest and Zechariah son of
Jeberekiah -- not the author of the Biblical book of Zechariah
but another Zechariah -- he asks them to note the fact that
at this time I have put on this sign that there is trouble
and difficulty ahead. A remnant will return, but in the mean
time hastenthe booty, hurry to the spoil..

"Then I wenl to the prophetess . . The Lord said to
me, Name him . . .before the boy knows how to say abi and imi
--the twofirst sounds a child is apt to learn to make, Daddy
and Nummie. They come earlier. This is an earlier boy than
the other boy. The other boy reaches the, ability to make simple
choices. Before that happens there is going to be an end
to the menace from Damascus and Samaria. But before this boy is
able just to make the simplest sounds a baby learns to make -
before that time, of course by the time the boy is able to do
that it's a couple of years later than the previous situation.

Before that the wealth of Damascus and the plunder of
Samaria will be carried off by the king of Assyria.

Then we have a small break at the end of 8:4, of course.
Here the Lords speaks to him and gives a rebuke for the people
of the land mingled with assurance of God's continued blessing.
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Rebuke for turning away from God but assurance of continued
blessing for God's people.

8:6 "Because this people has rejected the gently flowing
waters of Shiloah -- in the NT there is no sh sound so it makes
it Siloam. The poolof Siloam, it has nothing to do with the OT
city of Shiloah, of course. It is the waters of Siloam. Because
this people have rejected the gently flowing waters of Shiloah
--a figure of God's messages through his prophets to the people,
"and rejoices over Rezin a and the son of Remaliah."

Who are the people who are rejoicing over Rezin and
Remaliah2 Most commentators think these are the people of the
northern kingdom that he is speaking of and how God is punish
ing them. Some think he refers to people in the southern king
dom who were turning against Ahaz and thinking they should
support Rezin. I think the first (explanation) is the more
likely of the two, but probably he has the whole people of Israel
to some extent in view. That the people of both notthern and
southern kingdoms instead of listening to thequite voice of
God and looking to him for protection that instead they are
using these various human expediences to get protection.

"Therefore the Lord is about to bring against them
the mighty flood waters of the River --" This term "the River"
is a term often used to mean the greatest river in that part
of the world, the river Eophrates. It is used here as a figure
of the great power and force of the king of Assyria. The king
of Assyria with all his pomp. It will overflow all its channels,
and run over all its banks and sweep over on into Judah,
swirling over it . . . its outspread wings will cover the breadëb
breadth of -- it doesn't say of the land -- it says of your land.
Then the next word says "God with us -- Immanuel."

Most translators insert an "0" because he says "your land"
and thenhe says "God with us", and we've already been told about
the birth of Immanuel so it is quite a reasonable conjecture that
here Isaiah turns to Imrnanuel and recognizes that though Ahaz
is ruling over the land, he is a very degenerate representative
of the House of David. It ix really is Immanuel who is truly the
Ruler, and this is Immanuel's land. Even though God permits the
Assyrians to overrun the land and bring thispunishment for the
sins of the people,yet it is Immanuel's land!

So you see another reason why this ch. is tightly bound
with the previous ch. We read there of the birth of Immanuel.
But here we see that Immanuel is One who is already in existence.
He is the true son of David. This is His land! Even though the
Assyrian runs over it, there cannot be permanent lasting
destruction because it's Immanuels.

Then he ki turns and speaks ironically to the nations
under the control of the Assyrians as theyx make their eventual
attack in ch. 36-37 which they think will result in the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem. ((Must mean vv.9-10 instead of chs.36-37).
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"Raise the war cry, you nations and be shattered, Listen,
all you distant lands, prepare for battle, and be shatered1
Prepare for battle, and be shattered. Devise your strategy
but it will not stand, for Immanuel." NIV translates it,
"for God is with us." In both cases you can translated it
"God is with us" or you can transliterate it "Immanuel."
Both are true. God is with them; this is Immanuel's land. Since
it is Immanuel's land, God is protecting and watching over it.

Even Sennacherib's mighty power will not be able to take
Jerusalem, because God will miraculously intervene.

As it continues he is still speaking to the people so many
of whom have turned away from God. "Do not call conspiracy
everything these people call conspiracy; so not fear what they
fear, do not dread it. The Lord Almighty is the one you are to
regard as holy, he is bne you are to fear . . . and he will be
sanctuary." You don't need to try to get the Assyrians to come
and protect you; you don't needx to look to these human means,
God has promised to protect you and he will do it.

If you do not trust in him you will not be established. But
he will be a sanctuary -- it is understood to all those who
put their trust in Him. He goes on, "But k for both houses of
Israel" -- there is good reason above to think he is referring
to both the northern and the southern kingdoms. But for both
houses of Israel he will be a stone that causes men to stumble,
and a rock that makes them fall. And for the people of Jerusalem
he will be a trap and a snare. Many of them will stumble; they
will fall and be broken, they will be snared and captured."

At the end of v. 15 there is a minor break, not a major one
Up to that point he had been speaking about the way God was going
to bring misery upon those who are not following the Lord, on
those who are not seeking to do His will, on those who are seek
ing these human expedients instead of trusting the Lord. As he
sees the dark days coming under Ahaz, he says, Bind up the
testimony and seal up the law among my disciples. I will wait
for the Lord who is hiding his face . . . I will put my trust
in him."

Who is speaking in vv.l6-17? Does Isaiah speak there or does
Immanuel speak there, who has been referred to twice already in
the chapter? Immanuel is certainly already the Lord of the land. '

Immanuel is God's own king. This is Immanuel's land. That's why
the Assyrians cannot completely destroy it. This is Immanuel's
land. Is He speaking? Or is it Isaiah as Immanuels representa
tive? He is speakingon Immariuel's behalf.

V.18, "Here am I, and the children the Lord has given me.
We are signs, and symbols in Israel . . ." Here we see Immanuel
is speaking through Isaiah. He is giving a principle which was
true kt'x there. Isaiah and his followers were keeping alive the
true message of God eventhough so much of the land was turning
away from God. They are God's representatives. He and the followers
that God has given him. But it is Immanuel working through Isaiah.
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So we find in Heb. 2:13 that these words of Immanuel
are quoted. It says there, so Jesus is not ashamed to call
them brothers. He says, I will declare my name to my brothers
in the presence of the congregation I will sing your praise.
That is quoted from Ps.22 --that marvellous prediction of
Jesus' crucifixion, øxx and of the glory that should follow.

again
And ±:"I will put my trust in Him" which is exactly

the last part of v. 17.

And again he said, Here am I and the children God has
given me. So the author of the book of Hebrews is justified
in quoting these statements as statements by Christ, by Immanuel
the pre-existent Christ who was working in Isaiah and was
in them expressing the principle which was exemplified in Isaiah
and his little band of followers who kept alive the knowledge
of God in a nation that was turning away from him. And it was
exempliëied as the followers of Christ who went out into all
the world to carry the message of salvation in the midst of a
wicked world.

God has never promised that by thegospel we are going to
conquer the whole world. But he has promised that through the
gospel we can bring a message of salvation that will reach many
and be used to save many out of this wicked world.

So Immanuel can say it through each one of us. He said it
through Isaiah. If we can put our trust in the Lord and look
to God to give us those who will join with us in standing for God.

At the end of v. 18 I feel there is a rather important
break because in what follows we do not have direct reference
to these previous situations but we have a warning first against
spiritism. A warning against a practice which was certainly wide
spread then and is wide-spread in our day, of consulting
mediums and spirits in order to try to findout what is going to
happen in the future.

"Should not a people inquire of their God? Whyconsult the
dead on behalf of the living? To the law and to the testimony!
If they do not speak according to this word, they have no light
of dawn." Then from there the next two vv. show a condition of
distress and of misery, a condition of suffering of hunger.
They roam through the land. They become famished and enraged,
and looking up they curse their king and their god.

Some take "look up" that they cease what is wrong and look
up. Others take it that no matter what direction you look you
see nothing but misery. When you get to 9:1, you find that there
are differences of translation as to whether he will glorify
Galilee of the Gentiles or whether he will greatly distress
Galilee of the Gentiles. Of course both of them are true. Be
cause hedescribes here the area in the land of Zebulun and of
Naphtali, Galilee of the Gentiles, the area in northern kingdom
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into which the Assyrian army first came. That area into which
darkness of the Assyrian attack first came of its attack and
conquest, in that very area the people walking in darkness
are going to see a great light.

The NT says that great light was what came first in that
area because that was where Jesus began his preaching. Matthew
points to this passage as fulfilled in Christ. In the very
area where the darkness from the Assyrian attack first came
in that very area Jesus began his preaching, his wonderful
message of life and light.

I will stop here for today and please review everything
up to this point and try to be here on time because I'd not
like to take any more k=time than I have to for it because
it is a short test, about 20 minutes.
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We were looking last time at ch. 8 of Isah. We noticed
that the beginning of ch. 8 is very closely tied with the
previous ch. dealing with the same situation at least thru
v.10 and very possibly thru v. 18.

In v.19 we start a new section. There we have the prophet's
warning against trying to get guidance from wegie boards, mediums
and other such means, astrology, etc. We should consult the
Lord for our guidance and not go to these esoteric sources. "To
the law and to the testimony, if they don't speak according to
this word, they have no light of dawn." Then he goes on to show
the fate of those people in Israel who would not look to the
Lord for His guidance and not follow the Lord when His will
was made clear to them. He shows the terrible fate they must
go through, and of course he's specifically speaking of the
people of Israel, but the principle applies to all people at
all times..

It is pretty hard between v. 20 and the seven verses of
the next ch., it is pretty hard to know where to make a break
because the division is so gradual. You have a picture of the
darkness, and then the coming of the light. The rabbis felt
the archbishop made a mistake in making the division where he
did, so in the Heb. Bible you find it starting with what is
v.2 in your English Bible.

It is true that if you are going to make a break between
ch. 8 and ch. 9, then the logical place to make it would be
after v. 1. But v. 1 does lead very naturally into v.2, aitho
not nearly so naturally as it follows v.22 of the previous ch.
It leads rather naturally into it, so we are justified in say
ing that there is one continuous picture here of darkness, and
gloom. This gloom reaches a climax with the coming of the
Assyrian army who first entered the land of Zebulun and the
land of Naphtali, as the section of Galilee which was neigh
boring the other countries and which was spoken of as Get±tt
Galièee of the nations.-(gentiles)

That was where the darkness first began to be most bad.
Right there in that section where the darkness was first so
great there, he says, light is going to start to come. The
people walking in darkness will see a great light.

We are justified in interpreting it that way. We would
not be justified perhaps in dogmatically saying that it must
be that way. It would be possible that at the end of v.1 of
ch. 9 a section ended, and that v.2 began a new section. That
would be possible and be just as the OT. But in the NT we have
the two verses quoted continuously. Consequently they give
us the inspired interpretation, that between the last part
of ch. 8 and the first part of ch.9 there is no break but
there is continuous progress to it.

Question: 9:1 is a reference to Christ because of the NT.
I was wondering if on the exam aquestion that was taken as with
ch. 8 than with the Heb. Bible(???)
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I see, whether this would come to the references to
Christ in chapter 8. That's a very good question. Whether
you were using the English Bible or the Hebrew Bible. If
you were using the English Bible we will count it correct.
If you were using the Heb. Bible we will count it incorrect.
Very good.

Question: Verse 19 of ch. 8 Does God countenance mediums
or spirits, and is it possible to get an answer from spirits?

No. The meaning of v. 19 is that we should not look to
mediums or spirits. It is not at all impossible that a medium
or spirit might tellz us something that is true that we did
not know. But it is equally possible that a lying spirit will
speak through them, and mislead us and give us something false.

I had an uncle who was quite ill. Visiting us in California
was .vriN-.ffFs wife was in Montana and -she-was not a--beli-ever

She went to a spiritist, wbo did not know here, did not know any
thing about her as far as we know. She went there looking for
counsel. As soon as she came in to the room, the medium said,
Oh, there's pain, and pointed to the very spot where her husband
had this cancer. Pointing to the very spot she displayed knowledge
that a human being could not have known by ordinary means. She
skid, Terriblepain, but I don't see anydeath! And 3 mo. later he
was dead from cancer. In other words there was the possibility
thru the spirit who was speaking thru the medium, or by pyscho
logical transfer of some sort which we do not know, there was
the possibility of knowing present facts. But no possibility of
predicting the future, with certainty.

We are not told that these means may not give you truth.
But we are warned that the Christian should not use them. They
might give truth, they might give error. There might be a lying
spirit ppeaking through them. Just like dreams. God spoke to
the prophets in dreams in the CT. When we have a dream it may
convey some meaning to us, or it may be the result of something
we ate yesterday. Or it may be a demon trying to mislead us.
We should get our guidance from Scripture. That is the teach
ing of these two verses.

Question: In ch.8:20 it starts talking about "they". Who
is the "they"? If they do not speak according to . . .

In the English "they" -- the problem would be as someone
mentioned before in an English sentence. In the verses about
Immanuel and the virgin birth where it is a "he". We would
think it was referring to something before, but there it is a
good thing to note about the Hebrew. That in Hebrew the verb
is 3rd m. s. or êrd f.s. or 3rd common plu. That is merely a
verb. They may use a pronoun, and if they use a pronoun to
emphasize it in the Hebrew, there must be some reason for that
pronoun. But when they simply use the verb, it is the action
that is spoken of. It would be most usual that the one referred
to would be the one previously spoken of, but not necessarily.
"If they should speak" could just as well be translated "speak
ing should be done" in a certain way. That i, it can be impersonal.
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It can be a definite reference to that which was just spoken
of. It's merely a verb. There is no actual "they." See the
point?

I think it is very important to realize that in Hebrew and
Greek there are a great many matters that are important in
our understanding of Scripture which we don't emphasize in
class. We simply learn the principles of the language,but we
get it into our system. Then when we read something in Hebrew
or Greek we automatically know these things, and thus the
value is not the ability to figure out some very involved
difficult question. Tt is a value, but the greater value is
that there are so many common things about a language that
are different from ours that are obvious to anybody who knows
very much about it.

I've often heard people say, Why should I spend time learn
ing Hebrew and Greek. I can't expect to make a better trans
lation than these great scholars, who have translated the
Bb1e. We don't expect you to make as good a translation or
one as half as good, as the great scholars who tuave made
most of the translations we have. But if you know the language
you immediately see that there are some things that are very
definite in the original that are extremely bird to make
definite in English. There are certain things that are in
definite in the original where we have to take a definite
statement in English.

So this "they" -- I would think it would be people in
general. "If people do not speak according to this word,
they have no light of dawn." He is talking specifically, but
the general principle applies to all. If we don't speak
according to the word --

I read a book I happendd to pick up once in a modernist
book store. It was called, How to Become a Bishop Without
Being Religious. It was written by a Methodist minister. I
opened the book at random, and I read: If you want your
people to like you, very often in your sermon make the state
ment, The Bible says. Then after you've said it, they will
all nod knd think that's wonderful, and then you can go on
to say anything you want after that because they won't know
anything about what the Bible says. Alas that's the case in
most modernist churches.

People have a feeling the Bible is right, but they've
never been taught the Bible. They haven't studied it them
selves, and they will take just about anything somebody says
and they will take it more readily because the Bible says it.

But this says, If they do not speak according to Gods
Word, they have no light of dawn. They are false leaders,
leading people astray if they are not according to the word.
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The word makes many things very very clear, and there are many
points at which there may be differences of opinion. God wants
us to stress those matters that are clear.

Question: You said the NT quoted v.22 and 9:1 together.
Where is that verse?

Of the Hebrew. It quotes 8:23 of the Hebrew and 9:1 of
the Hebrew which in the English are 9:1, and 2. The Arch
bishop probably had in his mind that quotation in Matthew
4:15,16. This NIV has many good features, but one thing I
don't like about it is that wherever the NT quotes the OT,
they have a footnote referring back to the OT, but they don't
put a footnote in the OT at that place referring to the NT.
(I think there was no reference either way in the KJV. I think
it's good to put it in where they do but I think they ought
to do it both ways.)

Mat. 4 -- in connection with the sermon on the mount.
That was the beginning of our Lord's preaching. He brought
the light first in the very area where the darkness of the
Assyrian invasion first came. So Isaiah says, Where the dark
ness begins to descend with the terrible thing of the coming
of these warriors, with garments rolled in blood and the
warrior's boot used in battle and all that, the first great
approach of the darkness was the result humanly speaking from
Ahaz' clever scheme, in that region that was where the light
begins, and upon them the light will burst.

Question: The darkness then is the Assyrian nation, and
not spiritual blindness.

Well, the spiritual blindness was already there, and
that was all through the land. But this is mentioning the
specific place where darkness came from the Assyrians invasion.
Physical darkness which was the result of the spiritual
darkness which was God's punisheent for thespiritual darkness.
that was already there. So it mentions that where the
Assyrian invasion began. Thelarid of e Zebulon and the land
of Naphtali.

And Galilee of theGentiles. If I ever mispeak myself -
I should not say ever, because I guess everybody does, I know
I do -- if I say Jeremiah when I mean Isaiah I hope you will
speak up and call my attention to it so I can correct it. If
there is something I don't make clear, I wish you would raise
your hand. If there is a side point you'd like to lite on
which isn't really germane, I wish you would wtite it out and
turn it in to me. It may be something I am intending to deal
with. I had a Wuestion on one of the papers a little back ask
ing how I related 7:15 and 16 to 7:14. An excellent question,
but one which I was intending to take up later after I'd laid
the background. I took care of that in the regular lecture.
A question you ask may suggest something I had not thought of
including in the regular lecture. In that case I'll take care
of it. Or it may be something I don't want to spend class time on.
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In that case I'll see you personally, or drop you a note.

There was a paper turned in last week. It said, I have
a question: In Isa. 9:1, Isaiah makes reference to Galilee
of the Gentiles. My question is whether there was a section
of land called Galilee in Isaiah's day. It also seems there
would be no reason to call it Galilee of the Gentiles in his
day either. So it seemsto me that this is a very remarkable
prophecy that the area of Zebulun and Naphtali will someday
be called Galilee, andpopulated by Gentiles. Will you comment
on this?

I would say,if we had no reference in the early times to
Galilee, the OT might use a later term, and it might be a
wonderful prediction of it. Trouble is it might be very hard
to prove because our information is very slight about a great
many things.

You go right up here back of this elementary school, and
you walk into the woods right back of the school. Pretty soon
you come to a long paved area, with some side paved areas and
the reamins of some buildings. What are they from? Wasthere an
air strip there 50 years ago or something? Wasthere a building
there? I don't know whether you can find out, or whether there
is anybody around that knows. Things get forgotten. Very impor=
that things are forgotten. History records only a comparatiiely
small amount.

And so even if the name Galilee was not known before; if
it was not known until NT times,it might be a wonderful predic
tion, but I would not be dogmatic about it, because it is
so easy for such things to be forgotten when we don't have a
lot of records, especially when we write on paper and it all
disappears sometimes.

I'veheard that every book in existence today, unless
special means are taken to preserve it, will disappear within
100 years because the paper will disintegrate. I know some are
very concerned about this and trying to find methods to preserve
it. They salt that something written in 1800 will last much
longer than something written in l900.= the paper was of much
more durable quality then than now. Up until about 1840 a
new method was introduced that made perhaps better paper for
immediate use, but less lasting.

Of course in those(OT) days they did not have paper.
They had to get expensive papyrus from Egypt, or use potsherds
or clay tablets, in which case they had to write
in Syrian because they had no method of writing in their
way rather common then.

But in this case, if a person would look in a concor-
dance (of course you could look ma Bible dictionary) you would
find "Galilee" mentioned six times in the OT. It is mentioned
in the conquest of the land by Joshua. Kedesh in Galilee is
mentioned twice. That Solomon gave Tyre 20 cities in the *a
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That Solomon gave Hiram 20 cities in the land of Galièee,
and in the passage we're looking at in connection with the
background of this passage, in 2 Kings 15, we have a refer
ence to Galilee. So we have evidence that that name was
common in that early time. I had not realized that myself
until I got the question and looked up Galilee in the con
cordance. So I appreciate the question.

We have then this statement: "In the past he humbled
the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, but in the
future he will honor Galilee of the Gentiles . . "" evidently
the same area, simply another term for it.

In KJV that verse is translated a bit differently:"Never
theless the dimness shall not be such as was in her vexation
when at the first he lightly afflicted the land of Zebulun,
and the land of Naphtali, and afterward did more greviously
afflict by the way of the sea beyond Gordan in Galilee of
the Gentiles." You see what a difference. All the recent
versions instead of translating it "more greviously afflict"
by "he will glorify." The Hebrew word can be used in either
way. It's simply "to make heavy", and it can be to makeheavy
with misery, or make heavy with glory.

Since what follows is "glory", all recent translators
feel it is reasonable to think that there is means glory. It
is very often used for vexation and difficulty and so the KJV
translators thought they were more literally translating it
that way. Just one illustration of many, that when we say we
believe in inerrancy of Scripture we do not mean the inerrancy
of any particu&ar translation. We mean the inerrancy of that
which can be properly deduced from the study of Scrippture.
And in it as in any language kkak there are man places where
you cannot be sure exactly what it means.

But we can be sure that here is a picture of darkness,
of gloom, of misery that comes with the coming in of the
Assyrian army, and then we are told that in v. 2 it is very
clear it is speaking of light, and joy and in that very area
God is going to bring light. The light dawns in that very
area where the great darkness was. As we go on we find the
reason for it is given in v.6: "For to us a child is born, to
us a son is given . . . and he will be called Wonderful Coun
sellor . . .of bhe increase of his government and peace there
will be no end."

So while the exact point of the division of the picture
of darkness and the picture of joy is not clear, the fact is
absolutely clear that he is looking at the misery that comes
from unbelief, the misery that comes from failure to follow
the clear word of God, and it looks on to God, and it looks
on to God's answer in the sending of His Son to bring joy
and happiness and understanding as He gives us the wonderful
understanding that comes from His preaching of the sermon on
the mount, and the still greater joy that comes from the salvation
that He brings.
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The tests have all been marked, but I'd like to look some
of them over a1ittle more. It's rather hard to indicate on the
test how it is, and particularly it's hard to give a fair mark
with the small time that the test took. I'd like to give the
papers back becausd it will give you an idea of how you are
gettint it so far. Most of the papers were very good. There
were a few that I was quite disappointed in.

In this section we are looking at-- chs. 7-12, and 2f-35,
there is a very close inter-relation of thought. You may think
it rather strangex, the way I've been jumping from one ch. to
another in the discussion, but it is so inter-related, that I
feel you can work into it better if you see certain emphases
and the way they are developed rather than to just go straight
ahead when you have to anticipate a little bit. So that's the
reason I'm going the way I am now.

I found the 29th ch. one of the most thrilling chs. in
the whole section, but one which really did not give me much of an
idea of what it rèallymeant when I first read it. I think that
when one has an understanding of the great principles involved
in this section and of the chs. that immediately follow it as
well as those that precede it, that one is in a better condition
txekxkxkk*t understand what the 29th ch. is dealing with. I
don't expect to get to that until the week after next. For the
next week the assignment is ch. 28, and leads into it.

I'd like to review again just a word about the prophet's
purpose. I may express it a little differently than Ihad before.

The-purpose of the OT prophets--the purpose that involves more of
their writing than anything else, is the purpose of ]cin
people for their sin. That is the purpose that we find over and
over. In probably at least 3/4th of the chs. of the prophetic
books there is atleast a little bit that is devoted to this purpose.

It is easy for us to think we can skip over this material
becauseaftera1l he is telling it to those wicked people back
there about God's attitude toward them; we want to find out
what God's plan is for the future. But if that is all there was
to it we can be sure that God would not have preserved more than
1/5 of the material that is included in that. Everything in
Scripture is meant for God's people, and there are very vital
lessons for us in those sections. We willnot go into those
sections as fully as you might wish to in class because we have
a lot of material to cover, and there is perhaps more similarity
than in some of the others. It is also easier to understand than
some of the others. But it is vital for us and God has real
blessings for us in it.

So that is the purpose of the prophet's work, which con
sumes more space than anything else in the prophetic books, and
I believe God wants it to consume a great deal of space in our
own lives because we all tend to sink back into sin, even though
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we are justified tirough Christ, and our sins are completely laid
upon LA1W if wehave sincerely f:eo the heart turned to Him as
Saviour, nevertheless we constantly need to be warned about t
sins into which we so easily slip, and to turn to Him to help us
gain victory over it an to do better next time.

So those sections -- I hope you will read a good bit and
tbt you will study them and get the meaning for your heart that
you should have for them.

The second purpose that involves a great deal of the prophetic
writing is to encourage Goa 'speople, to encourage those who are
sincerely trying to follow him by assuring them that God has bless
lug ahead for those who aretruly his. It is to giveconstant r
renewed assurance. That is the purposeof most of theLpt
prophets. Someof the future prophecy are definitely cted
with rebuke for sin telling how God is going to punish. Terrible
events are going to come.

But another large part of the future predictions are definitely
connected with this matter o comforting God's people, and giving
them assurance. The Bible is not written simply to satisfy our
-curiosity. You can get a crowd together and tell them about what
God's Word says Russia is going to do in the next 5 years, and
what will happen to the Arab states, and what the future of the
U.S. is, and if you are a dynamic speaker you will arouse great
interest by it. If in the courseof ding so you really stress the
gospel and the importance of being true-Lo the Lord, I say you have
done some good, een if some of what you say is a lot of imagination.

I do not believe Scripture was written in order to satisfy
our, curisosity about the future. But the Lord does give us many
glimpses about definite aspects of the future, and he gives it
for the direct purposeof leading us to have greater confidence
in Him andto live more as He wants us to live.

There is a conpaiative1y small part of the prophetic books
that is devoted to telling God'speople just what tuey should do in
apartcular situation. Tnat, of course, hi-As imdediate relation to
their sititon. Thepeopleof Jerusalem are told by Isaiah, Don't
worry about tae Assyrians: they are not going to destroy Jeru
salem. God will protect you. People 150 yrs. later are told by
Jeremiah, God is going to bring Nebuchadnezzar to- destroy Jerusalem
and these people who say God is going to protect Jerusalem are
false prophets. his message was precisely the opposite as far as
the immediate situation.

It was important for people of Isaiah's day to trust God
and know that He was going to protect them. It was important for
people in Jereniah's day to realize tact God was now sending a
punishment for their sins, and they were going to go into exile
and tney snould not hold on to false hopes. So the iwmedite
situation was quite different. Rarely, if ever, does God give as
specific directions as that, today.
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rut all tuat he è,ave his people in OT and NT gives us
cxautlcs of ow He works, how he deals with his pepple. It
gives us priuciiies that cc" navegreat application. to u as
we decide wLat o do in our own lives. Eat I think we all
realize now *izii foolish it is o think you can open your
Bible anU take a verse and that will give you God's guidance.
That's not the purposeof the Bible. I believe God does lead
Hi people very definitely at certain crucial points in
their lives, I think that at most points in or lives He wants
us to make ourwn decisions in the light of the principles
taught in His He will guide us and lead us but, but He
rarely simply says Go this way or go that way. He wautwa us to
learn howto follow kjim.

So those are the three great purposes of prophecy. Then as
we read the prophets we must always realize that the prophet
iwnediatelyspoke to his own people. He did not sit down in a
private place somewhere and have a vision for the distant future.
The nearest you coeto that is in Isaiah 40 to 56 where Isaiah
tells how God is going to deliver £115 people from exile 150 yrs.
later, but even in that case I'm quite surehe was speaking
direct; to thegodly in his own day giving them assurance that
tnougn theexile was certain to come, God was going to deliver
them eventually from it. Arid God was going to send His own Son
to deal with the question of sine that caused theexile.

I belie vettiat is the nearest wehave of something that has
relevaace more largely to the distaut/tuan even to those in

future
the immediate time then, though even there, I believe His im
mediate purpose wasfor hisfaithmul followers of Isa. then.

To truly understand the prophetic books you have to
unoerstand tnerelation of the prophetto his own people, and that
is a relation you haveto learn $ through a study of the
historic books and through theincidental references in the
prophetic books which gives us clues as to exactly how the
prophet is dealing with a particular situation.

Personally I think ti&epropnets said a great deal more
than what is included in the Bible, but God causes that that
should be written in the Bible sad preserved which had meaning
not only for his own day but for his follow:rs in future days.
not necessarily for all his followers; not necessarily for all
his follors. in any onetime. There may betiugs in the Bible
that were trernendouly wauiugful for people O years ago that

1d for to seel . r Ace to to . And tuere way
be ai ters in the Bible H the Lod tarries tat will exactly
fit our needs 100 yrs. from now tuat it is hard for us to see
the rd. y, . r hay bep Esa.ges L:
exactly fit our needs today which wou avebeen very difficult
for tnein to seet.n.
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We can't rule any section out. God can open up matters
that we didn't realize were there and may have great relevance
for today. I would say then that all Scripture has relevance
to believers at all ages, but that it all has relevance to
the people in the immediate time and you have to learn a
good bit about the immediate time in order to understand it
truly it relevance to your own life.

Another matter I had a number of questions about and which
is very important and is not fully grasped. I've touched on
it a couple of times. The imp nature of the prophet's vision
of the future. The prophet did not have a book that gave
an account of everything that's going to happen in the future
and he picked things from it that he was going to tell us. God
gave the prophet glimpses of future events where it related
to His purpose and the message He wanted to give.

These visions he gave might be given in words; they might
be given in pictures. He might see a picture and describe it.
He might see and event happen and describe it in his own words
but God would keep it from error as he described it. So that
the words would not give a false idea of what God had givenhim
But as he looked into the future there is always some relation
to the immediate situation.

When he makes a specific statement about the immediate
future often the relation is very very close, as when Samuel
told Saul that his father's donkeys had been found k and that
they were now worried about him, and told him that when he
went down k the hill he would meet a group of prophets coming
up. He gave him some specific account of things that were
going to happen in the immediate future that God revealed to
him. The prophet, however, in most of what is preserved, looks
further ahead. He looks further ahead and it is not always
easy to tell how far he is looking.

Because in order to give comfort and encouragement in
relation to a certain situation the Lord may give the prophet
a view of something 100 years later. Or he may give him a view
of something 10 years later. Or he may give him a view of
something thousands of years later. The distances are often
foreshortened. I don't believe there is such a thing as the
statement about the immediate event that also describes
an event thousands of years later. Though there may be a prin
ciple as the relation of Isaiah to his disciples (children)
is similar to the specific event of the relation of Christ
to his followers.

When we look at the more distant future it is possible that
some events may be telescoped. It is possible there may be a
foreshortening in his view. I believe all these things are
[ötant to keep in mind as we try to understand specific
sections of the Word.

We have taken quite a bit of time looking at Isaiah 7 and 8.
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They lay a foundation for this whole section. In those dhs.
we noticed the great emphasis on the ecurity of the people.
That's naturally the thought of most peóTple. What is going
to happe to me in the near future? We find that God's desire
was they should trust Him. They had no power to handle the
various conquerors of the great powers who were at that time
and work their way cleverly through(?) (to undo ?) them. There
was no way they could do that. But if God carries them through
it they could safely trust Him. If God didn't carry them safely
through they amid could know it was for His own purposes, and
there was a good reason, in back of it.

So he sent the word to Ahaz: You don't need to worry about
Ephrairn and Syria. God will protect you from them." But Ahaz
had his own clever schemes which God says cannot protect you;
in fact they will do you harm. So God rebukes Ahaz, and says
all of this will just do away with the buffee state and bring
you right against the terrible power of brutal Assyria which
will do great damage to your land.

In this section I don't think that the vision of the pro
phet goes beyond the invasion of Sennacherib. Later on there
are places where he seés clear beyond the exile, but in our
present section as far as the question of the security of the
nation, and as far as the relation of God to the political
situation is concerned, he looks forward to a great climax
that will take place c. 30 yrs. later in which Sennacherib's
army will come and overrun all Judah. The only possible way
they could be delivered is by supernatural deliverance by the
Lord, and God assures them this is going to come. This is one
of the high spots of our present section.

You might say as far as security there are two particular
emphases: one is your clever schemes of looking to human forces
to deliver you will only do harm; you are rebuked for them,
them are wrong, they will only do harm. The other emphasis is
it is God's will to give you protection from the Assyrians;
they will never destroy you. Eventually at the end of ch. 39
he gives the specific word that it is the Babylonians who
will destroy them 150 years later.

So when all the powers around --even mighty Egypt was
falling to Assyria, God protected Jerusalem and enabled them
to survive another century. So that is the great climax øxfax
of the view so far as the security of the people is concerned

The other thing we noticed that was so important was that
the House of David which was supposed to be God's representa*ves
on earth, the leaders of God's people, here is Ahaz and others
who are degenerate who are not following God's desires-- God will
replace them. He will send His own Son. He will send the One
who is he true King, the true Son of David, and we look forward
to that in ch. 7; We a little in ch. 8, a great deal in ch. 9
and a great deal in ch. 11.
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I want to turn rather hurridly to ch. 31 which I wanted
to look over today. By the way it is our idea ordinarily to
take about 2 hrs. of preparation for a class. Plan to have
the assignments not more than an hour and a half. But it's
very hard to make it equal because I want to cover certain
ground and it varies from point to point. The assignment for
next time is one which you could spend 4 or S hrs. on it if
you felt like it, but I think that in a hour and a quarter
everyone should get a sufficient answer for the questions
I've asked for next time. Probably in a hour. There may be
some of it you can't answer, but you can at least get your
mind open to the problem and a little idea of the ch. so
as to be prepared for our discussion of it next week.

I asked you to look at chs. 30 and 31 and make an out
line of them. I believe most everyone realized quite fully
that these two chs. are parallel. He goes through certain
material and then he goes through a little bit of it again!
So we look at the second of them first. Thex*ktkzx*ftx short
est one-- a summary of the first. In ch. 31 we have a situation
which is evidently a little later than the situation in ch.30.
Ahaz looked to Assyria for deliverance. Assyria as removed
the border states that are right next to Assyria. Assyria has
overrun a consideralble amount of the land. There is danger of
the Assyrian army coming and doing worse as they did 30 yrs.
later under Sennacherib.

Now, what shall we do? Ahaz says, My plan to get Assyrian
help helped me about the others; it delivered me from the others
alright, but I'm in worse danger now but don't worry we'll get
Egypt to help us, and we'll play off one great power against
another." God says that playing off evil powers against one
another will never work. So in ch. 30 and 31 he immediately
starts by showing them the folly of this sort of alliance with
wickedness in order to accomplish God's pruposes and keep your
self going.

So he says, Woe unto those who go down to Egypt for help
d rely on horses." In these days Egypt was the great land of

the horse; the strong horses were the security of Egypt. Solomon
had sent and gotten great numbers of horses from Egypt. Woe
to those who go down to Egypt for help and trust in the
multitude of their chariots . . . but do not look to the Holy
One of Israel, or seek help from the Lord. Yet He too is wise
and can bring disaster." No matter how strong the Egyptians
are God can send the disaster if He chooses.

"He does not take back his words. He will rise up against
the house of the wicked, against those who help evildoers.
But the Egyptians are men, and not God; then horses are flesh
and not spirit. When the Lord stretches out his hand . .
both will perish together." So we have three verses here in
which they are strongly warned against looking to Egypt,,-for
help. Then,however, the Lord says in the rest of the ch., Egypt
will not protect you, but I'm going to protect you.
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So he looks forward to the coming of Sennacherib with his
great armies. The Lord says, You humanly could not possibly be
delivered from Sennacherib. The Egyptian force will not be
sufficient to deliver you from them, but I'm going to deliver
you in a supernatural way. I'm going to deliver you in ways
you would never dream of.

So in vv.4-9 he speaks of this. You notice the emphasis
on supernatural means of deliverance. Look at the end of v.4,
"so the Lord Almighty will come down to do battle on Mt. Zion
and on its heights. Like birds hovering overhead the Lord
Almighty will shield Jerusalem." And some say there is a pre
diction of the planes of the Israeli delivering them from the
attack by the Syrians! Well, in the context I don't believe
this has any direct relevance to our day. The principles are
there--that God can protect His own and in His own way and time.

"Like birds hovering" to people in those days, and to
people even 100 years ago, the idea of protecting by birds
hovering -- here the birds are flying overhead but what harm
can they do? What harm can they do to the people who are try
ing to attack? It is by means that are absolutely beyond your
control that the Lord will deliver. Like birds hovering over
cad the Lord will shield Jerusalem. . . he will pass over it
and will rescue it."

Then there is a plea: "Return to him you have greatly
revolted against, 0 Israelites. For in that day . . ." This
phrase "in that day." One of these days I may assign -- I
certainly will to the graduate students, I may to the rest,
I'm not sure how the assignments will work out for the rest
of the semeser -- to look up all the occurrences in Isaiah
of "in that day." If you do so, I believe you'll agree with
the conclusion I reached that "in that day" in Isaiah may
mean in the day I've just been speaking about; but it's more
apt to mean "there will be a day." Since that fits equally in
both cases, I think in all cases we should when we find him
saying "in that day" something will happen we should understand
it to mean "in the day I'm going to speak of which may be the
day I've just been speaking about or it may not." But I feel
that idiomatically we should say, "There will be atime when."

He says, A time is coming when every one of you will
reject the idols of silver and gold your sinful hands have
made." Perhaps the time he is speaking of is the time whne
Sennacherib comes, and the people see the folly of thusting
in these. Or perhaps Isaiah is looking forward to the fact
that after the exile that is one thing that become characteristic
of the Jews. Though they often fell into sin, into wickedness,
they were delivered after the exile from the sin of idolatry
which they had so easily fallen into so many times before, And
through the sx years since the Jews have been noted for their
deliverance from this sin of idolatry.

At any rate he says the time is coming, and to some
extent the time would come when Sennacherib's army was all
around.
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People can talk very much as if there is no God, there
is no higher force we can just depend on the strength of our
own armyt, but when people get into a crisis people find that
most of them try to look to some supernatural power. They
realize that the forces of the universe are far beyond our con
trol. If we know about God and Christ, God uses that situation
to turn our attention to Him.

So there is an important principle in this verse and a
prediction regarding Israel. Thenhe continues showing the
supernatural deliverance from Assyria. Assyria will fall by
a sword that is not of man; a sword, not of mortals will
devour them." When do you find another prediction like that?
How could that be fulfilled? It was fulfilled when the angel
of the Lord came and slew great multitudes of the Assyrians.
One of the greatest miracles in the OTI

That doesnot mean necessarily that God caused an angel to
come with an invisible sword to smite all those troops. It is
not impossible that God did that and that was the method He used.
It is equally possible I believe that he caused a pestilece
to come and there are those who think it may have been the
boubonic plague. which spread rapidly through the army and
killed great multitudesof them. We do not know what the precise
method was that God used, but it was something the Israelites
had absolutely no control over, no way of foreseeing something
that could hardly parallel any other w similar war situation,
in ancient times.

Scripture tells us how this great miraculous deliverance
was brought about to deliver them from gennacherib. "Assyria
will fall by a sword that is not of man; a sword,riot of
mortals will devour them. They will fell before the sword
and their young men will be put to forced labor. Their strong
hold will fall because of terror" --- you remember how
Sennacherib had to go back to Ninevah quickly because the
small force he had left was not enough to if but people
realized the situation they could attack and destroy it.
"At the sight of the battle standard their commanders will
panic, declares the Lord, whose fire is in Zion, whose
furnace is in Jerusalem."

I was in Berlin in 1959 not long after ten end of the
Russian blockade and just before Russia lot put up the wall
to cut off West Berlin from the rest of that part of Germany

ant I went to a lecture there. Am man called it Berlin, the
Burning Point of Europe. He used those very words: the
burning point of Europe. To them at that time it appeared
as if Berlin was the place were things would come to a
crisis. The West was determined to keep Berlin from being
overrun by the Russians although they had allowed 1/3 of
the R ziaz Germany around to be taken over and made
slaves of by the Russians.

It's interesting-the very words used here. "The Lord
whose fire is in Zion, whose furnace isin Jerusalem." In
other words many important things would center in Jerusalem
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When
in these days just ahead. WX$ Senriacherib came about 20
or 30 yrs. after Isaiah spoke, he took all the fenced cities
of Israel-- of Judah we read-- I don't know whether that "all"
is to be taken absolutely every one. At least every one of
great importance, and he over ran most of the country, but of
Jerusalem all he could say was, "I shut Hezekiah up like a
bird in a cage." He has to tacitly admit defeat by a super
natural force in that situation.

In ch. 29 which we won't look at for 2 weeks, but which
in this connection it begins, "Woe to you, Arlel, Ariel, the
city were David settledL" What does Ariel mean? There are two
ways of taking "Arièl." One is that the word which means
a lion, could mean the lion of God. Woe to you lion of God.
As he goes on talking it does not sound much like a lioriL
There is another word that sounds just about the same
which means a hearth. Most interpreters take it to mean a
hearth, like a furnace-- the term we used at the end of this
other chapter. The furnace-- the place where God is going to
show His mighty supernatural power. We won't get to that for
two weeks, but it fit right in at that point. I wanted to
call your attention to it.

Look now at ch. 30 which is much longer than ch. 31.
It begins exactly like ch. 31, that is the exact same idea,
but different words. It also ends exactly where ch. 31 does.
It begins rebuking them. "Woe to the obstinate children,
declares the Lord, to those who carry out plans. .. forming an
allinaace, but not by my Spitit heaping sin upon sin; who go
down to Egypt without consulting me. . . But Pharaoh's pro
tection will be to your shame, Egpyt's shade will bring you
disgrace." Actually about 50 years after this an Assyrian army
overran all of Egypt. Egypt had a great reputation for its
great power from previous times, but it was now in a decline
which they did not recognize.

Nations go into decline, and often it's not recognized
at all. Back in 1898 when the U.S. declared war on Spain,
practically everyone in Europe said, How silly for a little
group of colonies over there in America declaring war on
the mighty power of Spain. How ridiculous! But when the war
started the Spanish forces melted away like nothing! Spain
had been the greatest power in Europe a century or two before.
It still had the reuptation. Egypt still had the reputation,
but Egypt's power was as the Lord says was minimal. It's
great reputation was what they were trying to put their trust in.

A different situation but the same principle. They trusted
Assyria and Assyria brought them more harm than good. They
trust Egypt, but Egypt is unable to give them any real effective
support. So they form an alliance but not by my spirit. They
looked up to Pharaoh, but Pharaoh's protection will be to
your shame, Egypt's shade will bring you disgrace. Though they
have officials in Zoan . . . everyone will be put to shame
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because of a people useless to them who bring neither help
not advantage, but only shame and disgrace."

IN NIV the next verse(v.6) begins, "An oracle concern
ing the animals of the Negev." That brings very vividly be
fore us the problem of translaton. KJV says, The burden of
the animals of the Negev. The Negev is the southern part of
a1estine between the ztkk settled area and the real
desert. The semi-desert area, the Negev. Literally it is
"the burden of the animals of the Negev."

Earlier in Isaiah there are several chs. that begin "the
burden of Babylon," "the burden of Philistia," the burden of
different places, and it's very eidently there the message
of doom that God is bringing against that nation. Is what
the burden means in those cases. So the NIV in those chs.,
I haven't looked at them but imagine they translate it
oracle, it is not a strictly literal translation, but it
ceertàinly gives the idea in the original. And gives
exactly the idea as it was then. It is a little bit in the
direction of a paraphrase when you give a word that is not
quite but gives the idea where you think people
ouldn't get the idea from the original. It's a very hard
problem of translation. To know to how great an extent one
should stick to * words which may not convey meaning, or
to use a certain amount of paraphrase.

But here they have been influenced by cases earlier
where "the burden" they have translated "oracle" which would
be meaningful to people today. In this particular case I
think they are wrong. An oracle concerning the animals of
the Negevl Why bring rebuke against the animals of the Negev?
Does he want to say that the animals of the Negev are going
to be destroyed? I believe it is here in its literal sense:
the burden of the animals of the Negev. He goes on to tell
about their burden. "Through a land of hardships and distress
of lions and lionesses. . . their envoys carry their riches on
donkeys' backs, their treasurs on the humps of camels .
to Egypt." They are carrying big heavy loads. He is referring
to the burdens that are carried by these animals through the
Negev. You take it strictly literal I believe here; slightly
figurative in the other cases where he means the messages
of prophecy against forces God wishes to rebuke.

He is showing that Ahaz is now sending great amounts of
stuff to Assyria(2* to get them to come and deliver them;
now he is sending greater amounts of stuff to Egypt to get
them to come and help from Assyrial They are carrying all
this stuff, their treasurs on the humps of camels to that
unprofitable nation, to Egypt, whose hiep is utterly useless.
Therefore I call her Rahab the Do-Nothing." Just why he calls
her Rahab, I don't know. It certainly has nothing to do with
Rabb of Jericho. The term is used 2 or 3 times in the OT to
refer to Egypt, so it may very well be a sour sort of slang
term that was used in those days of which we have no precise
record. We know it was Egypt because it is so used in 2 or 3
other cases.
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And of course the context requires it to be so used here.. "GO
now, write it on a tablet for them,inscribe it on a scroll, that
for the days to come it may be an everlasting witness." He has
spoke against Egypt through v. 7. Now he goes on in vv.8-17 to
give rebuke to the unfaithful whom he has just be critisizing
for their looking to Egypt for help instead of looking to God.

"Go now write in on a tablet for them. . . these are
rebellious people, deceitful children, children unwilling to
isten to the Lord's instructiona. They sayto the seers, See
no more visions ....tell us pleasant things, prophesy illusions.
Leave this way, get off this path, and stop confronting us with
the Holy One of Israel. Therefore this is what the Holy One
of Israel says, Because you have rejetted this message.
this sin will become for you like a high wall, cracked and
bulging. . . it will break in pieces like pottery. . .

failure
Is he looking to the utter danger of their attempt to

deliver themselves from Sennacherib. Only God can deliver them.
Or does the prophet look beyond and see how eventually they
are going to go into exile and even further how in 70 A.D.
they are going to find themselves unable to resist the power
of the Romans as they go on in their ungodly ways instead of
trusting Him and following His Saviour whom he sends to them?

Then v.15, This is what the Sovereign Lord, the Holy
One of Israel says (N'IV) but there the Hebrew ways says, This
is what the Sovereign Lord . . . has said." I believe "has said"
is the better translation. Very often we cannot tell whether
it should be "has said" or said in the sense it was then said,
has said in the sense he has said and is still saying it.
Actually there is no Heb. word exactly wcorresponding to our
English "said." It's either "has said" or "will say" in
practically all cases. You could say "is saying" but that is
comparatively much less used.

Here is what God said, In repentance and rest is your
salvation, in quietness and trust is your strength, but you
would have none of it." He is saying to us and as he said to
them" in repentance and rest is your salvation . . ." We cannot
win our salvation. Itis only through trusting in Christ. Thru
quietly trusting in Him and throwing our sins on him, looking
to him for salvation, and then looking to him to either gives
us a happy life to show forth His glory, or a life of many
disappointments in which we can show His glory by the way we
bear them, and take them. We don't know what His specific will
is for us. But we know He wants us to have quietness and trust
whatever he sends.

This is what the Lord said, but you would have none of
it. You said, No we will flee on horses." Ahaz said, No we
will not trust the Lord, we will get Assyria. Assyria became
a bigger danger than Israel. Now he says, I'm going to get help
from Egypt. Egypt is going to fail. What are you going to do?
Well, we'll flee on horses. Therefore you will flee. They say,
You said we'll ride on swift horses. Therefore your pursuers
will be swift. A thousand
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A thousand will flee at the threat of one, at the threat
of five you will all flee away, till you are completely destroyed!
It doesn't say that! I hope you have your Bible open before you.
I don't know what version you have, but it does not say, You
will flee till you are completely destroyed.

You will flee until you are left just a little tiny
remnant somewhere. That'snot what he says. He says you will flee
till you are left like a flagstaff on a mountaintop, like a banner
on a hill." When somebody is fleeing they don't go up on a hill
and put up a big sign so everybody will see them! hey don't
do that. They go and hid. They try to get away. But he says, You
will flee until you are left like a flagstaff on a mountain
top, like a banner on a hill.

Here is a specific prediction of the long distant future
of the Jews. All the other nations of nations of antiquity have
disappeared. We talk of Egypt today, but we call it an Arab
nation. How muchof old Egyptian blood is in it we don't know.
But its culture is almost entirely Arab. There is a little
group today called the Assyrians, but whether they have any con
nection withancient Assyria we don't know. The area where the
Assyrians were they call Iraq today. The powers of ancient times-
Greece, Rome, all the powers have disappeared. But today there
is still found Jews in just about every land.

They've been scattered through the world. They have fled.
Theywere persecuted and mistreated " Hitler was perhaps as much
interested in destroying the Jews as he was in winning the war.
Perhaps if Hitler hadnt bothered to try to destroy the Jews he
might have won the war. The Allies couldn't understand the fact
that during the bitter days of crisis during the war there were
great German trains needed for transporting troops, that were
going nowhere near where the troops were needed. They were
carrying Jews on to Auschwitz to be destroyed. Hitler said, We
are going to make a final solution of the Jewish problem by
completely destroying them.

I don't know whether there were 5 or 6 million he
destroyed, but I read of a man who went to Auschwitz shortly
after the war and t saw the glasses that had been taken off
he dead bodies and piled in great heaps with many thousands
of glasses that had been taken off people when they were
destroyed. Hitler wanted to destroy the Jews completely. He
hought that was one of his great objects in life. He corn
pltely failed. But they will be left "like a flagstaff on
a mountain top, like a banner on a hill."

Question: Verse 17-- why couldnot that have an immediate
fulfillment in the sense that in 30 years the
onest in Jerusalem would be the only ones left?

AAM: That, of course, was partly fulfilled, but they did
not actually flee. They stayed in Jerusalem. Some may have fled
into Jerusalem. You could say the people who were able to flee
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and get into Jerusalem fled into there. Jerusalem was protected
and Jerusalem stayed. But why does he say "like a banner on
a hill." The ancient world didn't care a lot about Jerusalem.
There were 100 great cities most of them destroyed by the
Assyrians. In some cases they didn't get to them. But it does
not find a complete fulfillment in those days, but the prophet
has a vision clear on through the centuries.

He saw that in the language he uses suggests that they
are goingto be terribly punished but not destroyed, but not
merely not destroyed but there is going to be a remnant that
is going to stand up as a sign! It will be like a flagstaff,
like a banner.

Frederick the Great, the great German leader of 2 or
300 years ago, took a comparatively small area of Prussia
and built it into a great force a that eventually became
derninatein all that area.He once scoffingly said to his
chaplain, Give me in one word some evidence that Christianity
is true?" The chaplain said, The Jew. The fact of the Jews
being scattered throughbut the world, and yet surviving. The
one nation from antiquity that has survived. It is a sign
of the fulfillment of God's prediction. Persecuted, suffering
and yet standing true to their opposition to idolatry and con
tinuing their existence. I don't believe there has been a
single generation since the time of Christ in which there has
not been a considerable number of Jews converted to Christianity
and some of them have become great Christian leaders.

Yet there has remained this separate group through all
this time as a flagstaff, a banner--an indication of the truth
of God's Word. The selection of these particular words goes
far beyond the tremendous prediction the rest of the ch. gives
about the supernatural deliverance of Jerusalem from Serinacherib's
seemingly invincible force. They say, Oh well we'll look to
something else for help. We'll flee. He says, You will flee.
They say, We'll flee on swift horses. The people who-pursue
you will be w swift too. You cannot humanly sufvive, but there
will remain a remnant and not only a remnant but a remnant that
will be visible. It will not be hidden away in a cave. It
will be up on a mountain. It will be like aflagstaff. Like a
banner. It will be an evidence to the world of the truth of
God's Word.

I thought we'd get through this ch. today, but weill
continue there next time. Some of you took a bit more than
2 hrs. on your assignment for today; I don't think anyone
needs to take more than an hour and a half on the assignment
for next time. . . If in the hour and a half you have not
seen the things I ask you to look for, just say no. But you
will be familiar with the chapter and we'll look at ch. 28
and I think we'll see some k interesting things emerge as we
look at it.
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ISAIAH Lecture 7 Oct. 22,1979

In this course we are studying two passages of Isaiah.

Two passages that are parallel. They are each a definite unite.
Chapters 7-12 are sharply distinguished from what follows. It
is lightly, but definitely distinguished, from what precedes.
Chs. 28-35 are rather sharply separated from what precedes and
also from what follows. So in each of these two cases it is
quite clear we have a definite division.

In the ancient Heb. and ancient Greek they did not usually
put in divisions. They did not have quotatlonz marks or exclam
ation poththts. There are many cases where they have nothing corres
ponding with a question mark. So there is much more which we
have to decide fromcontext than there is with out modern types
of typography. That means that often we don't have an understand
ing of the Whole passages (if we don't) we are apt to mistrans
late or misinterpret a certain part of the background.

The KJV is very difficult when you get to difficult passages
in the CT for most people today, because so many words have
changed their meaning. So many manners of saying things are
different, to day from what they were in those days. In addition
to that while on the whole it was a very excellent translation
for 300 years ago, there are many points at which I believe
their interpretation is better than the interpretation of most
of the recent translations.

Yet in some rather difficult passages such as chs.28 and 29
it is quite clear that the KJV revisers did not study into the
passage enough to see what it was really about. Therefore they
translated sort of word for word rather than in the light of
context to present the idea that those words were supposed to
present. I believe you find it much easier to get the sense
of ch. 28 if you use a modern version, than if you use the KJV.
But there are two or three cases where the KJV has unfortunately
mistranslated or has translated in what I would say a rather
sloppy manner due to their not having studied the passage as a
whole.

We have the same situation at the beginning of both of
these long chs. both the section from 7-12 and from 28- 35
start with Ahaz, the man who was supposed to be David's
successor, head of the people of God but was not interested in
God's will. A man who was a scorner, a scoffer, a man who was
seeking by what he thought was clever reasoning to figure how
he could advance himself and his country. The Lord said, If
you would trust me, this beingmy people and you being the
descendant of David who was head of my people---if you will
trust me, I will see you safely through it. Your clever scheme
is not going to profit you at all. You will be worse off as
a result of it than before. Instead of it delivering you from
Israel, Judah is going to be overrun by Assyria several times
reaching a great climax in the coming of Sennacherib. Never
theless, he says, You are stilimy people and Sennacherib is not
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going to be able to take you. The land will remain independent
way into the future-- a whole century and more beyond the time
of Sennacherib. It will even outlive the Assyrian empire and
the conquest will not be by the Assyrians at all, but by their
successors the Babylonians.

As Isaiah gives these messages he occasionally looks way
beyond them into the (future) and gets glimpses of God's great
plan going far beyond the immediate situation. Of course we
are very interested in those glimpses when we get them.

Now look at ch. 28 and I asked all of you to look partic
ularly at one verse. lasked you, What is the subject of the verb?
In the KJV that verse simply says(v.7), "They also have erred."
That gives the idea"they also" has to do with the erring. And
who are the "they"? Is he talking about the same people he talked
of before, or some different people?

The NIV says, "And these also stagger from wine." The intro
duction of "these" suggests that there is a change of subject.
Those of you whohave already had some Heb. know that in Heb. you,
never see a verb that simply means "go." The verb means "he goes"
of "he went" or "he will go", or "they go" or "go you" one person.
Or "go you men" or "go you women." All that is included in the
verb. Ordinarly if you say "they stagger" it would just be the
verb. But in Heb. "also" comes at the very beginning of the verse.

I think it would be better if instead of saying "these also
stagger" which sounds as if the "also" goes with the "stagger",
it would be "also these stagger," or "these too stagger." "Too"
puts it with the word before rather than the word after. "Also
these"The subject is expressed here, in Heb.
There is a definite change. It is not simply "they" it is"these."

I believe most of your modern versions probably all would
bring out that that it is "these" contrasting with what precedes.

In studying the ch. one finds out what the situation is.
In ch. 7 you are told the situation, you are given the background.
Here you have to read through the ch. and find various indications
to tell you of the background. Of course, youhave the material in
Kings and and the material in the beginning of ch. 7 showing some
details about the background. After we do that we are justified
in saying, This is the same situation again, but slightly different.

In qh. 7, Isaiah, in order to get Ahaz' attention, had to
go out to the place where Ahaz directed the preparations of the
protective armament from the expected invasion, by the Assyrians
and Ephraim. He had to go out there to get him to listen. Now in
this case he isnot talking to Ahaz. Ahaz is probably not present.
But this is undoubtedly a banquet-- a banquiet put on by the
nobles, Ahaz' leading men. These nobles of Judah are having this
banquet in order to celebrate the fact that the arrangement with
Assyria has been made. Assyria is going to protect them. They will
not have to fear being conquered by Israel and by *x*zkax Syria.
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So in this situation where they are having this great
banquet of celebration-- howmany people there knew what the
banquet was about we don't know, but at least the leaders in
the banquet knew. Here they are having this big banquet and
Isaiah comes in. You might say, Where is your ticket? What right
have you tocome in? It may be it was more or less open and a
very general invitation given. A good many people were in there
and some of them were people who thought highly of Isaiah, and
they could not say, Look here; you're not invited, you don't
belong here!

Anyway a prophet in those days had certain priviledges.
He could speak out on various occasions, and people were ex
pected to listen. So Isaiah steps into the banquet and says
something that pleases them greatly. They are going to be de
livered from Cphraim's attacks because the Assyrains are coming.
If only they could hold off Ephraim long enough so as not to
be overrun by them before the Assyrians get there!

So he says, Woe to that wreath, the pride of Ephraim's
drunkards." These fellows sitting at their tables and enjoying
a sumptuous meal, they are happy to be reminded that they don't
have to worry about Ephraim. Ephraim is coming. They are going
to try to protect themselves from Ephraim. Isaiah says, Woe to
Ephraim. Well, that's great. That makes everybody feel happy!

So nobody feels like throwing Isaiah out yet. They are
interested in listening. "Woe to that wreath, the pride of
Ephraim's drunkards." Oh yes that awful drunkards up there.
That's not saying what we are! They are awful drunkards up
there. We are glad to heard them rebuked. "The fading flower,
his glorious beauty, set on the head of a fertile valley-
to that city, the pride of those laid low by wine!"

Some of these fellows here are barely able to stand up,
but still they can look down on those drunkards up there!
"Laid low by wine." "See the Lord has one who is powerful and
strong. Like a hailstorm and a destructive wind,
like a driving rain and a flooding downpour." What is this -
like a hailstorm and a destructive wind? Like a driving rain
and a flooding downpour? IS this describing the coming of the
Assyrian army? Is it going to sweep over Zt2 Ephraim? This
is grand to know it's going to happen, isn't it?

"He will throw it forcefully to the ground. That wreath,
the pride of Ephraim's drunkards." He repeatedly talks about
those drunkards of Ephraim. And they all say, Oh my, those
awful drunkards of Ephraim. "That will be trampled under
foot. That fading flower, his glorious beauty set on the head
of a fertile valley, will be like a fig ripe before hariest-
as soon as someone sees it and takes it in his hand, he
swallows it." A figurative expression of someone going into a
vineyard and seeing just one fig that's really ripe. He hasn't
had any figs since last year. He grabs it off the tree and he
swallows it down hurridly. Just like that-- Ephraim is going to
be overcome. My that's wonderful isn't it?
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Then we have a break. They are very happy to hear Isaiah
give this denunciation of Ephraim that they are so affraid will
conquer them before the Assyrians get there. But here he turns
his attention. He says, "In that day" -- I think in our present
idiom it would be better to say, "There will be d day when."
"There will be a day when the Lord Almighty will be a glorious
crown, a beautiful wreath for the remnant of his people."

Here is this beautiful wreath. Samaria the city of that
time, many times as big as Jerusalem. It was on a much higher
hill than Jerusalem. Had a much greater outlook. It seemed to
be far ahead of Jerusalem. Actually it was the capitol of the
country that was twice as big as the country over which
Jerusalem was the capitol at that time. He says, Here is this
wreath that is going to be wipped out. It will completely
disappear. But the day is coming when the Lord Almighty will
be a glorious crown, beautiful wreath for the remnant of
his people."

There are going to be some people left. There are going
to be people left from the northern kingdom; people who are
true believers; people who may have to go through captivity
ad misery but whom God is going to bring out safely --"for
the remnant of his people he will be a beautiful wreath.
He will be a spirit of justice to him who sits in judgment, a
source of strength to those who trun back the battle at the
gate."

So these two verses, the banqueters have sort of put
up with. They say, That was great what he said to encourage
the people who might begin to Ephraim. Because
they believe God is going to protect us. We are going to win
out. We won't be overcome by them. That's helpful. Fine! Of
course he uses some pious expressions. You can expect that
from a prophet. We won't worry too much about it.

But then (v.7) he says, "And these also stagger from wine and
reel from beer." You may talk about the drunkards of Ephraim
and we the way they are! But look at these
folks. He says, They are just as bad! They don't like that
particularly, but he's already gotten their attention. He's
gotten their interest.

There are many lessons in tact in Scripture. There are
times when somebody goes up to a man and shakes his fist in
his face and says, You old sinner, it's time you turned to the
Lord and repent. And the Lord uses it to bring him to Him.
But in most cases the Lord uses more tactful methods. In most
cases He wants us to get their attention, their interest. Then
we're in position to give the message.

Question: Did you say that in v.7 he turns to his attention
from Ephraim to Judah

Yes. Exactly. "These also." That Hebrew word he put in
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there --"these" -- ordinarily you wouldn't have a subject.
The KJV just says "these" -- They" and it doesn't give the
thought at all.

Question: Are vv.5 and 6 specifically or
are they more general?

I think vv.5 and 6 are a general descsiption of God's
mercy to quite an extent of the remnant of
the northern kingdom. Some may think, Well, Israel is gone;
we're the remnant. They all are the remnant. That' great.
Look at the position we're in when they are gone. We're
the remarint. Probably both ideas were in it. People could
take it either way they wanted to.

But then he turns his attention to "these". The people
directly- irfrcYnt of h±m.And-he--s&ys, "These -el;so, stagger

priests and prophets stagger frombeer and are befuddled
with wine, and reel from strong drink. They stagger from
seeing visions; they stumble when rendering decisions."

Of course the leaders think, That's where he is wrong.
He says, We stumble when we make decisions. We we made a
mighty good decision making the agreement with Assyria. The*
are going to destroy Ephraim and Aram and make you safe-
make us safe. A good decision He says, They stumble when render
ing decisions.

He says, All the tables are covered with vomit and there
is not a spot without filt. That's a pretty strong statement.
They don't like that.

The next verse(v.9) in NIV has quotation marks at the
beginning. There are no quotation makks in KJV, and no quota
tion rnakks in Hebrew. But from the sense of the passage it
is very clear that what follows,"Who is it hex is trying to
teach?" is somebody else talking about Isaiah. Who does Isaiah
think he is trying to teach? talking to us this way. Who is
he talking to? To whom 1--h eXp1Th1nqthe messarDoes
he think we are children weaned from their milk, those just
taken from the breast?

"For it is." And then the next words are hard to trans
late into English, precisely though the general thought is
very clear. KJV translates them: "Precept must be upon
precept" - the "must be" in ttalics should not be there.
Precept is upon precept, precept is on precept; line on line,
line on line. Here a little, there a little."

NIV has it a little differently. The same idea. "Do
and do, do and do. rule onrule, rule on rule, a little here,
a little there." He's talking to us like little children,
repeating the same thing over and over. You get this this
this. Isaiah is always coming with this talk. You trust in
Gdd. You follow Him. You remember the old way God did in
the past. That's just baby talk! We don't want that stuff!
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What's he trying to do? They are mumbling to each other now.
This is what they are saying.

Isaiah answers then in v.11. That is not made clear in
KJV. It says, For with stammering lips and another tongue will
I speak to this people." That ties in with what precedes
where it does belong. It start with "for" while the preposition
ci could just as well be translated "but." The NIV is a little-

here but I think it expresses the idea pretty well.
Very well then, with foreign lips and strange tongues God will
speak to this people. What does that mean?

You don't want to take God's this, this, this, do this
do this, do this. His simple teaching of the Bible. You think
it's like treating you like children that way. Well, he says,
God is going to speak to you with foreign lips and strange
tongue.This people to whom he said, This is the resting place,
let the weary rest, and this is the place of repose, but they
would not listen.

So then the wore of the Lord to them will become: Do and do,
do and do -- he repeats their words --- rule on rule, rule on
rule' a little here, a little there -- so they will go and fall
backward, be injured and snared and captured." You say, We are
trying to give you baby talk. We are trying to give you these
little simple pious things you think are a lot of nonsense. You
wontt listen to this. Well, God will speak to you with foreign
lips and a strange tongue.

It sounds to you sort of like baby talk if you hear these
Assyrian soldiers calling to one another what they are to do
and rushing to your houses, grabbing your property, taking
your children away captive. He says, If you won't listen to
what you say is baby talk and a pious presentation of God's
will, God is going to speak to you in a way that will seem to
you like baby talk. He will speak to you with another tongue.
With other lips in what will sound to you like gibberish, but
God will speak to you in that way.

Now that meant the Assyrian army. They might not be able
to brasp that as yet, but in the light of context that is what
it is. As you go on further in the ch. it becomes quite clear.

So this will happen: they wil 1 go and fall backwar, be
injured and snared and captured. Therefore -- now he speaks
quite directly to them-- hear the word of the Lord, you
scoffers who rule this people in Jerusalem, You boast, We have
entered into a covenant with death, with the grave we have made an
agreement. When an overwhelming scourge sweeps by, it cannot
touch us, what do they mean by that?
We've entered into a covenant with death, with hell we've
made an agreement, when the overwhethming scourge sweeps by it
won't touch us. In other words, You have your clever idea that
here is this aggressive Assyrian force that is threatening to
overrun everything; we're gettingon their side! We're getting
Assyria to help us. When Assyria overruns Aram and Israel it
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won't hurt us! They may go on and attack somebody on the
other side of us, but they won't bother us. We're their allies.
We'll be perfectly safe.

We've made a covenant with death. We've made an agreement
with hell. That way we're going to fight fire with fire. We've
worked our clever scheme, our plan that's going to put us on
the side of the terrible aggressor and bring us safely through
it. ////We've made a lie our refuge, and falsehood our hiding
place.

This is what the Sovereign Lord says. What does God say
in answer to that? What did God say to Ahaz in the first place
when Isaiah went out? He said, Trust in the Lord. The Lord
can deliver. Here's what the Sovereign Lord says, "See I lay
a stone in Zion, a tested stone, a precious cornerstone for a
sure foundation; the one who trust will never be dismayed."

That word "dismayed" could also be translated, "shall not
make haste." Both meanings are involved in the situation,
Which is the correct interpretation of the word, we can't tell.
It's like we many words in English which have two possibilities.
Because two different words have come together. Like if I say ==
If I hold up a little pocket testament and I say this book is
light. It has a black cover, and you say, That's not light;
that's dark. If I hold up to you a great big wedding Bible,
a big heavy one that has white covers, and I say this book is
light, you say, It's not light, it's heavy!'

Well, two old English words that were completely different
have fallen together like our English word "light." Usually we
can tell from context what the meaning is but there are cases
where we can't. In this case we can't tell whether it should
be "dismayed" or whether "will never make haste" but both are
true. The one who trusts in the Lord need never be dismayed
because he knows that all things are in accordance with God's
will. If he's truly following the Lord, God works all things
for his good. He need not be dismayed, and he need not make
haste.

There's a difference between doing things rapidly and
making haste. When we make haste we get all bothered and
fussed and get things mixed up and probably do things wrong.
We shthhld never that way if we are truly trusting in
the Lord.

In this verse Isaiah is looking at the immediate situation,
but he is giving a general principle, and he is giving a
general principle in words which can very specifically look
forward to what God is going to do when He will provide a
precious cornerstone for a sure foundation, a stone in Zion.
So there is definitely a looking forward to Christ's coming
but that is not the immediate significance. It is a general
principle which finds its full application in Christ's coming.
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Question: Does the NT where this prophecy is quoted in
the NT give the answer. In Rom. 9:33, the one who believes in
him will never be disappointed."

I'd have to look at the precise verse and see. There is
a problem there in using a NT quotation to decide on the precise
meaning of an CT passage there is always this problem. The
NT usually quotes from the common translation. But if the
points the NT is trying to bring out is not brought out in the
common translation, it will give you a direct translation from
the Hebrew to bring out that point.

If the NT quotation is dealing with a precise point under
consideration, then you can say definitely, That's the way the
OT should be translation. That's live a virgin shall
bring forth. Butif the point that is being brought out is
clearly brought out and is a word that is closely related to
that, that is a little different from the way you might
translate the CT. passage. It may be simply quoted from the
common translation.

You and I do the same thing. WWe quote a verse to bring
out a point. There may be some part of the verse that is not
quite as precisely translated as we might wish, but we don't
spend time discussing that part of the verse. I would say
you would have to see how vital it 15 to the immediate signi
ficance, and of course, both are true. He will not be dismayed
and he will not make haste. They are two different ideas. To
be disappointed is more like in that cate
gory. But I don't have the precise Greek word in
mind, and I would not off hand unless I did.

So he looks way ahead, but he's looking ahead in relation
to the present situation. He says, Youmust trust in God and
know that God will set in place his cornerstone. You must trust
in Him and you will never be dismayed or make haste.

"I will make justice the measuring line and righteousness
the plumb line; hail will sweep away your refuge, the lie, and
water will overflow your hiding place. You think you are safe
because of your alliance with Assyria. You think Assyria is
going to deliver you from Aram, and from Israel and you don't
need to worry about it because you are on Assyria's side. You
will find out that doesn't do you any good. The Assyrains will
take everything in their way. They will overrun the land and
eventually they will be ready to take Jerusalem itself, and
I am going to protect you through that, the Lord says. I'm
going to giveyou a great protection but it won't be because
of any of your doings, it will be because of God's miraculous
way. He will keep the Assyrians from destroying Jerusalem.

Hemakes it very clear: Hail will sweep away your refuge
of lies; water will overflow your hiding place. Your covenant
with death will be annulled. That is your covenant with the
Assyrians that is bringing death to so many countries.
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If you think that by getting on their side you are going to
be safe, it's not going to work that way at all.

I remember Dr. Chishoim who was a very fine missionary
in Korea before the beginning of the world war. In Korea the
Japanese were making people go to the shrine, of the Japan
ese ancestors. Many of the missionaries said its just a form;
we go and bow to the Japanese shrine, but it's just a form,
a patriotic thing the Japanese are interested in here. If we
submit to it we can carry on our missionary work unhindered.
They were making this compromise.

But Dr. Chishoim was one of those who said, No, this is
idolatry. He said, We cannot present to these Koreans the
necessity of believing in God and trusting him alone, and
then go and worship a Japanese shrine. He refused to do it.
There were a number of missionaries like that who did, and
these missionaries were hapered, some were imprisoned. They
had quite a bit of persecution, from the Japanese occuping
authority at the time.

But then the time came when the war between U.S. and
Japan was OAOOO and the missionaries all had to leave and
come home or else those who did not were interned for the
whole course of the war.

7/I immanent//I
Dr. Chisholm got on the boat and there was another

missionary on the boat, one who had compromised with the
Japanese authorities and had gone to their shrines and had
given all these excuses that he was free to preach and to
give the Word without interference. He went through this
form of bowing at the heathen shrine. Dr Chisholm went
from Korea to Japan on the boat and stopped there and was
thoroughly examined by the Japanese and then allowed to
procede.

He said the Japanese authorities came on board. He had
the records of all these missionaries and he said, William
Chisholm. And Mr. Chishoim came forward. He said, Where's
your baggage? He glanced at it, marked it and let him go.
Then this other missionary was called forward who felt that
he having gone to the sbrine and compromised this way the
Japanese would realize he was their friend and make him no
trouble whatever.. He had made Dr. Chisholm a little trouble
there that was a bit embarrasing. But this other man, they
went through everything he had. They took every bit of xkit
material he had and spread it out on the deck and examined it
very thoroughly. That was so embarrasing, so humiliating to
him.




He said the Japanese could understand a man standing for
what he believed even at the cost of loosing some things. But
with the man who compromised, they were willing to take
advantage of his compromise but when it came to his baing
leaving, they didn't trust him, and they were going to go
through everything that he had before they would let him go on.
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As he says here, "the water will overflow your hiding
place. Your covenant with death will be annulled." In the
end that kind of compromise does not help one to advance the
Lord's work. How much more does it fail to help them to
advance such objectives as these people had. "Your agreement
with hell will not stand. When the overwhelming scourge sweeps
by you will be beaten down by it. As often as it comes it
will carry you away; morning after morning, by day and by
night, it will sweep through. The understanding of this
message will bring sheer terror." So he points foreward to
the series of Assyrian incursions through their land that
they were as a result of Ahaz' scheme, instead
of trusting God.

Question: In v. 17, "I will make justice the measuring
line and righteousness the plumb line", what does this mean?

It means that they will not profit by their underhanded
schemes; that everything will bow in the light of God's justice,
and they will suffer from it much worse than if they had not

been made to

Question: Does this just pertain to war or is this a
basis for separation from other particular areas?

Yes, I would say there is an area in which it is not
always as*wtaty easy to draw absolutely sharp lines. But
it is an area in which this definitely does apply, and I would
say it better to draw too sharp a line than to make compro
mise on it. There is a right point to find in relation to it.
The one who things that he can work with and deal with those
who are destroying the work of God and thereby get a chance
to advance the gospel, is usually going to find it doesn't
work out. It does not receive God's favor.

This, I believe has a great deal to this ch. that has
much application to us in our lives. "When the overwhelming
scourge sweeps by you will be beaten down by it." But then
v. 10. What does v. 20 mean if you don't have the context
and situation in mind?

"The bed is too short to stretch out on, the blanket too
marrow to wrap around you." He means: this scheme of yours that
you think is going to protect you, isn't sufficient, it is
not satisfactory. This bed is too short to stretch out on.
The blanket is too marrow to wrap around you. It is a figurative
expression, but in the context the meaning is absolutely clear.
That your human schemees that disregard the Lord's will a and
the clear teachings of His Word, they will not work in the end.
They will not give you a bed that's long enough to stretch out
on, and a blanket that's wide enough to wrap yourself in.

"The Lord will rise up as he did at Mt. Perazim,
he will rouse himself as in the Valley of Bt Gibeon.-- this

is referring to the when God used Joshua's army in
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order to defeat the Canaanites. The Lord miraculously inter
fered in order to allow them to accomplish far more than would
have been expected. He says, The Lord is going to use the
Assyrians for His purposes. Heis -- You are going to find that
this which you think is going to stop them, they won't stop
there. Tat That is what it said in ch. 7 == it will sweep on
through Judah.

Vs.22 "Now stop your mocking,or your chaims will become
heavier; the Lore, the Lord Almighty, has told me of the
destruction decreed against the whole land." These 22 vv.
give us the situation rather precisely. You see him in the
banquet hail there speaking to the people. Whether they let
him get this far, or whether they rose up and drove him out
and he continues to talk to those who were rather distressed

impressed and followed him. I believe it was likely (2)
he was able to get this far then.

He goes on talking about this general situation clear
on to the end of 35 (2). And I would guess that most of that
is given to a group of men that were interested in hearing
the word of the Lord as Isaiah gave it to them.

Where have this direct denunciation here. We have some
more direct denunciation as we go on. In the in which he
spoke, whether it was to the whole banquet hall or whether it
was to a group that a came out, or whether it was a group he
ontinued taking to the next day-- there were those who were
representative of the people txtke as a whole. Those who repre
sented the scoffers and the unbelievers and were not interested
in what he had to say, but there were also the true followers
of God.

Question: I was wondering where at the beginning you got
the idea that Isaiah was speaking in a banquet zki*x hail. I
didn't follow that.

Yes. I would say we get it most particularly from vv. 7
and 8 where he turns after critisizing the drunkards of
Ephraim and he turns his attention to these people right here.
He says, These people are also staggering from wine and strong
drink. Their tables are full of vomiting. Why say tables unless
he is in a place where there are tables?

Question: Are we to think that Isaiah remembered what
he had said at the banquet, and went home and wrote about it,
or was someone at the banquet recording his words, or how are
we to understand the preservation of this account?

We don't know. Either one of those is possible. In those
days when there wasn't as much writing as there is today peope
had much better memories, than they have today. Although people
today -- there are people who have memorized the whole NT.
There are Mohammedans who have memorized the whole Koran.
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My memory was far better 50 yrs. ago than it is now. I remember
once in college I was talking to a fellow, and he happened to
refer to something that happened 6 months before. I remembered every
thing he said, arid everything I said. I could not do that now.

q Memory varies. It is altogether possible Isaiah wrote
it down. It's also possible he had a friend who wroteit
down. I would say it is almost certainly written down soon
after it happened.

The next part of the ch. I don't believe we need to
spend a lot of time on. If you read it without the early part
in mind, you wonder, What on earth is he talking about?
But with the early part in mind, you can see a figurative
presentation of a great number of spiritual truths. He is say
ing God works in logical reasonable ways.

"Listen and hear my p voice; pay attention and hear
what I say. When a farmer plows for planting, does he plow
continually? Does he keep on breaking up and harrowing the
soil? When he has leveled the surface, doeshe not
sow caraway and scatter cummin? He plants wat wheat in a
particular place, barley in its plot; spelt in its place.
His God instructs him and teaches him the right way."

He is saying, God has His purpose in relation to differ
ent situations. We find this clearly brought out in the fact
that Isaiah predicted God would protect Jerusalem and
Jeremiah predicted God would destroy Jerusalem. They had a
different situation, but all a part of God's plan. God's
plan is ordered. God's plan is systematic.

You might say life is like a rug. An oriental rug at
which you look at the bottom part and you look at the bottom
and you see threads here and there; you don't see any pattern.
There is no clear picture. But you see the front of it and
it has a beautiful picture. But you look at the back of it
and you see the wrong side of it, and see no picture. We
look at it that way, but someday we'll see the whole picture.
We'll see that God has worked in our lives in logical and
reasonable fashion. He has a purpose in it all.

"Caraway is not threshed with a sledge, nor is a
cartwheel rolled over cummin; caraway is beaten out with
a rod, and cummin with a stick." God deals with you in
proportion to your situation, and to your need, and to
your character. You can trust in Him.

"Grain must be brourid to make bread; so one does not
go on threshing it forever. Though he drives the wheels of
his threshing cart over it, his horses do not grind it."
He uses different methods. He uses the method that pertains
to the result he wants to bring to pass. We don't know each
of us the full result that God wants to bring in our lives.
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But we know God knows what is suited to bring the

qualities into us He wants us to have. That bring the
situations into our lives He wants us to have. God works
in mysterieous lives in the lives of all ofus, but they
are ways that are logical.

I detest that phrase "unconditional election." I
certainly believe God has chosen those who are to be saved,
but when you say "unconditional" it sounds as if He just
reaches His hand into a hat and picks out a few names, and
that certainly is not true! Of course that isnot what the
term is supposed to mean, but the term was selected in order
to make an accrostic and it was a poor selection. Because
God has purposes in all that He does. There are conditions
involved. He uses that which will accomplish the best results
that He desires.

He will do that which needs the hard beating. He will
use that, but to that which will be broken by it instead of
being built up by it He uses more gentle methods.

This passage about the farmer is a passage which applies
to the people in Israel. God's treat ment of the wicked, and
His treatment of the true believer. God's treatment of them
in different situations and which apply to each of our lives
too.




It's a passage which means nothing, I think, when you
first read it, but reading it carefully in the light of what
it means is all figurative, but they are very important figures
that can apply to the way God deals with each one of us.

At the beginning of ch. 29, I'm not sure there should be
a big break there. There is a little break. "Woe to you,
Ariel, Ariel, the city where David settled!" Where did
David settle? David was born in Bethlehem. David conquered
Jerusalem and made it his capital. So Ariel here means
Jerusalem. He is speakinghere about Jerusalem. "Ariel" can
be interpreted in two ways: arie could be a lion,
or it could be a hearth. It could be either the ithon of God,
or the hearth of God.

I don't know that Jerusalem is ever called this anywhere
else. It is perfectly obvious from the figure that he is here
speaking about Jerusalem, and as between these two possibilities
I believe that we have a pretty definite answer in ch. 31
(where we ended the other day) --"declares the Lord,whose
fire is in Zion, whose furnace is in Jerusalem." This is
the hearth of God. It is the place where God is going to
work out some of His great mysterious purposes.

For next time I would like you to look over ch. 29. I
don't think youneed to take as much time on it as perhaps
you did on ch. 28. 1 think it is one of the zøznzte
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most interesting chapters in this whole section, when you
get the key to its interpretation.

A part of thek key, a substantial part of the key, is
furnished by having looked at ch. 28 already, but not
all of the key.

I won't ut it on the board this time. The assignment
to be turned in by noon next Friday will b be to make an
outline, just a few main heads of ch. 29/ Note the main
divisions. What are the principal thoughts that are brought
out in ch. 29?

If you are using the KJV, look at Ve 5 and see if you
think that the beginning of v. 5 has been well translated
in the KJV. It is quite different from most other versions.
That is the assignment for next time, and we'll continue
there next week.
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By the end of the hour all your test papers will be in

your boxes. They were a bit difficult to mark, and I delayed
in giving them back because in 2 or 3 cases I wasn't sure what
mark to give. On one or two papers I didnot give a mark because
whereas the paper had an excellent answer to one question, it
was just nothing on the next and did not know what to do in a
case like that . . . . They are a tremendous help to me in
letting me know what points I need to make clear and touch upon
again since they are foundational.

For today I asked you to look at v. 5 of Isaiah 29, and to
note the difference between it and the KJV. That was not the
main thing-- the main thing was the outline of ch. 29. But I
was interested to know what you would do with that verse, and
what I thought was a tremendous difference there was not one
paper in 20 that even mentioned it. Practically every paper
mentioned something I hadn't even noticed Definitely interesting.
Interesting difference, but not a vital difference.

The point I had in mind was a very vital point. That is, in
KJV it starts with "moreover," and in most any modern version it
begins with "but". A tremendous difference. If you say, I'm going
here; moreover I'm going to do such and such when I'm there -

just going on. If I say, I'm going here, but I will do so and so
you are making a transition. In Hebrew you can't tell which it is.
It is a case where the Hebrew can be interpreted either way. But
in the light of the context it should bee clear that "but", or
"yet" is correct.

Someone asked, "Was there a difference in the time when -
with which these two sections deal? That's a point I'm trying to
get across. In chs. 7-12, Isaiah deals with a certain situation.
In chs. 28-35 he deals with practically the same situation. He
is talking to different people and he handles different details.
One of them may in some regards look further foreward than the
other. But in both cases what he's dealing with is two problems:
1) the problem of the continuance of the nation, a temporary one
and yet one of great importance. Is there anything they can do
to protect themselves in this situation? The answer is absolutely
not. They are between two great powers that are much too strong
for them. The clever scheme of Ahaz is going to rebound to do
the exact opposite of what he wants done.

It just lifts up a minor danger and places a tremendous
danger in front of them. So Ahaz' scheme is one of the big
problems of chs.7 following. It will not work the way Ahaz
thought tt would. It brings them into tremendous danger with
Assyrian incursions through the land reaching a great climax
30 years later with the coming of Sennacherib's army that puts
Jerusalem in a situation such as is described in the two
historical chs. we examined sometime back; puts it in a situation
from which in a human way there seems to be absolutely no escape.
Yet God intervenes miraculously to deliver Jerusalem and to ive
it another 100 years, of independent existence before it is taken
not by the Assyrians but by an entirely different people.
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So the great invasion of Sennacherib is the great climax he
looks foreward to from the viewpoint of security which was
foremost in Ahaz' mind. From that viewpoint that he looks
foreward to, there is nothing you can do but God is going to
miraculously protect you.

The other aspect (2) which for us is of greater importance
is the House of David. David was a man after God's own heart,
and God promised he was to always have a son to sib on his
throne. This is one of the various strands that come together
in the great Messianic predictions. Here is the leadership of
the House of David in the hands of one like Ahaz who puts no
trust in God but trusts in his human clever schemes that won't
work.




God says, I'm going to replace Ahaz. He doesn't say how
soon. He says, The House of David will not always have such
leadership as Ahaz gives it; there will be a virgin-born one
who will be a true representative of David and who will be
God's king Immanuel God-with-us. So this is the second idea -
the turning over and getting rid of Ahaz and these unworthy
ones and the coming instead of Messiah who is predicted in ch.7.
These are the two great aspects in these chs.

The last class before I bave the test we looked at ch.8
and we noticed the various references to Christ in ch.8. About
half of you had in your second question in the test the question:
Point to all prophecies of Christ in ch. 7-8. I underlined all.
Then I said, Discuss each briefly.

Very few discussed it at all. Hardly anyone listed them
all. I was disappothited in that. So I'm going to take just a
few minutes now to quickly glance again at those predictions
of Christ in chs.7-8.

The first is 7:14 which we have discussed rather fully.
Then in ch.8:8 I pointed out the Assyrian is coming, he is
going tosweep on into Judah; its outstretched wings will cover
the breadth of your land, 0 Immanuel. Here we have the Immanuel
of ch.7 mentioned again. This is Immanuel's land. Your land
O Immanuel. This being Immanuel's land the Assyrian cannot
possibly take it unless God permits. It's your land, 0 Immanuel.

Then I mentioned 8:10 in most of our English translations
says, Devise your strategy for it will be thwarted, propose your
plan but it will not stand for God is with us. In NIV there is
a footnote "Heb. Immanuel. This statement "God is with us" could
just as well be translated "Immanuel" -- "for Immanuel", "for it
is Immanuel's land." So vv.8 and 10 carry on the thought of the
previous ch. with the prediction of Immariuel who though he will
not be born for another 700 years is nevertheless already living.
He is from all eternity. This is His land. Nothing will happen to
it except as He chooses.

Then there is another clear reference in the light of the NT
That is :l7,l8. "I will wait for the Lord"-- that word "wait"
could just as well be translated "trust". I will wait or trust in
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the Lord(either way) who is hiding His face from the House of

Jacob, I will put my trust in Him. Here am I and the children
the Lord has given. We are signs and symbols in Israel from the
Lord Almighty who dwells on Mt. Zion."

We loobed at that a week before the test was given, and we
noted that as it stands here you woihid think it was just talk

ing about Isaiah. But when you look at Heb. 2:13 you find that
find that both vv.l7 and 18 are quoted there as referring to
Christ. Of course God is the author of the whole Bible, and Jesus
is God so you might say anything can be quoted as the words of
Christ, but that certainly is not the intention of the author
of Hebrews. He is definitely saying, This is Christ speaking.

Therefore we are justified in saying that in this case immauel

speaks, and Iaiah simply quotes the words of Immanuel. Immanuel

says, he trusts in the Lord. So Jesus said so often in His life.
Hetrusts in the Lord, and the children God hasgivenhim, they are
sigsn and symbols from the Lord. So this is Immanuel speaking in
the light of what the NT says. The principle of it still in
that time. Is&iah represented Immanuel and he had his little
group that was following him.

So these are definite references, and if you referred to 7:14
and 8:17,18 I was well pleased with your second question. I don't
remember whether there were many who did mention all of these, or
at least discuss them.

Question: Verse 14 can also be mentioned.

Thank you, I was just going to go on and mention that. There
were a number who did not mention some of these but did mention
v.14. I have no objection to your mentioning v. 14. But I would
put v. 14 in a little different category. Because v. 14 says the
Lord will be a sanctuary for both the houses of Israel he will
be a stone that causes many to stumble and a rock that makes them
fall." In Rom. 9:33 and in 1 Pet. 2: Jesus is spoken of as
the rock against which people stumble.

So these phrases can very properly be taken as describing
Him. But they do not have as direct a relationship as other
passages.As far as the context is concerned they are simply said
about the Lord Almighty. Of course Jesus is the Lord Almighty.
I was glad to have this mentioned in addition to the others
though it was not necessary that it should be. But I was dis
appointed when only this was mentioned and not the others.

These tests like that are hard to mark. I don't know how
much I should -- how large they should rank in the final mark
as compared to the final examination. But they are tremendously
helpful to me in letting me see just what I've been able to get
across. And to see how much you recall. Our next text of about
20 mm. will be two weeks from today.

Now we'll go back to ch. 28, and as we noticed last time ch.28
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begins with exactly the same situation, but instead of Ahaz
being the one to whom speaks in the he
directly addresses him in ch. 28 so we know they ae are the
ones to whom he is talking. So our thoughts center not so much
on the House of David now as on the people of Israel. The people
who are God's people in that time, people through whom He keeps
alive the memory of His Name. The people through whom He prepares
the way for the coming of His Son.

Both in chs. 7-12, and 28-35 we have many denunciations of
the sins of the people. It is really a marvellous history, that
this has been preserved through the ages the OT in Hebrew as the
sacred books of the Jews. You takes the books that are honored
and treasured by just about any other people in the world, and
in they they will tell what wonderful people they are, and how
successful, they have been--in-. ev r tbing --th.ey
And if you read between the lines, you can see where they made
mistakes and failures occassionally, but they never stress them
in their own books, at least not until veryrecently it has be
come customary in our country in the last 30 years instead of
beZing like it was when I was a boy when our schoolbooks all told
how the U.S.A. was the greatest nation in the world. Practically
everything that ever was done was the best any country ever had
done. Like just about every country has in its writings.

But in the last 30 years it has been customary to take the
very opposite attitude. I don't think there has ever been any
thing quite like that in history. The way that our young people
have been conditioned to see all the flaws they can possibly
find in their own country, instead of recognizing that with all
the flaws it has it certainly has stood for human liberty far
more than just about any other country in the world. It certainly
has given far more opportunity to individuals to develop their
God-given qualities just about more than anywhere else in the world.

I say that a few people got a sower attitude toward their
country about 50 or 60 years ago, but they were people who got
good positions in colleges and passed ontheir attitudes to a

them onto more and more and
now we have our young people, a great many of them, brain-washed
with that attitude toward U.S.A. But that's going from one
extreme to the other. The OT does not go to either extreme, or
you might say it goes to both extremes because it does ?
Israel is God's nation, that God has called out and that God has
tremendously blessed, but it is filled with passages of denuncia
tion of the nation for its wickedness and for its sin.

Yet the Jews have treasured these books as their sacred
books and as the holy books of their nation, through the years.
As the prophet said, They would be like a beaconon a hill, they
would be a designation that he worked through them and prepared
the way for the coming of Christ. So in both these sections we
have many passages of denunciation. We won't spend a lot of time
on them in this course but we will to some extent.

Let me at this point mention that in ch. 7 and in ch. 8 we
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had some pretty strong denunciations. Then in ch. 9, you start
a long passage of denuncaition which runs to 10:4 (from 9:8
o 10:4). We're not going to take a lot of time on that, but
for next Friday I'd like you to start at 10:5 and go to the
end of the chapter. Please make a brief outline, a brief state
ment of the principle progress of thought from 10:5 to the end
of the chapter. That's a unified section. You are all aware
that the first four vv. belong to the previous chapter.

In ch.28 it began with denunciation of the northern king
dom. That dates the ch. very definitely. There is no question
but that this was written before 722 B.C., probably 10 or 12
years before that. Because Ephraim was conquered by the Assyrians
and its people taken into exile. Here is a prediction of their
conquest.

He staats 8:l) "Woe to the drunkards of Ephraim". Then
as we noticed (v.7), "These also stagger from wine and reel from
strong drink." These nobles who are leaders of Judah. They re
fuse to listen to him, v.9. "Who is he trying to teach? To
whom is he explaining hismessage . . . ? Does he think we are
just children, those taken from the breast, to whom he says
Do and o, do and do, rule on rule .. . . here a little, there
a little." He ends, Airight, God is going to speak to you in
a strange way. He will speak to you with foreign lips and
strange tongue will he speak to this people.

He calls them scoffers and says that the scheme that Ahaz
and the nobles have worked out when they say, We have entered
into a covenant with death, with the grave wehave made an
agreement . . .we have made a lie our refuge and falsehood our
hiding place. The Lord says, I am going to destroy your plan,
your covenant with death will be annulled, your agreement wth
hell will not stand when the overwhlming scourge sweeps by you will,
be beaten down by it.

In the last partof the chapter they were thinking of throw
ing Isaiah out, but "they probably decided not to when he started
talking about thefarmer and the way he did. They said, oh he's
a harmless fellow, let him go on. I don't know whether that
happened, or whether heleft the place and some of his people
went with him and he continued his discourse outside. But the
thought continues right straight on from ch. 28 into 29. He
continues right on. He speaks of what this is going to do with
bringing the Assyrians right next to them. Now he looks at the
time when they will be in tertible danger from the Assyrians
when Sennacherib will invade which is something that is so very
prominent in the book of Isaiah.

He says, Woe to you, Ariel, Ariè, the city where David
settled. Atiel could mean "lion of God'S or "hearth of God."
In the two chs. further on that we'd already looked at(chs.
30 and 31 where he speaks of how God will deliver them from
the Assyrian attack) he said "declares the Lord whose fire is
in Zion, whose furnace is in Jerusalem." That suggests that
'tAriel" here means the hearth, the place where God will work out
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his great plan. The place where they will see the tremendous
outworking of God, where human help has absolutely reached its
end.




"Woe to you Ariel, Ariel, the city where David settled.
Add year to year andlet your cycle of festivals go on." That
wazztz fits with the "hearth of God"-- the burnt offerings,
the continuing ceremonies. He says, You are performing all
these ceremonies but God says, What good is that going to do
you? If you really don't know the Lord, what good is the
ceremony? Keep them up, yet I will harrass Ariel. Yet I will
vex Ariel. Some taanslate it "beseige Ariel." That's airight.
I don't know as it's quite as specific as that. But you notice
it is God who will do it. God will beseige Ariel. He doesn't
say the Assyrians will beseige.

But what the Assyrians do will amount to the same as if
God was beseiging it. That is to say, the Assyrians are in the
land, they have taken all the other fenced(fortified) cities,
of Judah. Who knows at what moment the great Assyrian army will
come marching against Jerusalem. It probablywill tear a hole
through the wall and come in and take them off into slavery.
Who knows how soon that will come. was beseiged
for about 3 years God was beseiging them.

"She will mourn and lament, she will be to me like an
altar hearth. I will encamp against you all around." This you
notice isn't the Assyrians! God says, I will. In other words,
God is putting them in a situation as if there was an army
right there beseiging them. The army is not there, but repre
sentatives from that army come every now and then telling them
to surrender, and telling them what will happen to them if
they don't surrender.

God is encamping against them and encircling them with
towers setting up his seige works against you. They are ex
pecting the Assyrians will come and set up seige works anytime.
"Low you will speak from the ground, your speech will mumble
out of the dust. You voice will come ghoastlike from the earth,
out of the dust your speech will whisper."

Then the KJV says, "Moreover the multitude of your
strangers will be like fine dust.t' It gives you the impression
it's just going straight on. But as you continue it is quite
obvious that at v. S there is a sharp change of thought. Deal
ing with the same situation but saying that your enemies, those
attacking you are going to become like fine dust when the Lord
smote them in thenight and the great bulk of them were killed
or died that night and Sennacherib had to go back to his own
land in order to be saved. When God worked that wonderful
miracle of delivering them, their enemies became like fine dust.

I had not realized until I got your papers that NIV has
"emeies" where KJV says "strangers". I think all the recent
translations have "enemies" and it is talking about their enemy.
But the actual word used is strangers. So personally I prefer
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for that particular word the word that the KJV uses. The word is
used about 50 times in OT. In just about every one of them in
KJV it is translated "stranger." Like "beware of the strange
woman." Same word only feminine form. It is usually used of
strangers who are not desirable. True. Of course in the context
the strangers here spoken of are enemies. But the actual word
is referring to those whom he said in the ch. before "with
people of a strange tongue, people of other lips, God will speak
to this people."

So this great number of people that they can't understand
that are coming with tremendous power and strength into the land,
coming as the result of Ahaz' clever scheme backfiring, these will
be there--a great multitude of them--but they will become like
fine dust. The "but" instead of "moreover" is a great improvement
in the NIV (and in all the new translations). I think the sub
stitution of "enemies" in practically all the new translations
is not quite as accurate as if it said "aliens" or "foreigners"
or something like that. To us strangers conveys a little more
the Idea of something good. Perhaps foreigners would convey more
the idea. People of foreign speech that they cannot understand
are coming into the land.

But they are oing to become like fine dust. The ruthless
hoardes like blown chaff. Suddenly in an instant, the Lord
Almighty will come.

By the way I'll take a second to mention, I asked t you to
compare one modern version with the KJV. Any one modern version.
One man wrote that he compared with Moffats's translation. He
said that Moffatt left out most of the verse so tht the corn
parrison really didn't amount to a great deall. However, I thnk
he should have looked a little further in Moffatt because what
Moffatt does after v. 4, he then takes the last phrase of v.5
and puts it there, then he puts v. 6, and thenhe puts the first
two parts of v. 5. So whoever used Moffatt if he'd looked just
a little bit further he would have found that v. 5 is there!

I'm not recommending Moffatt to you. He is oneof those
who changed the Scripture around to what he thinks the people
ought to have said. At the same time Moffatt was a brilliant
man. A brilliant student. You go through Moffatt's translation
arid find that if he doesn't like what's there he just changes
it around any old way. You can't depend on him, yet every now
and then, he'll take a line or a verse that you know exactly
what the Hebrew means. But how to put it into English is very
difficult. Sometime B Moffatt will exactly hit onit,on a way
to express the exact idea in English and then in the next verse
he gives something that has nothing to do with it in the Hebrew!
I don't recommend him. I just wish that whoever it was that
referred to him, I think it would be wise to have looked a
little further on and you would find that the verse is there
in its entirety.

We noticed then that starting with 29:5 we have a complete
change. Verses 1-4 are the conditions of which Sennacherib's army
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there and Jerusalem is such that they don't dare go very fait far
from the wall because they don't know when there may be a roving
band of Assyrians, or they might meet the whole army coming to
make these expected attacks on Jerusalem.

Suddenly in an instant the Lord Almighty will come with
thunder and an earthquake and great noise, with windstorm and
tempest and flames of a devouring fire." These, of course, are
figurative expressions. We do not believe that God caused thunder
and earthquake and windstorm and tempest and flames to be the
means he used to destroy this Assyrian army. It seems far more
likely that he sent an epidemic among them that rapidly wiped
them out. "The angel of the Lord killed them." What method the
Lorxd used we don't know but it is veryxiik*xkktxitxwaxaMx
unlikely that it was an earthquake or a windstorm or anything
like that. These are figures of speech (figurative expressions).

Occasionally I hear somebody say, I take everything in the
Bible literally. Anybody who does that, I doubt if they have
ever read the Bible. Because you cannot take everything literally
in any book that ever was written. There are always figurative
expressions, and there are many very beautiful figurative ex
pressions in the Bible. We take the Bible and study it in the
light of context--each section to see what it says, and we
believe what it says is true and without error. But to say we
take everything literally would be absurd! It has many beautiful
figures of speech, and these undoubtedly are figures of speech.

"Then the hordes of all the nations that fight against
Ariel, that attack her and her fortress and besiege her, will
be as it is with a dream . . . as when a hungry man dreams that
he is eating ...." Who is this hungry man? Sennacherib. He says
in his annals that he shut up Hezekiah like in bird in a cage
(in captivity.) No Assyrian king would be proud of shutting up
somebody like a bird in a cage in a captive city-- no Assyrian
king ever said that about anybody else. They would say, this
captive city I attacked, I knocked down its walls, I took a
third of its people captive and the rest of them I ki killed.
I piled their corpses in great heaps." That's the way the
Assyrian kings speak about the capture of many of the nations
they conquered.

But here he says he shut him up like a bird in his cage
in his captured city. Sennacherib was like a hungry manwho
dreams he is eating but who wakes and his hunger remains." He
1s to go back to Ninevah without taking Jerusalem or giving
Hezekial the punishment he wants to. "As when a thirsty man
dreams that he is drinking but he awakens faint . . ." Again
beautiful figures of speech. You can't take them literally-
Sennacherib wasn't left hungry or thirsty. I imagine that if
half his army starved he still would have had plenty! But what
he wanted i.e. the capture of Jerusalem and of Hezekiah he failed.
He wa awakened with his thirst unquenched. So will it be with
the hordes of all the nations that fight against Mt. Zion.
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It says "all the nations." All the nations,all the people.
The Assyrians had onquered so many different nations, and they
made them supply soldiers for their army. It was a multi
national army which the Assyrians directed which for a period
of two or three centuries terrorized most of the middle east.

After giving this wonderful promise of deliverance, he
turns to rebuke these people. "Be stunned and amazed, blind
yourselves and be sightless; be drunk, but not from wine . . ."
In other words, he says, you folks here in this banquet hail
you who were in this banquet hall (whether this is continued an
hour later or the next day)--you were becoming drunk in your
exaltation over this wonderful scheme Ahaz had worked out. But
the time is coming when you'll be staggering, not because of
drinking but because of the punishment God is going to give you.

The Lord has brought over you a deep sleep: He has sealed your
eyes (the prophets), he has covered your heads (the seers).
For you this whole vision is nothing but words sealed in a
scroll. And if you give the scroll to someone who can read,
and say to him, Read this, please, he will answer, I dan't; it
is sealed." He won't bother to open the seals! and read it.
It's just an excuse. -

Question: Why are the people in v.9 blinding themselves
and sightless?

He means, Go on in the way you are going, refusing to look
at the facts. Paying all your attention to earthly things in
stead of looking up at what God has caused. You are looking at
your human schemes; you are blind to God's will and to God's
cause. It is sort of ironic.

Question: Would you say from v. 10 there is a distinction
between the prophet and the seer? Are they different?

No, I would say -- the true prophets, God called men here
and there. There was no hereditary line of prophets. There was
no appointment(?) of prophets. God called ceetain men to speak
His word. But there were other men who claimed to be prophets.
A prophet could be a seer in that he was able to give an answer
to a problems people brought to him. He could be but would not
have to be. There were others who would claim to be. That is
you can't make an exact ? There are the true
prophets, but then there were many people claiming to be. We
have plenty of people todayclaiming to be able to predict the
future. Most of them you forget the mistakes they make and you
remember the times they happened to hit it right.

Question: In vv.5-8, do you say that is a prediction that
goes beyond Assyria?

No I would say that is definitely and exclusively a pre
diction of the deliverance from Sennacherib. I would say that
the principle involved could be stretched(?) on as an illustration.
You can say, No matter what forces of what nations try to destroy
God's plan, they will not succeed.
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That just as God delivered them, God can deliver them
when He chooses with windsotrm, hail and tremendous force as
He chooses. But I would say that this is specificly a pre
diction about Serinacherib. That would be my feeling. The
principle continues, but I don't think it's a specific point
ing to some event in the more distant future.

It could be if you had those words alone, in a different
nontext, it very well could be taken as a prediction of great
future events. But when it's tied directly with Sennacherib's
invasion in the previous verses, it seems we should take it
as this specific prediction.

Question: In v. 7 I sort of got that sense where it speaks
of "all nations."

All the nations that are fighting them, yes. The Assyrians
had a lot of nations from many different(conquests).

Questions: The Assyrian hordes were a multitude of peoples?

No, the Assyrians had conquered a multitude of peoples.
They had held them in subjection by this time for a century

or more and from them they had drafted soldiers into their
armies. They had people from many different eththic backgrounds.

Here he is rebuking these people who are like Ahaz. He
rebuked Ahaz and said, God willreplace you. God will send in
his own time a king who is virgin born. Now he is rebuking the
nobles, the leadership of the people. He is rebuking that great
large part of the nation that follows Him with their lips(v.13)
and honors him with their lips but their hearts are far from
me, he says. He is here rebuking them.

In v.11, 12 he says they give excuses not to dig into His
Word and find out what it means and follow His truth. They
give all kinds of excuses. Those who can read won't bother to
openthe seals. Those who would bother to open the seals, say,
What's the good, I can't even read. They give all kinds of
excuses. So he says, These people come near to me with their
mouth; they honor me with their lips, but their hearts are
far from me. Their worship of me is made up only of rules
taught by men. Therefore once more I will astound these people
with wonder upon wonder. The wisdom of the wise will perish.
The intelligence of the intelligent will vanish.

Here he islooking way beyond these situations. It is a
parallel to the situation with Ahaz where he looks way ahead
to the replacement of Ahaz with a true head of the House of
David i.e. the virgin born Christ. Here he speaks his woe to
those of the nation who are going in the line of Ahaz. He says,
I will astound these people . . . the wisdom of the wise will
perish, the intelligence of the intelligent will vanish. Woe to
those who go to great depths to hide their plans from the Lord,
who do their work in darkness and think, Who sees us? Who will
know? You turn things upside down, as if the potter were thought
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to be like the clay." You should be the xi clay in God's
hands. God wants us to be the instruments in His hands, to
become what He wants us to be and serve him as He wants us to
serve.

But these people are looking to God to be their instrument!
They are looking to God to deliver them and do what they want
instead of seeking to find how they can be brought into line
with God's purpose. They are turning matters upside down. As
if the poster were thought to be like the c'ay. The potter
molds the clay, not the clay the potter.

When you look to God to do what you want, you are trying
to make Him your servant. You are turning things upside down.
That's what these people were doing. "Shall the thing formed
say to Him that formed it, He did not make me? Can the pot say
to the potter, He knows nothing? In a very short time, will
not Lebanon be turned into a fettile field, and the fertile
field seem like a forest." What does that mean? That means a
-omplete turning about. Taking the forest of Lebanon, the country
outside the land of Israel, the outside, taking them and turning
them into a fertile field! And taking the fertile field, God's
vineyard which He has 1ak plowed and cultivated and which
is k not bringing the fruit he wants, it is going to seem like
a forest! He is going to turn things upside down.

Just as He predicted in ch. 7 that Ahaz would be replaced
by God's own king, here he is predicting that for a time, the
people of God who have not been loyal to Him, and not followed
Him as they should will be replaed. As Jesus said, The kingdom
of God will be taken away from you and given to a nation that
will bring forth the fruits thereof."

It is a beautiful figure of the outside (Lebanon), the un
cultivated forest, being turned into a fertile field. And the
fertile field is going to seem like a forest. A prediction of
the change that is going to come. In that day the deaf will
hear the words of the scroll, and out of gloom and darkness
the eyes of the blind will see. . . the humble will rejoice in
the Lord; the needy will rejoice in the Holy One of Israel."
He is telling here how replacement for a time as the people of
God of these who refuse to listen to him, these who refuse to
follow God's prophets.

Therefore (v.22), This is what the Lord, who redeemed k
Abraham, says to the house of Jacob." The Lord who redemed
Abraham. You don't find that expression very much. He is not
speaking of God's dealings with Israel. He is speaking of
the progenitor who was brought out from a heathen land, whom
God called and led out to be his. He says, The Lord who
redeemed Abraham*x says to the House of Jacob, No longer will
Jacob be ashamed; no longer will their faces row pale. When
they see among them their children, the wu*k work of my hands.
They will keep my name holy;they will acknowledge the holiness
of the Holy O'e of Jacob . . .11
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It reminds us of what John the Baptist said in Mat.3:7-9,
"You say were sons of Abraham; God can make sons of Abraham
out of these stones!" Here is Jacob looking and seeing in his
midst those whom God has supernaturally brought into the midst
of the pople of God.

It seems to me that in this ch. we have a parallel to Rom.11
where Paul uses the figure of the Olive Tree which grows up
and the Olive Tree, he says the natural branches are taken out
and wild branches are grafted in! That, I think is what we have
here, It is an exact parallel to Ahaz and his ilk being re
placed by the Messiah. The people of God becoming largely like
the forest of Lebanon.

The people outside who were previously thought to be out
side the pale.

I would not be dogmatic about v. 24 but I inclide to think
V. 24 means the bringing back again of the natural branches into
the tree, which Paul predicts in Rom. 11 where he says, So all
Israel shall be saved. The eventual bringing back of them into
the center of God's plan (?) time.

We'll Mkixkkx discontinue there. I've already
assigned the lesson for next time. Please get those papers in
to me by Friday noon.
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You will have a 20 mm. text next Monday that will cover
everything up to the end of today's class. . . I'm going to
try to give shorter questions and more of them so as to get
a better cross section of how you do.

I had some questions on the papers which were turned in
that were very helpful. . . I'm gothng to spend just a few minutes
looking at some of these.

In Isa. 7 there were a couple of questions. In v.15, the
suggestion was made whether the "he" there could refer to Isaiahs
second son,Maher-shala-hash-baz. But since the second son was not
even conceived until the next ch., unless you have some evidence
for saying that the two chs. are nbt chronologically consecutive
--which is oftenthe case,(I don't believe it is here) I believe
we could not consider that as a possibility.

There are those who think he pointed to the older son, Shear
jashur., who was beside him and said, "Before he"-- and that would
be a possibility. Personally I think the better possibility is
to think of Messiah's life as a measuring stick since we're,
not told when he'll be horn. If the virgin were already pregnant
at this time then by the time he reached such an age such things
would happen.

One of the exam papers gave a very brilliant statement. It
said that curds and honeyreferred to the products of cows and
bees! I would think we all knew that by this time. There was
no further statement on. that particular paper about it. I don't
think everyone had a clear idea of that. I might say a word
or two more about it. It indicates the depopulation, but just
how? How do curds and honey indicate depopulation?

You find the clue in vv.22-24 where it says,(starting with
v. 21), "in that day a man will keep alive a young cow and two
goats because of the abundance of milk they give he will have
curds to eat. All who remain in the land will eat curds and
honey. In that day in every place where there were 1000 vines
worth 1000 silver shekles there ;41 be only briars and throns.
Men will go there with how and arrw' . . with briars and thorns.

(FIRE ALARM WENT OFF!)

" . . the cows could go out and have plenty of pasture,
and there would be plenty of room for bees, and there would
he just what you could go and pick up and don't have a lot of
work to do. That you can use and comparred to these people
left there would be plenty of it. So it shows the depopulation.

Then in ch. 20. We are going through these two sections
more or less a parallel because as we've noticed they give
every evidence of being written just about the same tIme. In
one he is talking first to the king. In the other he is talk-
ing first to thenobles.
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Question: Back to 7:14e Th Scripture used uses this
son of the virgin it calls Immanuel, and in other places the
Scripture calls the nation Israel Immanue1 I wonder

Where is the nation Israel called Immanuel?

Question answered by student: in v.8 of the next ch.

No. V.E; of the noxt c;h,, I take that definitely as referring
to Messiah. This Is Messiah's land. Although Messiah is not yet
born, ho is already esing and this is his land. He is saying
the____of your land, 0 Irnmanuel. I take it that the
same- thigIsaid again at tho end of v. 10. "For it j
Immanuel's land, therefore

I never heard before the suggestion that Imrnanuel here
refers to Israel: rather than to ssiah If you an find
some evidence elsewhere that Immanuel is used that way, then
that; would ho a thing worth constdering But I don't think
these two by themselves would give evidence in that direction.
I'm glad my attention was called to that possibility,

oh. 28, we have thr same situation, When was oh, 23
written? It is very clear at the begnning of oh. 28 that he
is referring to Ephraim as an existing nation, It is very plain
where he rebukes the drunkards of phraim, and tells how they
say we are going to rebuild, we are able to carry on regardless.
It is quite evident that this is S Situation where phraim is
still a menace to Judah. 5 the time of the beginning of oh. 7
and the beginning of oh, 2 was probably identical.

In each case, whether Isaiah gave most of the material con
tinuously over the course of one day, or a few days, or
whether he gave a part of It and then gave another part a
few months or even a few years later we have no way of know
ing. But in most cases it is evident that it was before 701.
Because that is the big climax he is looking forward to. Is
his deliverance from Sennacherib. So it. is somewhere between
735 and 701 in both cases, And in both cases it starts
before 730.

I would say that ch, 7 is addressing Ahas as he is pre-
paring to hold off the attack of Israel and Syria, and that
oh, 28 is addressing the nobles as they are celebrating his
covenant with death, his arrangement with the Assyrians to pro
tect him from Israel and from Syria.

As he goes on, whether he then imagines in ch,28 where he
says that Assyria won't be protecting you, instead you have a
new great enemy, they answer, Well, well then look to Egypt
for help, So he deals wItn that. Or whether that section comes
later on when after the Assyrian covenant has proven to be a
failure and backfired on them, then they turn to Egypt --and
at that time he wrote those rebukes, we have no way of knowing.
which of the two. Whether it is an answer to a possibility they
present, or an answer to an actual situation. At least it was an
actual situation when it came.
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Who was responsible for sending to Egypt for help? I
would think it. likely that that was Aha. We do not know the pre
cise dates of Ahaz and Hezekiah. This is one of the parts in
the OT where we have overlapping reigns. The fitting of them
together exactly, we do not have evidence of which to be sure
exactly where they Lit together, It would seem most likely
that Hezokiab was associated with his father for a tIme, but
we don't know just how they ft together.

n
But I would think it likely that the sodirg to Egypt was

Ahazf carrying on his same method and that HeekIah carried
on the method his rather was uinc uitil it also proved a
complete victory,

Ch. 28 then begins with a rebuke to Israel that would
greatly please the 3udean nobles, but then he turns from that
to them. In v,7 we noticed "and these also" stagger from wine,
I would like it better as "also these' instead of "theso also
because that could be read "and these also stagger from wine,"
But ifl the Heb, lit is specifically it is "also these", they
stagger from wine. He is evidently pointing to the Judean
nobles there.

Then in vv.9-lO we have them responding by crltisizing
him. Is is talking to us as though we are little children
telling us how we hav to live and what we have to do.
gorwn up and able to stand on our own feet. He says, Airight,
if you won't take a gentle word from God., he will speak to
you with foreign lips and strange tongue. If you won't take
the gentle assurances that he would give you and put your trust
in him, then you will have the harsh invasion of the Assyrians*

So he answers it and looks foreward in v. 16 to the coming
One as he looked foeward to HIM in chs, 7 and 8, The tested
stone, the precious corner stone. Although in the context it
is not so clear he is looking foreward to Christ. It could be
taken simply as meaning God. But of course Jesus is God, so
it doesn't make much difference. with the sense which of the
two ways you took that.

In --This oh, was devoted to rebuking them -for their
alliance with Assyria, and ch. 29 goes rqht straight on
from it. It is going -- the alliance with Assyria is going
t eventuate in the terrible situation described inhhe first
few vv, of ch,29/ when the etty will be in a situation where
its continuance pears absoluLely hopeless.

God says, will bseige Arid. This does not mean that
the Assyrians actually beseiged it. You can well take these
tt terms as figurative. God says, i will encamp against you,
I will encircle you with towers and set up my beselge works
against you. Now oi course they were encIrcled with towsrs,
and seige works were set up againt them in 586 one hundred
and fifty years later. But in this case he Is saying, You will
be in a situation as if an enemy were beseiging you. I will
.beseige you. I will cause that you are shut in as a result of
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the svr.an forces all arou:! so that you wont dare to
no outside th strono Ils in order to work in your fields0

1 "ou dare do for about 3 year is to rusn out with aneve
out to see if any of the Assyrian bands are coming, and gather
what you can, !hat grows by tself0

Similarly :n v5ff where you -save he p'oriise of a miraculous
deliverance -- it seems to me in light of context it clearly is
fiourativo lanquacie where he says, The Lord Almighty will come

with thunder an earthquake and great noise o windstorm anal -;71 a7tc
of vcurd. fire I dens t be-1 ve that these in the context that
these are oicturinn rtUnel oc:momena. The Lord does not use
earthqueke thunder, iempest and flaries o deour!ng fire to destroy
the Assyrian ermv, ',:),at the angel of the Lord came ir tho night and
smote theme In the morning there were all the many who were dead 0

We cannot arbitrarily rule out: a literal interpretation. If
someone wants to guess that the wa. God ku lei all these Assvrain
was to send a tremendous, storms thunder and earthquake, tempest
and devourin fire then we have no way to say that is not the
correct interpretation. But my strong inclination in the light of
the context is to say we don't know the method God used. ost likely
it was a great epedernic that swept through the Ass,lrian army and
that was the method God used.,

But the results o.f` method God usec.i was exactly as if he
came down with the tremendous force that earquake and storm and
devouring fire (pictures) The eterminatic in Scripture of what
is literal and what is figurative as in any great book of literature
is not always easy. -

There are those who say, I take every word in the Bible
literally. If somebody says that I wonder if they have ever
read it. Because like all literature it has many figurative uses.
I say always try the literal interpretation am: see If. It. makes
sense in light of the context0 But recognize that__
in. all great literature, and we have to. interpret passages in the
light of context.

Question: Since in the JV verse 5 starts wIth "moreover"
the next several vv. are a continuation of the explanation of
God's udgmant against Jerusalem1 I book it that the thunder and
earthquake, etc. was really tailing the Assyrian arny what
appeared to Jerusalem, and that the. dream of the night vision was
like soneone having a dream nd then wakinq Un and they were still
hungry and so Assyria would try to satisfy their hunger b'
trying to conquer Jerusalem, That's the way I took it.

I would not say it is at all impossible a that vv,5.-6 go
with what precedes rather than with what follows. KJV translates
that "moreovcr'..The i-71--b. word is simply and." it can mean "more
over": it can mean "but." It is entirely possible that
mean that--- well, I hesitate about it because of tha "suddenly,
in an instant." The Assyrians didn't-come suddenly ( in an instant.
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That seems to suggest the sudden destruction of them rather than
their coming. Except for that those verses probablychuld be taken
with the ones before it. But once you get to v.7, it seems to me
It-hat the deliverance is quite clearly, there. "So will it be with
the hordes of all the nations that fight against mount Z'ion."

Most interpreters take x from v. 5 on as decribina the
destruction. And I think another point in favor of this is that
it says "the multitude of your strangers will be like small dust"
(K3V). Actually it is "Will hecome." It is the verb havah which
Is nt ordinarily used- as a CODU19 unless - . went
through the examination of that "háyah once in Gen. 1. 1n Gen. I
we have(I forgot the number) maybe 50 times in the English Bible
the word "to he", Like it says God saw what he had made and it
was good." And it says, It was evening and it was morning the
second, third, and fourth day.

I went through all of those and looked to see how many of
them were sirnpi insertions, because there was no copula expressed
in the Hebrew. The Heb lit, is "that he saw that good." It does
not say that it was good. In Heb. itis very common to have
the copula understood. In Greek italso occurs, but not as corn
rnonlv as in Hebrew, but I found that in about half the cases
it was very clear from context that it was merely describing
a situation. There the herb was not occur. When it says "it was
evening and it was morning" it does not mean it was evening
and it was morning all at the same time. It means, It became
evening and it became morning and there , the-,. is
expressed.

I believe the Hebrew verb that is sometimes translated "was"
really means "became.' God created heaven and earth and the
earth became without form and void, That doesn't necessarily mean
the earth having already been created became with form and void.
It could men that, but it could moan God created heaven and
there came, into existence an earth that was without form and void.
But I think that distinction does not always come out in the
English, but it is immediately apparent in the Hebrew. In this
narticular case you have at the beginning of v. 5 a word which
Is best translated like our moderii translations "will become."

But ,l would not be dogmatic abou.vv.5 and 6. I am. strongly
inclined to think they gowlth wat precedes, but from v. 7 on
I am inclined to thnk they must' refer to the deliverance.

In "ch. 29. Was there ánythlna else we had not made clear?
Verse 9-13 are rebuke to the people, a rebuke which is
taken up by Christ and quoted in part as showing the conditions
still existinc when H was here on earth,. In connection with
that we have a similar statement in ch. 30:10-11 where they
say to the seers, Sea no more visions, and to the prophets give
us no more visions. Tell us pleasant things; prophecy illusions
to us. So ailthrouqh this we have these many rebukes to the
people of that day, but still valid whenever the conditions would
change it would be the same. .
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In v.14 h says Iwill astound these people. The wisdom of
the wise will perish ; the intelligence of the intelligent will
vanish. Here I think he is surely looking foreward to the future
situation. In v.14, "You turn things upside down as if the potter
were thought to he like the clay. Shall what is formed say to him
who formed it, lie did no make me? You are turning things upside
down. I am going to turn them upside down in v. 17.

(V.17) In a very short time Lebanon will be turned Into a
fertile field, and the fertile field seem like a forest" That I
believe is a clear reference o the situation that Paul describes
when Jesus said he would take the kingdom of God from you and
give it to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof. The last
verse in the oh. may be pointing to the bringing of Israel back
into the olive tree. We cannot be so dogmatic about v. 24, but I
incline quite strongly to that view.

A word about v. 22. In vv,22-23, This is what the Lord wtho
redeemed Abraham --- it's interesting here that he is going back
to Abraham who certainly was not saved because of his family, be
cause of his heritage or because of his background. God called him
out of the midst o heathenism. Sod spoke to him and called him
to go out and to go into a far country. "The Lord who redeemed
Abrham says to the house of Jacob: No longer will Jacob be
ashamed, no longer will their faces frow pale, When they see
among them their children, the work of my hands.' That, I believe,
fits with the idea that this represents turning to the Gentiles.

"They will keep my name hol ; they w11 acknowledge the
holiness of the Holy One of Jacob and will stand in "W f the
God of Israel." In NV/ I noticed it is translated "no longer
will Jacob be ashamed, no longer will their faces grow pale
when they see among them their children , . ." The Heb, is
singular--"h&'. That doesn't mean NIV is wrong tanslation, be
cause nations are often spoken of in the singular a with a
co1ctive.

But when speaking of the nations it would be more natural
to say, and what he does say is And his specific
reference to Jacob not being ashamed seems to me to be immaqin
ing their ancestor Jacob and seeing the situation is as Paul
says, They are not all Israel which are of Israel." Jesus said,
God 4-sable of these stones to raise up children to Abraham.
These are their children, the work ofmy hands.

After oh. 29, it's some little time since we looked at ch,
30 and 31 arid you all notice the remarkable parallel.

Question: Do you think 29:17 refers to the Gentiles? Could
you expand on that a little bit?

Yes. The reference to Lebanon is a reference to something
outside the life of Israel, That is obvious. It is a reference
to something outside the land of Israel; it is a reference to
something large and prominent that is outside of Israel, When it
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When it speaks of Lebanon being turned into a fertile field
it suggests that he is speaking of something that is at present
not fertile. He is speaking of that which is outside the pale
and which is not producing anything for the Lord, but he says
the time will come when Lebanon will he turned into a fertile
field, and the fertile field will he like a forest.

Jesus said the vineyard that was not bringing forth grapes
he would take away from those husbandmen and give to those
who would, bring forth its fruits. It would seem to me that that
makes very good sense for the interpretation of this verse, and
t don't know of any other suggestion that brings much sense out

41. .LU

Question: How does that fit into the historical context?

In the historical context he is saying that they are coming
into serious difficulties because instead of trusting God they
ar looking to Assyria for help. This is going to bring you
terrible calamity in the coming of Sennacherib, but God will
deliver you. But in the midst of these statements, both from
the section from ch7 on an from the section here, he looks at
the general situation of the nation and rebukes the great bulk of
the nation for their lack of interest in the things of God, and
for their excuses in turning against him.

I believe there are occasional glimpses into the distant
future where he sees the coming of Messiah; he sees God answer
to the unfaithfulness of Ahaz. He is to be replaced by God's own
chosen one of the house of David, and fro the unfaithfulness of
the nobles he looks foreward into the distant future when t
for a time. they will be replaced by a nation bringing forth the
fruits of it.

I think this is quite important to get clear. I've gone over
it a couple of times rather hastily, and I would not be dogmatic
on my interpretation of it. But I have not heard any other in
terpretation that seemed to me to get a lot of sense out of the
passage. There are many things that seem to fit together.

Question(Mr. Mellon): Can you please restate what you said
about Abraham and Jacob,

Yes, He says, This is what the Lord said who redeemed
Abraham. He specifically calls our attention to the fact that
God having called Abraham which was not a matter of someone
yInq, I am a descendant of Jacob, I am one of Abraham's child
rem. Abraham came out of an entirely different background. God
reached in there and brought him out, and it calls attention to
God's electing power in putting in the center of his blessing
whom he chooses. It reminds us of what Jesus said that God is
able of these stones to make children to Abraham. Then after
speaking of the Lord who redeemed Abraham, then he says to the
house of Jacob No longer will "Jacob be ashamed.

Wh'i is Jacob ashamed? Either because his descendants are not
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being true to the Lord, are not carrying out as they should, or
he is ashamed because his descendants are being greatly injured,
are being cut down, are being sent into exile, many ofthem
being ki1led.1 not being em
barrased or ashamed for either one of these two reasons.

No longer will Jacob be ashamed;he will see among them the
work of my hands, So it seems to refer to his bringing in like
he brought Abraham. So there are these many things it seems to
me that I'C into that interpretation,

As I s'y, I do not present this as something that we can be
dogmatic about, but it seems to me to be the best interpretation.
These particular situations and particularly about v. 11.

Question: In v.23, does the "they" refer to the Jews or to
the Gentiles?

Do you mean at the beginning of the verse?

Questioner: No, it says, When he sees their children, the
work of my hands . . they shall sanctify .

I would think he seems among them his children. NIV trans
lates that "they", but I think it 1s batter "h& there'. But- then
you have 'they will keep my name holy?" and that refers to his
children whom he sees--those who are true to God " they i11
keep my name holy.

Question: Why could not this coning back of the nation
refer to the coming back from exile and at same later time being
grafted into the olive tree?

1 would say there are a number of indications in the section
that it refers tc the olive tree, but you turn things upside
down. The potter says to the clay what are you doing, You turn
things upside down, I'm going t turn things upside down. All
that doesn't soud simply like returning from exile, If you did
not have those expressions In there there is much of it that
could be taken that way very well,

Question: Is it possible, that God is speaking these things
in veiled°terms because of the NT nature of Israel?

Yes, I think this is Important to remember that God gave the
prophets glimpses of the future and when the event takes place
you see bow wonderful it is fulfilled. But I do not think that
in most cases we can build a detailed picture of the future. I
think someone in the ti:e of Christ would have had a very
difficult job in-putting together from the OT the details of
His life, end yet in poInt after point in the Gospels you say
this is fulfilled and was taught by the prophets. When you see
what happened, you can see how it was fulfilled. The more we have
that is fulfilled the better able we are to make guesses as to
other th things tht happened..
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But he only predicts a certain distance into the future.
He does not give us full details, so we are always in the
possibility of error wh&n we get beyond the main features that
we look at.

Unless there is some further question on oh. 29,-- we have
noted 30 and 31, the parallel between the two. Ch, 31 being sort
of summary, starting with the folly of trusting of Egypt and the
last half of it telling how God will miraculously de-liver them
from Assyria. Ch. 30 being similar, starting with the folly of
trusting in Egypt. I spoke briefly about V 6 referring to the
actual tribute he was sending to Egypt, or would be sending to
Egypt. Ending up with the deliverance from Assyria just as ch.31
will, but in the middle having, like oh, 28 and 29, rebuke to
those who are rejecting the message, and predicting punishment
for them, and Z believe, that in v.17 he looks forward to the
scattering of Israel among the nations.

And yet not annihilated, but scatter not destroyed, When I
heard how one night Hitler's forces attacked synagogues all
over Germany and the big attacking beginning the persecution of
the Jews there, I said -- I studied in Germany for two and a half
years, and I knew many of the Germans, they were wonderful
people, I loved the nation, But when I saw that happen, I said
They are doomed to terrible misery because God protects Israel
even though Israol is largely apostate, eventhough they be
for-getfulof Him and turn away from him, He has promised they will
never be destroyed!.

He has promised His blessings will be with them. They will
have it continued. And of course Hitler set to work very de
termindly to utterly deetro them and he might even have won
the war if he hadn't done that because he diverted an awful lot
of energy and expense to his attempt to completely destroy the
Jews but he utterly failed in that determination. It says here
in v. 30 that they woudbe left like a flaqs'caf upon a mountain.
top, like a banner on a hiil. There st.ill flXXX remain
in every nation some sews, and they still remain end are an
indication that the Bible is true. That what God promised he
has fulfilled and is fulfilling.

We go back to the earlier section-- ohs, 7 on, and we noticed
how oh. 8 ended with that passage of terrible misery ahead for
the people. Where he looks toward a time of apostasy in which he
and the children God has givenhim are to keep alive the truth
within their groups.

He rebukes the pepIe for consuliing mediums and spiritsts
and going to the dead to get help instead of looking to God. In
these days you might say they looked to astrology and all sorts
of foolishness like that instead of looking to God as so many
are doing now. He describes the misery that's ahead for them.
Then in the very area where the Assyrian army entered, the area
in which the darkness first came-- the land of Zebulun and of
Naphtali, there the people who walked in darkness are going to
see a great light, He looks foreward to the preaching of Christ
in v, 2(of oh, 9),
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So we have in this early part of tTh, 9 the ,ondorui pre
diction o Imnanue1. Us. preaching here is bringing joy to

hen in :5 he looks way forewerd to the full utlook of
ImmanUel's work "Every warrior's hoot used in battle and every
garment rnlleci n blood will h deitineJ for lburn-rc_,, will
be Yuel for the fire." A complete end of armament, a complete
end of huran warfare. ot an en oucht about because on:
nation disarms and the other nations tramp over it. That's
no fulfiiient of this at ail Th&:'s what many of or peopl
are ¬rylnç to r_-,et us to do now. But that' snot the way to
bring peace Thai; is the way to make war certain,

:- is ipeakingof a time when it will not ba ncessary fer
nations to have the boated, warriors and the garments rolled in
blood. So he looks there way beyond our present ie even. Then
in the next verse he tells what is going to be the cause by
which that will core.

Fcr to us a chJ1d is born, to us a son is given," That
could he Hebrew parallellism - to us a child is born, to us a
son is given. It can be just Heb, parallelism and yet the way
it is expressed strongly suggests, now that we know the facts
of what happened --- the fact that a child was born to iiary but
that the Son of God was given. So there is a suggestion of the
coming of the one who is both God and mane It is not sorething
on which you could base it in advance that it was sure x
how it would happen, but when it conez t pass you see how
exactly it fulfills these words!

To us a child is born, to us a son in given, and the govern-
ment will be on hi elioulder, very Christian must try to put
the government upon the shoulders of Christ. All who trust in
Him are members of his kingdom an'! we try to obey him ifl all
things. The time is promised when all nations will he subject
to H.m when no will establish his government universa.y, That
is not specifically brought out ifl this passage except in the
reference to v.5.

(uestion:(heed) I missed aocething 1 want to get :In v.i
the fIrst two phrases are ocrallellsm, What else did you say
they could be

it could be e. par a1lelis:. It could also represent two sides
of the birth of the birth of the coming virgin-born one. That
he is both a son who was born to Mary fully human(that i a
child), and yet a son of God who is given to be Saviour of the
world.

Next time we will have a 20 mm, test in Whichi will give
you particular verses to discuss, and it will be a on t±n
anything have covered thus far this term,
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Turn to the ninth chapter of Isaiah. In that ch, we
noticed it begins with a prediction that in the very area
where darkness and miserycame because of theAssyrians, there
a light will begin to come, A wonderful light for those people
walking in darkness will see this great light. It looks fore
ward imagining a situation of a great light.

It gives us that promise in v.5 "Every warrior's boot
used in battle and every garment rolled in blood will be
destined for burning, will be fuel for the fire.' A wonderful
promise. It is not an order that we should destroy all our
armaments and let ance come in and take over our nation
that desires anymore than it is an erder that we should take
all the 1oks off our doors and leave our houses open for
mauraders I

It i aprtdirtin -at±nwhi ther ±li-b no need of
equipment for war, a tine when there wilibe universal peace and
safety. That is very important to recognize in passages like
this. There is the promise given in the Bible of a time when
there will he no further need for any knd of armament for pro
tection.

It is true that where e gospel Is widely taught, where
many people come to know the Lord you are far safer from
violence than in other places. This country of ours was founded
mostly by people who came here in order to gain religious free
dom. People who came here iri order that theymight worshiü God
as they believed the Scripture taught. Now they were not com
pletely sanctified! There were people among them who fell far
short of the ideal that was being taught among them, and as
generation came after generation there were groups who grew up
among them--swindlers and people who would comit all sorts of
evil.




However, the level of violence and crime in those days was
far lower than in any country where the gospel was not being
widely proclaims'd. Chas. Dickens hated thd U.S.A. He hated it

utheprintrs hrtook his woks ththe ha printed
in England and made copies of them end sold them without pay
ing him any royalties. So he paid a visit to this country and
when he got here he ridiculed what he found here. The President
of the U.S.A. indited him to dinner. He sent a brief note: It
does not suit my convenlencet I heard it said once that he was
he only man who had ever refused an invitation to a presidential

dinner. I don't know whether there was any truth to that or not
but it certainly is unusual at least.

It showed that he was not prejudiced in favor of the U.S.A.
Yet Chas. Dickens said at about that time (1840 or 1850) that
in the U.S.A. at any time of day ornight a woman could walk
anywhere without any fear of being attacked or molested in any
way, That was a tremendous statement made by one who was pre
judiced against rather than for this country. It is not that
way today. The Gospel is not preached a as it once was. Many
souls are being reached in our country for the Lord. But the



overwhelming majority ofour people never hear the gospel.And
crime and violence have increased as never before.

The statement was recently made. by a.fedeal officer that
50% of those who are arrested on charges o rape and murder are
the age 17 or underl That is a situaUon we never had in our
country before.

This verse does nbt say that pep1e will Open everything
up andlet the robbers takeeverything they want. It says the
time is coming when they won't need equipment for ar, that
:there is to be a. time on earth not only when peace will reign
in the hearts of those who believe in Christ--that is a
marvelous work of. the Gospel-- but this says there wil.l.be a
time when there is nonèed for armament.

Questionu The next verse talks about his period of
" peace is going to begin with the birth of Christ.

It doesn't say when it will commence. It says it is coming
through him.

Questioner: I'm going to assume that. It seems to me that
:one cansay. that this peace starts with the relgn.of Christ "."
when he comes back to earth. If we take this verse literally.
of the birth of Christ we can apply ., hat ma spiritual manner
and say that when the nations are finally defeated and get
;scattered(?) over the Mediterranean.thatswhen war
ceased because they were no longer nations

Most of them were slaves and forced Under the lash of
those who had-control. Some of course were free and
but the early Christians -- the Christians say in the 3rd
century andtheJ.4th century,said that the veypredictions in
the Bible of a time of universal peace were fulfilled be
cause there-was peace in the Roman world such as the world had
never seen beforel

Some of them said the birth of Christ not only cast its
influence foreward but also backward a at the coming of
Christianity because Augustus had established a regeime of
peace within the Roman empire and people could travel hundreds
of miles without fear of molestation and within that portion of
the world there. was such.peace as the world had never seen.
They said that is the fulfillment of many predictions in
Scripture that through Christ universal peace would come.

But then at the end of the 4th century the barSaraans
broke. .-through-.. the- Rnan ..defens.es..and, began, mar.chip.g_ bar*,_ And
forth acrossa the Roman empire pilaging and destroying, and
eventually reducing the level .f literacy of the.Roman Empire
from perhaps 70% down to perhaps less than2%, and: then the
pagans began to say, Look you promised this wou1d come through
Christ; look what's coming up. As to whether that is the
fulfillment, whether it refers to peace in the heart rather than
external peace, or as to whether it is something yet to come,
that is a question we could AOX discuss at length but it is a
very good question to look at and to have in mind.



But 1 want to go on to the next verse. Certainly this is
either going to start when the child is born, or it is going
to be the result of the activity of this child who is going to
be born. I don't think we can be dogmatic on the verse as
between those two, but we can be dogmatic that there will
never be universal peace on earth unless it is directly re
lated in some way to this child who is born.. It is not some
thing that human effort and planning can bring about about.

It is something that is brought about by this child who
is born. "For unto us a ''child is born, unto us a son is given."
We noticed last time that this may be Heb. parallellism. We
cannot conclude from this that he is going to be the God4an

that that is taught in this verse. It is true of many of the
predictions that they are not absolutely clear in the OT so
that those people were foolish not to recognize them. Jesus

stpleLdineccntethi thate was. -the -.
Son of God for a long tire.

He said to Peter, Flesh and blood has not revealed this to
you but my Father who is in heaven." The predictions are so
given in the OT that taking them* together the disciples could
seen eventually and came to see they all pointed to Christ.

So when it says, Unto us a child is born, unto us a son
is given, I believe we are justified in saying here we have
a suggestion of the fact of the twofold nature. Not a proof of
it. Not a definite prediction of it, but a suggestion of it,
which we find wonderfully fulfilled in what actually happened.
That he was indeed Child born of Mary, born of perfect natural
way so far as the natural birth was concerned an infant,
crying in his mother's arms. At the some time he was the Son
given by the Lord,

While he was in the cradle crying forhis milk, he was
at the same tine controlling the stars in their orbits and
directing the affairs of the universe which he had created.

a mystery which we cannot understand. We can't under
tand_th tery M the i14an Hnwther canbe n1y
God and yet three persons. We can't understand it, but it is
clearly taught in theBible.

One God and three persons. We can't understand how Jesus
Christ can be fully God and fully man. Not mixed and no
division. The Chalcedon creed very definitely denies both
attempts to rationalize it. It's interesting how our thee.
logical controversies through the ages have really added
nothing to our knowledge beyond what a person who reads the
Bbble as it stands can get. But they have rid us *exof
attempts to rationalize and explain how Jesus was part God
and part He was not. Whether they agreed that he had
two natures not separated, not separable but not mixed, two
complete natures, then some tried to get around it by saying
he is fully man and fully. God, but the will is only divine.
The monothelites, He only had a divine will, no human will.







That was condemned as a heresy by all branches of the church
eventually, although there was a long discussion about it,

You get back to the simple statemsnt of Scripture: Jesus
Christ is fully God, and He is fully man.

Questions by Philip (indistinct)

No, I shm* said, verse 6 says, a child was to be born.
Verse 5 says that the rzult of the coming of this child is
going to be a complete abolition of war. It does not say it will
occur immediately. It might occur immediately when He was barn.
It might occur later in his life. It might be God's plan that
it should occur many centuries later, but it does say, I believe,
that it will occur.

Verthefare:b ..w
not have to be a statement about the two natures, but I believe
in the light of our knowledge of the facts, it is reasonable to
occur that way.

Then we read: The government will be upon His shoulders,
I believe we can take that saying He will govern in the hearts
of those who believe upon Him. But in this age he does not
compel us to obey Him, He calls upon us to obey Him. Me asks
us, having believed in Christ and been born again to seek to
bring our lives into conformity with His purpose; to seek to
have our characters transformed into the character He wants us
to be. To study His word in order to find out what He wants
us to do. To seek to have the government truly upon His k shoulders,
rather than in our personal desires.

But this does not say the government should be upon his
shoulders. It does not say we should try to put the government
upon His shoulders. There is a prediction there that suggests
for us that we should be truly rei9ned by him. It promises us
that if we seek to have Him directing our liven that He will
take charge of our lives. He will enable us more and more to
-follow Him..

But I believe the promise goes beyond that, I believe it
says that He will so completely govern that the time will come
when it will be possible to completely irradicate armaments.
ecause He will be ruling either in the hearts or over the
activities of every individual upon the earth. It seems to me
to be pretty difficult to get away from that. I would not draw
that from this passage alone but that certainly is the obvious
interpretation of the passage.

Question: How does that interpretation differ from a
double fulfillment? Fulfilled now and in the future?

Thank you. A very good question. If I were to say, Two
visitors will enter the room this morning, if I were to make
that prediction, well, about S min. ago two visotors entered
and took seats in the back. I'm not asking you all to look
at them, but I'm stating the fact.
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I having stated that have made a prediction, a prediction which
has been fulfilled. If somebody says, There are still 15 minutes
until the hour, and Dr. 1acRae two visitors are caning; we do
wonder when they are coming. Well, they've already come. See.
So the prediction is fulfilled.

Now If I were to say, Our class in Isaiah will. be visited
by others interested in this subject. Not to say when. Not to
say the number. That mtght mean that two will come today end that
is all the visitors we will have, But somebody else night say,
He would not have spoken in such a general way if he only meant
today. He may mean that through the rest of the semester there
will occasionally be visit re dropping in. See what I mean?

You have to examine the statement, and see whether It !s
a specific statement of one thing, or whether it is a statement
o w--ma be-a s-riet ver't or a s.tatnt Vi- chgI
a principle. Like If I were to av, Our classroom will be open
the rest of this semester for visitors to come. Well, we might
have no visitors ready to come, orwe.might have many, but I
would have stated a principle. So each statement has to be
examined in the light of. the general situation,

When it says, For unto us a child is born, unto us a son
is given. There are those who say, Jesus Christ is coming back.
He is going again to be born and grow up as a child in this
world. There are not manywho say that, but there are a very
few who say that. The Tibetans say that every time the Dali
Lama dies a new one is supposed to be born that instant some
where in the country. They have to find him. He;s the head of
their particular branch of Suddhisn,

They have a general series of events. But here where it
saysm, Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given- that
is the answer to all our problems and it seems very clear in
the description to be a description of one event. Though many
results may follow from the coming of this child, this son.

$oee 4fl th h5II-that ttnt....
"The government will be upon His shoulders" -- seems to me to
say that He is going to control in the governments of the world,
He has controlled already to some extent in the governments of
Great Britain, Germany, and of this country. But there are many
other periods when He has s not seem to be controlling at all
in these governments.

"The government shall be upon his shoulders" seems to be
a statement that goes quite beyond it. Seems to suggest this.
But it says " he will becalled Wonderful, counsellor, might
God, everylasting Father, prince of peace." That is a very in
teresting statement. He will be called. The most natural way to
take that would be; This is going to be His *ameI That is the
way the Jewish version of Scripture takes it. "For a child is
born among us, a son is given unto us, and the government is
upon His shoulder, and his name is called Pele e3. gibber

shar shalom. There is His Name. Take the
Hebrew and simply transl&terate it. kt but many of the Jews who
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read that do not know what Heb. words mean. Maybe that is all to
the good if the version is prepared for Jewish readers entirely.
He's going to have this beautiful name- Pole . . .. sat shaloam.

But in order to help them understand it, the Jewtwh
version put the footnotezThat is, wonderful incounsel, is God
the mighty, the everlasting father, the ruler of peace. They
insert an "is" which you can very often do in Heb. sentences
where it is not ordinarily used. Most interpreters say that such
a long stringy name as an actual name is so extremely unsusal
that it is hard to believe that is what is intended. His name
shall b called: Wonderful in counsel is God the mighty ever
lasting father the ruler of peace.

At least all Christian Interepreters feel that the "is"
does not belong there. You take a so-called Christian interpr,7Tter,
James Moffatt, Scottish Seholain these days when
Scotland is not standing solidly on the worc of God as it did
a century ago. He translates the verse: For a child has been
born t us, a son has been given to us, the royal dignity he
wears. And this is the title that he bears: A wonder of a
counsellor, a divine hero, a father for all time, a oeaceful
prince. That gets away quite nicely from anything supernatural.
That woul' fit almost anyone. That was the way Moffatt trans
lates it.




Most of our English translations translate it mUch more
similarly to the KJV. It is very difficult to see how such a title
can be q:lveri to any child who was born * who is not actually the
mighty God. Actually the everlasting father, the prince of peace.

How Is Jesus Christ the everlasting Father? Jesus Christ
is the Son of GOdI Yes, there is only one God. One God. All the
qualities are in the one God, though there are three persons wk though
arm in a very real sense Jesus Christ is the everlasting father
though there is in the Godhead the Father to th Son.

Question: How do you explain the term Son?

A son is given, Yes. I interpret it that he is actually
the son of God. But that as son of God he is fully God, As God
he is the creator of all things. By Him all things were created.
Therefore the term everlasting Father can be properly applied to
Him, even though there is a sense in distinguishing the members
of the Godhead, it would apply to the Father rather than to the Son.

We -_ There is only one God, yet there are three persons
in the Godhead, We cannot explain it. It is a great mystery. Here
in the very strongest possible way it oredècts the deity of our
Lord.




Question: In v.7 it says, "upon his kingdom to order it"
--does the "it" refer to the fact that Christ is going to order the
kingdom te make t? How are we to take that?

We haven't gotten to v. 7 yet. I appreciate the question
but we will get to it* (Not get to it today),

Question: Could you explain a little more what you are
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saying about the Everlasting Father? concept?

I would say that Jesus Christ is God, and God is th founder
of all things, the creator o all things. He is in that sense
the Father of all. Now God is not a Father in the sense that a
human bi is father of a child. There is not the same physical
relation. But God is the creator, the sustainer and foreer f
all, and Jus Christ IS that just as much as God the Father.

Qestionz Is there a parallel to that in John 14? Philip
asked the question, Shew us the Father and it t sufficient. The
Lord r.spoded - -

Yes, excellent. He said, hew us the father and it sufficeth
us. Jesus said, He that has seen me has seen the father. The urrlty
of the Godiead is cearly taugt In Scriptuir Yet, tisá
distinction of person. Those who put their emohasts one way off
into one heresy. Thoec who put it the other way, go off into another
heresy. Early church history consists in showing bow they went to
this heiy, and the church said, No, you're wrong. They then went
to the opposite way, and the church said, No, you're wrongs

When you get what the Scripture teachts there is a
none, of us can understand. But we can take what is clearly taught,
that there is one God and everything that can Bald about God
is true or the entire Godhead. But it is also true that there is
a distinction of persons.

We'll have to continue there next week. I'd Me to se
all the graduate students for just a second.
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We were loolc&nq at ch, 9. We noticed how it began in the
first verse with pointing to the place where the Assyrian army
would first enter the land and therefore where the darkness would
first come i.e. the northern kingdom, the land of Zebulun and
t4apthall, and Galilee, And while kk most of this first part of
isa, where it touches upon particular areas is dealing with
Jerusalem or the areas around Jerusalem.

Here in in this verse we look±n particularly to this section
of the northern kingdom, the section where the Assyrian army first
came in and whcr the darkness first began to come with the horrors
of the attacks and the seiges and the deportations. He says that
in that very area light will first appear, and we know It came thru
the preaching of Christ who began His preaching in that area instead
of clown around Jerusalem.

Then we on with this wonderful passage about the great joy of
people-Verso 5, the complete end o. war that is to come and the
reason f6r it all is given in v, 6-- a child is born, a son is
given which could be just Hebrew parallelism. But on the other
hand it fits so.exactly with what actually happened that we can
take it as a suggestion, though not a clear indication 10 advance,
of the fact that this one thru whom all these blessings would come
would have a dual nature, That He would be a child of Mary who was
born, and also the Son of God who was given.

As I say I don't want to say that you could know it in advance
exactly what was going to happen, but when it did happen you see
it exactly fits with .t, we are quite sure that it's not just
Hebrew parallelism but an actual prediction of what would happen.

Then we have this name, This has been a great pussle to the
Jews all through the ages. Imagine a child born who is going to
he called mighty God, who is going to he called everlasting
Father. How are w goinq to apply those names to a child that will
be born? You could not if it was merely a child that was born.
But he is a child' who is born and a son who is given. If you
apply all these names to the promised Messiah, it certainly points
definitely to Christ,

In the Jewish version of Scripture it translates it: A child
is born unto us, aeon is given and the government is upon his
shoulder and hIs name is called Pele " * * * . . * Sar Shalom.
The Jew reading that verse thinks, My what a long name that child
is going to have-- Pete . . Sar Shalom, I never knew of
anybody who had a name quite that long. Though there have been some
pretty long ones. It would mean nothing (to him) unless he happened
to look at the footnote, But there is a footnote which says: That
Is, Wonderful in counselling is God the mighty, the everlasting
Father, the ruler of peace.

There have been many names which have been like the first
part of that. Wonderful is God, I don't know whether that I
dent' know whether there ever was one who had exactly that name
but mww very similar names occur not only in Israel but also in
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all the nations of antiquity. A greater pact of the names that
children were given had the name of a god in the name. A qreat
number of Hebrew names begin with Jeho (aswe pronounce it) which
is the name of God, We translate it "the LORD" In KJV, Many
have that at the beginning. Some have it at the end as Yah
as in Hezekiah,

NI




ot all names ending in Yah (jah) are that because there
were ancient names which were shortened. Like we would shorten
William to Willy. A long name could he shortned and the end of
it could have yah(jah) foo a short ending form like 'he ty 41
we put on many names, That occurs in Babylonian names very fre
quently. It could be that.

Also we have a great many Babylonian names, and names in
other ancient lands, that end with names of particular gods.
This is recognized by all scholars as in most of these names
at least that end in "ich" as being the name of God. So it can
occur at the beginning or at the end.

So if the name was Wonderful is God, or even Wonderful in
Counsel is God that would be a natural name. But to give such
a long description of God In the course of the name as this
does would be quite without parallel. Anywhere else in the Bible
is the name of anyone else or any Babylonian er Aramaic or
any other ancient name that I have ever come across. I once
spent thousands of hours studying the names of ancient Babylonian
and related peoples. I never came across one which had a long
description of the god included in a name like this one. A
very unusual type of a name,

So it is much more reasonable to take it as rather than
being a proper name, it is a description of the character of
the one who is to be born. Very often names were descriptive
of characters. His name is wonderful in counsel, In KJV I
think it has a comma after wonderful, In NIV they leave out
the comma. There is an argument for both ways. Whether it is
two names: Wonderful and Counsellor. Or whether it is a
Wonderful Counsellor.

Anyone who knows Hebrew immediately in looking at it says
it cannot be Wonderful Counsellor, it must be Wonder and
Counsellor. Because an adjective in Hebrew follows the noun;
it does not precede. If it precedes it then you have a verbal
sentence. It would be Wonderf&l is counsel, If it was Wonderful
Counsellor the word wonderful would follow, In Hebrew.

However this word Pelle doesn't have to he an adjective;
it could be a noun, A noun in the construct. It could be a
wonder of a counsellor! If you said he's a wonder of a
counsellor in English that would he said as a wonderful
counsellor, So a good argument can he made for making it one
phrase, parallel with the other phrases here but the most
natural way to take it is that you have two names: He is won
derful and lie is a counsellor. We have further evidence that
it is two names in the fact that when Manoa(father of Sampson)

p.
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when the angel came to him and! predicted the birth of his son,
he asked, What is 'your name? He replied, Why should I tell you
my name seeIng it is wonderful? That's this same word pete,

The angel of the Lord, one of the theophenies of the 0?,.
says there his ha name s Pele, Here he says his name is Pele

" sat shaon, So we have here two characteristics probably
described: he is wonderful, and he is a counsellor. Thought we
do not rule out the idea that it is one name with an adjective.
But the other seems to be more likely.

Incidentally, I'm not asking anyone to take my opinion
on anything. 11 want you to interpret the Scripttn:o for yourself,
if in doubt find your own conclusions. But when we come to a test
if you simply give me an interpretation that is dtfferent from
what I think, I have no Objection to your holdIng an entirely
different view. But I cannot give you credit for it unless you
first state what I think.

If you say the professor says this means such and such
but I think he's quite wrong, I think it means so and so, that
will not detract in the slightest frmmnhe mark, But I do expect
you to know what I give whether you acceptit or not, and in
your papers to show you know whet I give, If you go on to show
in some way that I'm wrong Itm happy to be corrected, or at
least to have another idea sugcjested. But when it comes to mark
ing, I have to see whether you got the particular thing which I
stressed in connection with that particular verses even if you
have some interesting things that I'm happy to get.

Where
Questions/Was that a reference to the angel of the Lord

being called wonderful?

Question: Are you saying the Hebrew Bible says this is
a name for God?

Says which is a name for Cod?

Questiora The footnote in the Hebrew Bible,

No there is no footnote in the Hebrew Bible, The footnote
is in the Jewish translation of the Hebrcw.

Question; Jewish translatlonof what?

Of the 0?.

Question; And what does it say?

It says: That is.,- and then gives the translation of
of the words, It simply puts into English letters the ilebrew
words (in the text), but in the footnote it gives a translation
of these Hebrew words, and the translationit gives of them is
different from the translation that we think is correct.
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Question: What was the translation?

The translation they give they say, That is, Wonderful in
counsel is God the mighty, the everlasting father, the ruler of
peace. That's what they give for a translation I gave reasons
why I tkifl I do not think that's what the name means,

Any other questions? We have thisname given to him. Last
time we had this verse we had discussion of thr son being called
the everlasting father. We noticed that as far as that is con
cerned there is one God, not three. Jesus said, I amsthas and the
Father are one. God is not the father of the son is the sense
in which a human being is the father of a son. It does not
express that God the Father is first and then God the Son was
later because he is co-eternal with the father,

From all eternity God existed in three persons. So the word
father is somewhat figurative as it expresses a relationship of
the first porson to the second person of the trinity. It shows
a certain relationship. A certain pro-eminence in a way, and yet
they are equal in every way. There are three persons but there
is only one God. The characteristics that God the father has as
he shows love and kindness and care for the son and for all
humanity, those same characteristics Jesus Christ the Son shows
thward all of those chosen whom he has brought into the kingdom,.

children
So it is very proper to call him. the everlasting father when he
was going to be born in bethlehem,

And he is a prince of peace. The one who brings not merely
the cessation of hostilities but complete end of vIolence, and
not only that but the coming in of life that is fully and truly
worthwhile.

Question: Would you repeat that concerning the everlasting
father? What you said about Christ's relationship to the believer,

That we read in Hebrews that Christ brought many sons into
glory1 many sons into the kingdom. Just as Paul speaks of Timothy
as my son, He was not Paul's son in the physical sense but he
was one to whom Paul had brought the knowledge of Christ, one
whom Paul had brought into the kingdom of Christ. Similarly in
one sense Jesus Christ is the father of all who believe. So the
term everlasting father is not out of place as applying to Him.

Incidentally, just a word in that connection which has not
perhaps a direct relation to our course, but in KJV monoganes
is used of Christ. It is tuanslation translated in KJV as
"only begotten". In anotherplace "the only begotten of the father."
The word rnonogenes could be derived from either of two different
roots, The mono is "one", "only", or "single," But genes could
either be derived from a verb: to generate, to bring into exIstence.
Or it could he derived from a noun which means "class" or tekjndtt
in the 3rd cant, A.D, there were those who took it from the verb
instead of from the noun, therefore they said Christ is the only
one that has been produced by the Father. The only one the Father
has begotten! Then the question was, Since Jesus is from all eternity
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co-equal with the Father and co-eternal with the Father, how
canhe be produced by the rather? Therefore they originated a
theory that God the Father is always generating God the Son
That that is a process that has always been going on, and is
still going on.

There is no warrant for any such theory as that anywhere except
for this misinterpretation of this word. Tho correct interpretation
of the word is to take it from the noun, the one-class-son. He
is the only son., the one and only, the unique son* That is, he is
the So in the sense in which no one else is son.

We are all sans of God if we belive in Christ. But He is
son in a unique and special sense. I saw a criticism of the, NASB
a few years ago, in which a man made a statement, It is tErrible
that it says Jesus is the only son rather than the only begotten.
It said, No one but God could have an only begotten Son! The
person who wrote that. artIcle eIther was not thinking when he
wrote at or he did not know Greek! One or the other . Decause the
word rogoncs, if I remember correctly, is used about seven
times in the NT About half of them refer to Christ, The other
alf refer to human beings.

It is even translated only begotten in the book of Hebrews
where it says that Abraham did not hold back from offering his
only-begotten son! So right there in the KJV you have it said
Abraham had an only-begotten son! O course he was not Abraham's
only begotten son. Abraham benat shael before he begat Isaac,
So Isaac was never Abraham's only begotten son! But Isaac was
Abraham's one class son, He was his unique son. He was his son
throuch whom the promise was to come. He was his only son of
Abraham through Sarah So it is perfectly clear from that that
it means his one-class or unique son. I don't know any English
word which exactly gives it.

So here you have the son itv described and called the. ever
lasting father the prince of peace. It goes on to say; Of the
increase of his government and peace there shall be no end, Our
country is now at peace. How can you increase its peace? You might
say you esds could get some internal peace as well as external.
We have peace with other nations now, but internally we have more
violence every year than ever before. So we do not have Internal
peace. In some sections of our country we have a tremendous
amount of violence. Internal peace we do not have and we could
increase in the amount of internal peace which we have.

But this goes beyond that. The cessation of violence. It refers
to well being. It refers to all that which makes life worth living.
So a big increase of his government and peace there shall be no
end, He will reign on DavId's throne and over his kingdom. stablish
Inc and upholding it wth justice and riqhtecusness from that time
on and forever. Here we have the marvellous prediction of the on
going work of Christ. Then we read: The zeal of the Lord Almighty
will accomplish this. This word "zeal" is interesting. It is the
same word that is used in the first commandment where it says,
Thou shalt have no other gods before me, for the Lord thy God is a
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jealous God The word is translated "jealous" in the greater
number. of cases. Jealousy translated zeal in a numb3r. What
can the jealousy of God have to do with the coming of Christ?

The answer is that we don't have any exact English equivalent
for, this Hebrew word. It is translated 'jealously" usually, and
a number of times it is translated "zeal.', It expresses an emotion
on the part of God. The desire for recognition of Hi exclusive
authority over that which is His. It includes His care for that
which is His. His determination to do all that is best and right
for that which is His.

So the word as applied to human beings is a word which
expresses usually that which is not desirable. But in God it
represents his very rightful determination that people have no
other gods before Him. That He is to have the supreme place and
His interest n doinq everything that is for the very best for
those who belong to Him. So the zeal of the Lord Almighty- there
is much in that Hebrew word that is translated-- you can't say
translated because our English word really doesn't get it but
it gives us something of the idea.

The word is more commonly translated jealously, but if you
translated it here jealously I' sure it would confuse most
readers. If its translated zeal, most readers pass over it
without getting much idea from it. But the idea of the Hebrew
word is one which is very important in the whole context. God
is sending His Son the Lord Jesus Christ in order to vindicate
His honor, in order to put an end to the power of sin, in order
to bring salvation to all those who are His.

There we have a very important break at the end of v.7.
A far more important break than at the beginning of v.9
In-cidentallyif any of you want to check any of these things in
your Mob, bible in the first part of oh. 9, you will immediately
fnd yourself in difficulty unless you know Hebrew very well.
If you know Hebrew only fairly well, you will immediately find
yourself in difficulty, a difficulty which can be easily solved
h' 'noting a very small point.

That point is this If the Hebrew in ch9 what we call VD7
be called v.6 What we call v.6 will he called v5, etc

If you're looking for the verse and know Heb, only faiJy well
you will immediately find yourselvf confused, but If you look
at the number one lower and you find it right

The reason for that is easy to see. When the Archbishop
rode on his horse looking into his Latin Bible. and

idnc where t would be good to make oh. divisions, when he
came to this place at the beginning of ch. 9, he may have
eaiizd that this was the place where the Assyrians first
brought the darkness, and in that very place Jesus would bring
the light. Therefore he included v.1 of our present ch 9 in
oh. 9 rather than leaving It in the previous chapter,, as would
see more natural if you were not aware of that fact. On the
other hand the Archbishop may not have fully understood that.
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We do not know whether he did, but I feel quite sure that
he was famili enough with the NT to realize that when Mat,
said when dcihinQ the preaching of Christ The things were
fulfilled== were done that it might be fulfilled which were
spoken by the prophet -- and then quotes these two vv,, that
Mat. quotes a part of v.1, and a part of v. 2 together, and
therefore it was reasonable to think they belonged together
and therefore he made his eh, division one verse short.

It would have been far better if instead of that he had
made his division after v.7, where we haie a really important
change of subject, ut when the Jews saw what the Archbishop
had done, they felt he had rendered a great service to Bible
study by making ch, divisions because it rakes mxs it so easy
to find places. They already had verse division. Those are much
earlier. But they didn't have ch, divisions Therefore the Jews
felt that it would be very helpful to put the oh, divisions into
the Bible, therefore they maked them it it following the ch.
divisions the archbishop had made in the Latin Bible..

But in making one case out of seven or eight theythouo.ht
he hadn't made a very good division. There are a good many
places where it may he 8 or 10 vv, off in enumerations. In
this ease they made it just one verse off. If you did not under
stand its relation to Christ, or if you did not know r4at.'s
quotation, if you are going to make a division anywhere earlier
than v. 7 the logical place to make it would be where the Jews
do rather than where we do.

Because you are talking about darkness is all of the latter
part of ch. 8 and also in the first verse of ch 9 and from
there on you are talking about the glory of the life to come.
So they simply made their ch, division one v, latr. So i you
are looking up the verse in the Hebrew Bible keep that in mind.

The old ASV issued in 1901 -- many Bible scholars prefer it
to the KJV, but it did not take on with the masses of the people,
So when the RSV came out they stopped printing It, and you hardly
ever come across it any more in some ways they made a version
which is more up to date than the KJV, which corrected some of
the words whore the meaning has greatly changed, but in the course
of it they did not give it as good smooth flowing English as
the KJV has. With the mass of the people the somewhat jerkyness
of it in some places detracts a great deal from it, -

But one thing in that version that I like very much was that
wherever the HeI.. enumeration differs from the Vngiish in
a ch., they put a footnote at the bootom. They put a footnote
indicating what verse it was in the Hebrew Bible, That was very
helpful, unless you know Hebrew real well, If the oh, starts 10
vv. off from where the nglsh does, you can somethings be rather
puzzeled, in finding the exact place. I'm sorry that so far as
Ive noticed none of our recent translations(versions) do give us
that helpful note.
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Question: I got one of those about 2 years ago - - -

Glad to hear that.

Questiont About v. 7, in the middle of v, 7 it says: upon
his kingdom to order it, is the it referring to simply the throne
f David, and just to Israel?

No, I would say - David was one Hebrew king who ruled over
a great number of non-Hebrews, He extended his dominion over the
Philistines, the Amonites, the Moabites and over many other peoples
until he had 3 times as large a territory as Israel had before.
When you think of the throne of David, you think of David as the
great icing of the Jews But you also think of him as the king
who ruled over a far larger section of the world than the Jews
have at any other timo (or up to his time)(?)

I believe when it refers to David's throne here, it refers
to the promise of a throne which eventually cover the whole
world.

Question: It refers to a physical earthly reigh rather
than. to a spiritual reign?

I would think i5 includes both, I would think it begins
with the going forth of the message from Jerusalem which led
people to be porn again into the kingdom of God, and that all
who have been born again are truly members of David's kingdom
and look to Jesus Christ as our guide and leader, This Increase
there is to be no end to but I would think it eventually covers
the time when the whole world will be included by it and there
wilthe no vtolence. And no evil outward acts done,! Thank you,
that's a very helpful question.

Now we have a new section starting here, When I asked you
sonc tIme ago to make a to note the Importance of the various
divisions, you noticed that this is a far more important division
than m the oh, at the beginning of v. 9( oh. 9)? and still more
important than the one at the beginning f ankx v.10,
In fact t think that one at the beginning of v. 16 the arch
bishop certainly must have stumbled at that point and made
the mark where bt didn't intend to, huba hecaus can't think
he was stupid enough not to see that you have four stanzas,
each of them ending with the same phrases and to put three of
them before and the fourth! one after with a sharp change of
thought before and after this four stanzas.
I can't think he would be sutpd enough to do that *nknkka±ty
intentionally. So I ee] that something must have happened to
make him move hurridly and turned his attention away at that
particular point.

So we have here what should be one ch, if you are going
to have chapters. Beginning at 9:8 and *x4 running through
lO:4 a ch, with 5 4 stanzas in it 9B "The Lord has sent a
message against Jacob; it will fall on Israel."
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Jacob and

What is/Is mJd We refer to Jacob as the man who was the
grandson of Abraham. We speak of Israel as the nation. But
actually Cu. cheny::2 Jacob's name to Israel, In Genesis there
are many places who:- ho is called Israel, and there are other
places whore he still continues to he called Jacob even after
God had changed his noon,

Later on it is cults common to refer to the nation by the
term Israel, but occationally the nation is reforred to by the
term Jacob, partácu1nry in paralleism. I beliovo in the context
it is not referring: to the individual Jacob, but referring to
his descendants an these two are parallel as Hebrew parallelism

he sent a merse : against Jacob, it will fall on Israel.

Then another cuestion comes up. Is he here talking about the
northern kingdom which was the greater part of the region of
Israel. What we now call Israel was Philletia. What was then fl
Israel includod 'shot we referx to as the Wont Pooh bocause it
is related to JorUnr1, just as California is on toe West Bank
of the iss . River. It was on the west hnnk but it really
was Israel in ancient times. When they eeoc: to divide it into
two parts, the larger part was the northern and so it fell into
Israel, and in order to avoid confusion the southern part is
quite generally call it Judah.

naturally
So after' the northern kingdom was destroyed aflua&*qg the

southern kir:cic ii was again what you meant if you referrrccl to
Israel. The word Israel here means both parts or it could mean
the northern kingdom. When you go on to the next verse: All
the people will know it- Lphralm and the inhabitants of Samaria
who say with pride and arrogance of heart --- that suggests
the northern kingdom.

But as you look through the whole poem he is referring in
the first part to the northern kingdom and in the later part
to the southern kingdom, so I would Incline, to think that this
first part of thr,. 'ooage that will fall on Israel refers to
the whole. He talWc first about the northern part and then about
the southern. The oessage is sent against Jacob, it will fail
on Israel.

Then he spoolco specifically of the northern kingdom. "Al).
the people will know it -- phraim and the inhabitants of
Samaria - who say with pride the brlnck are fallen down
but we will rebuild with dressed stone; the fig trees have been
felled, but we will replace them with cedars." A wonderful
attitude. When you have a great flood. When you have an earthquake
and when things are bad you don't sit down in discouragement and
say, Isn't It awful, what can we do? You get buty and rebuild,
and you rebuild stronger than you did before.

So if it were not for the last part of v, 9(that I skipped)
we would say, This is a very fine and commendable attitude t But
unfortunately coneondable as it is from one viewpoint, it is
actually an attitude which receives God's condemnation because it
is said with pride and arrogance of heart.
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If we have a national catastrophe; if something goes wrong
with us because of our oww mistakes and we find ourselves
crushed, it is wonderful if we get up and say we're going to
rebuild better than before! We're going to make something better
than before this happened. But if what comes comes because God
has sent us it in order to show us the error of our ways, then
the thing we should do is repent before him and seek his forgive
ness rather than to stand up and defy him and say, What we have
has been injured but we are going to rebuild better thanbefore.

So here these two -- verse 10 would be a wonderful motto for
us when catastrophe comes which is not due to our sins, or to
our mistakes. But when it is said with pride and arrogance of
heart, then it deserves God's condemnation* SO it goes on to
say how the Lord has strengthened their foes against them and
they have come at them from all sides with open mouths. For
all this -- in all this ( I think would be better) his anger
is not turned away, his hand is still upraised.

The Hebrew is simply "in all this," The word "in" there is
sometimes used to show the meaning -- why all this -- would not
he out of place. The most natural translation is "in all
ths," The translation "for all this" is a rather natural guess
in the light of context at the end of this xerso first stanza
but it doesn't fit the succeeding stanza! So I wish the KJV had
been more literal and that the succeeding versions had not simply
followed KJV in this translation. It can't be exactly literal
in any translation.

There are many things that if put word for word into English
don't make sense, You have to take context into consideration in
any translation. There is no word yet in the Hebrew at this point
and the word they translation "for" is actually "in." In this
context with the first phrase "in all this his anger isnot
turned away" is more clearly expressed to us by saying "for."
Yet for all this God is not satisfied. He has brought a!]. these
calamities upon them, but they haven't repented, His anger is
still against them.

Yet "for" in light of context isperfecti right here. But
it does not fit in the later stanzas. More literally it is "in
all this."

Then we go on to the second stanza: But the people have not
returned to Himwho struck them, nor have they sought the Lord
Almighty. So the Lord will cut off from Israel both head and
tail." There is a figurative expression. The word head. How does
a nation have a head? An individual has a head. How does a nation
have a head? It is a figurative expression. But whether to call
head a figurative expression is a matter on which there may be
differences of opinion because very frequently figurative ex
pressions comes to be used so much that they come to lose the
thought of a figure and come to be literal ways of expressing
an idea. So we w speak of the head of a nation -- originallya
figure but as we use it it is simply a literal expression. He is
the head of this nation. That is a literal expression.
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But the word tail isn't. That is definitely a figure. The
head and the tail he will cut off from Israel. Israel will have
no individual as a tail, the nation as a whole did not have
a tail It simply is a figurative way for saying top and bottan.
He is cutting off all parts of Israel -- heat and tail. Then
the next two expressions are clearly figurative. Both palm branch
d reed. The palm branch refers to the beautiful top of the palm
trees Like the head. The beautiful thing you see that stands out,
The reed is the little bushes down by the creek.

These thousands of little hushes down by the creek don't
amount to anything. He says Nobody will escape God's wrath. They
will not escape it because they are great, important leaders who
say, Nobody will touch me; I can run away and take my money with
me, and be safe in some other country no matter what happens.
No, the head will not escape. Neither head nor tail. Neither the
fla%xb palm branch or the reed.

The people in positions of leadership n most every country
in most every country in which there has been a revolution or
an overturning, in recent years, the leaders have escapcd and taken
great sums of money with them, and now they have been affluent
in other countries. That will nothappen there. The leaders will
suffer as well as the people.

Then look at it from the other viewpoint. They will sweep
over the country, they will destroy the leaders--the people who
have money and influence and skill, they will be taken off into
aptivitv, but the rank and file of society will he content what
ever they have, they will not suffer, He says, They will suffer
too, Both the head and tail, palm branch and reed. Four expressions
all of which originally were figures but probably head has become
by this time a literal expression. The other three are definitely
figurative,

Of the papers that were turned in, most did a very good job
in noting what were the figurative expressions. There were one
or two of which I wasn't quite sure they understood what we
mean by a figure of speech. A literal expression is using a word
that is commonly used to point to the particular thing you are
referring to. A figurative expression is a comparrison usually
not expressed as a comparrison but actually a substitute for the
thing you are referring to.

%ybody who says he takes the whole Bible literally is talk
ing nonsense, The Bible is bull of figurative speech. But very
often a figurative expression is clearEr and more understandable
than a literal expression. So to say you don't take the Bible
all literally isn't to say you don't take it as all true, and
it doesn't mean necessarily is harder to understand, There may
be places that are difficult to understand or there are different
possibilities of interpretation.

I like to think of figurative speech as being like salt, you
sprinkle some over the dish and it tremendously improves the
dish* every great writing of importance has figures of speech.
But if you pour a whole bucket full of salt on ft you ruin the
thing,
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thing. So when people take a part of the Bible as entirely
figurative, they are reducing it to rtdnense. One man said
about the Book of Revelation, he said, Remember it is a
symbolic book, and everything in it is.a symbol! and nothing
in it stands for what it says! Well, it is a wonderful book
of symbols. It has manywonderful symbols. At least 2 3/4 of
of it has got to be literal or ak anybody can make of it
anything he ants to. It. isn't all figurative.

Question: What is the difference between figurative and
alegorical?

Allegorical is carrying the figurative idea to a much
further point. The figure is a word or expression used to
represent something. An allegory is whereyou have a full story
in which all of it represents something entirely different. V

from what is originally presented. An allegory can mean any
thing. If you know what he's trying to get across then the V
allegory can increase your understanding and be very helpful.
But if you don't know what he's trying to get across you may
just as well get sonething entirely different from the allegory.

Question: Verse says "in one day". Does that mean
on the final day somehow they broke through the walls, and the
whole city was taken off in one day? One 24 hour day?

The word day -- I saw a very intelligent man who has written
some very good books about the Scripture, who wrote an attack on
people for taking a stand on inerrancy. He said, People who stand
for the inerrancy of Scripture have to do all kinds of twisting
such as saying the days in Genesis are not days. What do we mean V

by day. The common idea is that a day means 24 hours,

But if you would write down every time you use the word
day for the next month, I would be surprised if one o -.F them
referred to a.24hour period. Day does not mean 24 hour period.
Day means a period of activity and is used in Genesis there was
a day betwwen darkness and darkness. There was a period of light
between two periods 'of darkness. If I meet you tonight at 11 o'
clock and say, Isn't this a wondderful- day? You'd say, What
are youtaiking about? This Isn't day at all. We don't use day to
mean 24 hourse unless we're figuring interest or we're making
useof a timetable!

V

It means a period of activity. When Jesus said Abraham saw
my day and was glad, He didn't, mean Abraham saw a- particular 24
hr. period, He meant he saw esus' period of activity. So here
when it says "in a single" day" in context it means a narrow
space of time. But I don't think we can carry t to the point
it necesssrily means between- two periods of darkness,.It might
have been, but we don't 61 know enough about the precise details
to know.

He contlnues:(9:15) The elders and prominent men are the head,
the prophets who teach lies are the tail. That's a bit of sarcasm
or satire, the Lord giving them true wisdom and tell
ing them
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ing them what they should follow when actually Isaiah says
these folks are really so unimportant that they can be considered
as the tail! This criticism of the prophets -- hets going to
take head and tail and cut it off,

'Those who guide this people mislead them, and those who
are guided are led astray. Therefore the Lord will take no
pleasure in the young men, nor will he pity the fatherless and
widows, for everyone is ungodly and wicked, every mouth speaks
vileness* Yet for all this his anger is not turned away . ,
That's utter nonsense. Yet, in spite of their wickedness his
anger is not turned away! That doesn't make sense. The passage
before it says he's going to give them this terrible punishemnt
and yet in spite of that his anger is not turned away. He's
going to go with something else!

But thIs stanza describes their wickedness. In spite of that
His anger will not be turned away. That doesn't make sense. The
Hebrew does not say that, Somebody long ago very well translated
the first one in light of context, and most translations since
then simply follow it in the other stanzas. The Heb. says there
is no yet, not even an and. Most lines of Hebrew seem to start
with and, but it does not even start with that. It sip1y says,
In all of this his anger is not turned away, His hand is still
upraised. In all this situation we've described His anger is not
turned away.

We have the other two stanzas and then we have to o on and
I know you would have a more pleasant Thanksgiving dinner if you
were busy working on an assignment to get in by nest Friday,
but in spite of that I'm not going to-give you one this time!
So we will not have any assignment to turn in this week. But
if you can look ahead to the rest of ch. 10 and 11 just t6
have it in mind as we discuss It I think it will add to the
value of our lecture.
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In ch. 9 we have that poem±z in four stanzas which begins
with rebuke upon the northern kingdom. Rebuke for their de
termination which would be good if it were not for the wicked
ness with which it is connected. Therefore what would be
diligence and most commendable becomes arrogance and deserving
condemnation.

The Lord predicts the destruction that is to come in the
near future to them. Then he looks to Judah and looks further
ahead describing the wickedness of the people delcares God is
going to punish but his punishment will proceed still further.

So the third stanza begins in v.18 d "Wickeness burns as a
fire and consumes friers and t XøMS thorns. Even the saxi small
things are consumed by it. He sets the great forest ablaze and
the colums of smoke rolls upwards. The Lord is going to put His
wrath out upon them They will reach conditions where they will be
feeding upon one another. They will be eating and not satisfied.
Manasseh will feed on Ephraim, and, Ephraim on Manasseh. Together
they turn against Judah. Yet for all this his anger is not turned
away, but his hand is still upraised.

Then the fourth stanza, which inour arrangement in ch. 10
begins again with speaking of leadership that makes unjust laws,
makes widows their prey and robs the fatherless. Critisizes the

"
injustice among the people. He says, To whom will you run for
help? Where will you leave yourriches? Nothing will remain but
the fring among the captives, the fallen and the slain.,., Yet fort
all this his anger is not turned away, his hand is still upraised.

There, of course,. there should be a new chapter division be
cause there we turn to a nother subject. The rest of ch. 10 is
very similar to the book of Habakkuk except that Habakkuk, written" more than a century later deals with a simiàar situation at a
later time, and deals with the Chaldeans who are eventually to
destroy Judah, whereas this deals with the Assyrians who con
quered the northern kingdom and who reduced the southern king
dom to such a bad situation for a considerable time. Yet God
promised that he would deliver fromthe Assyrian, but He did not
later on from the Chaldeans.

So we being in 10:5, "Woe to the Assyrians, the rod of my
anger in whose hands is the club of my wrath." A very remarkable
concept. A very striking idea -- that the wicked Assyrian, the
terrible aggressor, the one who is doing such terrible damage in
the world, is nevertheless God's instrument for performing His
purposes. He doesn't say, Woe to the Assyrians, those wicked people
who are doing such great harm in the world. He says, Woe to the
Assyrians, the rod of my anger. in whose hand is the cuit club of
mywrath." Whether it should be Woe to the Assyrians, or whether
it is really the woe that' comes from theAssyrians, is a matter of
interpretation here. But the sense of the v. is that the Assyrian
is God's instrument. When things in the world seem to be very bad,
and things we cannot control, we can know that God is still in con
trol and He has His purpose in that.
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He says, I sent him against a godless k nation; I dispatch
him against a people who anger me, who seize loot and snatch plunder
and trample them down like mud in the streets." So these terrible
things that occur are actually produced R by God as He sendsthe
Assyrian as His instrument.

In v.7 he looks at anotheraspect. "But this is not what he
intends; this is not what he has in mind. His purpose is to destory,
to put an end to many nations." Then he quotes the Assyrian kinds
in their boastings: "Are not my commanders all kings? Has not
Calno faredl ke Carchemish? Is not Hamath like Arpad? And Smaria
like Damascus? My hand seized kingdoms of the idols, kingdoms
whose imges excelled those of Jerusalem and Samaria. Shall I not
deal with Jerusalem and her images as I dealt with Samaria and
her images?"

There's a picture of the arrogance of the Assyrians. The
Assyrian is God's instrument, but that does not excuse them for
the wickedness they perpetrate. So he sajts, "When the Lord has
finished all his word against Mt. Zion and Jerusalem, I will
punib the king of Assyria, he will say. The wilful pride of his
heart and the haughty look in his eyes.

How ready we are to think in someway we must be God's in
strument to punish iniquity. How ready most human beings are to
try to find ways to get even with those who injure them in any
way. We must realize that those who injure us may be God's in
struments to punish us for our sins. They may be His instruments
to chastize us. If they are not we can leave their punishment
in His hands.

That's not to say that governments should not deal with those
who break the laws. God has established governments for the purpose
of maintaining what is right and proper and put down violence. But
those who injure us, it is God's will that we should forgive. We
must remember that vengeance is His. He will repay.

The Lord says he will punish the King ofAssyria and thenhe quotes
him again where the king of Assyria thins he's succeeded in doing
all this because 'of his great strength. Verse 14, As one reaches into
a nest, so my hands reach for the wealth of the nations. As men
gather aboridoned eggs, so I gathered all thecountries.

God says (v.15), Does the ax raise itself above him who
swings it? orthe sw boast against him who uses it? As if a rod were
to wield him who lifts it up, or a club brandish him who is not
wood? Therefore the Lord, the Lord Almighty, will send a wasting
disease upon his sturdy warriors. Under his glory a fire shall
be kindled. . ." This was fulfilled when the Lord sent what was
possibly a plague -- at least in some way the Lord destroyed this
great multitude of the Assyrian army, and delivered Jerusalem from
the great danger it was in when the Assyrians had overrun most of
the landof Israel and they were expecting any day they might come
and attack Jerusalem.

So the Lord will send a wasting disease among his sturdy
warriors. Under his pomp a fire will be kindled. The light of
Israel will become a fire.' He looks on further to the ultimate
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complete destruction of the Assyrian empire, as a complete a
destruction of any nation has ever suffered in all history.

10:17 - The light of Israel shall become aflame. Their
holy one -- He doesn't say Israel will become a fire and destroy
klmthem. He says God who is the light of Israel will. Their
Holy One a flame, and in a single day it will burn and consume
his thorns and his briers. His fertile fields nd splendor of
his forests will be completely destroyed. As when a sick man
wastes away. The remaining trees of his forest will be so few
that a child could write them down.

Thus far he has dealt with the Assyrians very specifically
and given several different aspects of the problem, and explained
God's will in relation to them. As far as he has looked now it is
to the immediate disaster of the Assyrians when they desire to
destroy Jerusalem. Before the ch. is over he will look still
further into the future, a century later, to the complete destruction
of the Assyrians.

In v..21-22 he truns his attention to Israel. "A remnantwill
return, a remnant of Jacob will return to the mighty God." Isttael
is not to be destroyed like the Assyrians are Israel is to have a
remnant that remains. Godis going to cause that they not perish.
"Though your people, Israel, be like the sand by the sea, a
remnant will return; destruction has been decreed overwhelming
in righteousness. The Lord, the Lord almighty will carry out the
destruction decreed upon the whole land. Therefore this i,s what
the Lord says, 0 my people who live in Zion, do not be afraid of
the Assyrians who beat you with a rod and lift up a club against
you as Egypt did. Very soon my anger against you will end, and
my wrath will be directed to their destruction. The Lord Almighty
will lash them with a whip as when he struck downNidian at the
rock Oreki. He will raise his rod over the waters as he did un Egypt.
In that day their burden will be lifted from your shoulder, the
yoke from your neck, the yoke willbe broken because you have grown
so fast."

Here is a promise that looks toward the destruction of
Sennacherib's army, and glimpses the ultimate complete destruction
of Assyria. In v. 28 there should be a mino break. There is
quite an important paragraph division jhere. From v.28-32 we
have a very vivid immaginary picture. A picture of what the
people in Jerusalem would naturally expect was going to occur.
A picture of the situation if the Assyrian armnycomes and attacks
Jerusalem itself.

The Assyrians had sent a considerable army up -- that is
they would later on at the time this is given, but at the time
of Sennacherib's invasion they sent a 'captain with a considerable
army up from Lachish which is SW of Jerusalem. They came up to
the border of Jerusalem and called on Hezekiah to surrender. Then
they went back and it was probably 2 yrs. after that that they
still were in the land of Israel conquering various cities,
living off the lend, destroying, devastating, and the people in
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Jerusalem were expecting that at any time the army would come
against them. But when the final attack would come, they would
not expect it to come from that directiøn. They would not expect
it to come from the SW, from the area of Lachish where Serinacheribs
headquarters had been, because that would be the area in which
it would be easier to defend Jersualem against them because they
would have to come rather steeply up the mountain side.

The natural way to attack would be from the nortb It woiild
be very easy for the Assyrians to go up the plain to the North
and then come down on the northernridge which would be a very
easy approach to Jerusalem. So that's what they would expect.
So we have a picture of their expectations here in 10:28-32
a very vivid picture of what they think s going to happen. They
imagine that the Assyrian army comes, and they name places
beginning 3 miles north of Jerusalem and coming nearer and nearer
all the time.

"They enter Aiath, they pass through Migron; they store supp1s
at ichmash. They say we will camp overnight at Geba. Ramah
trembles, Bibeah of Saul flees. Cry out, 0 Daughter of Gallim.
Listem 0 Laishah. Poor Anathoth!" Anahoth is a ton 'ust a few
miles North of Jerusalem from which Jeremiah was to come a century
later. That is getting very close to the city.

"Madmenah is in flight the people of Gebim take cover.
This day they will halt at Nob" just short of Jerusalem. They
will shake their fist at the mount of the Daughter of Zion, at the
hill of Jerusalem." This is a vivid picture of the epetec
expected coming of the Assyrian army. The Assyrian army did not.
This is what they expected ou1d happen. We do not know where the
army was encamped when God smote the great number of the force
and made it necessary for Sennacherib to get up and go back to
Assyria. But we have no reason to think that the Assyrian army
actually did begin an attack on Jerusalem in this way.

This is what actually did happen a little move than a
century later when the Chaldeans came. They came from the
north just the way it is described here through these various
towns just the way through these various towns just the way
an invader would naturally come to attack Jerusalem.

So this is a vivid pictureof the fear of the people. Of
their expectation which seemed absolutely certain to occur
one of those days. They did not know when. But then the Lord
gives His answer. You don't need to worry about this, v. 32
says. "See, the Lord, the Lord Almighty willlop off the boughs
with great power. The lofty trees will be felled, the tall
ones will be brought low." These are figurative expressions
describing the great Assyrian empire under the figure of a great
forest. The Lord will lop off the boughs. The lofty trees will
he felled. The tall ones will be brought low. He will cut down
the forest thickets with an ax, Lebanon will fall before the M
Mighty One.." Lebanon here is a picture of a great powerful
empire outside the land of Israel. Here it is a figurative
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expression to describe what was way beyond Lebanon in that
direction -- the great Assyrian headquarters. So a century after
Isaiah spoke, the Babylonians rebelled against the Assyrians and
the Medes joined with them. They attacked Ninevah, the great
capital city in 612, overcame it. The Assyrian army comtinued
on. The Assyrian empire maintained its existence and succeeded
for another eight years, until Nebuchadnezzar completely smashed
it in the battle of Carchemish. That was as a complete end to
the Assyrian empire as any force in history. It fell as completely
as any nation in history. More than most.

Of course they had extended themselves very widely during
the previous three centuries, conquering an area many times as
large as their own area. The empire had become increasingly
weakened as they overextended themselves so much. Finally they
put them to desperate flight, and it took eight years to end
them but when they ended them they were completely ended.

The only thin I can think of as having a similar complete
destruction would be that of the Ostrogoths in Italy. In Italy
in the 5th century A.D., the Ostragoths (the eastern Goths)
settled in the country. The Visigoths, who originally conquered
and they went over to Spain. The eastern Goths came in.

Oterich(?), the king established headquarters at Vienna. He
rulled over Italy. He had almost complete control over the nation.
He established so much of an empire there that during the second
world war that with all that Hitler did with all the resurces
he had to win the war he nevertheless sent a group of archaeologists
down there to Vienna inorder tomake charts and maps of Theodericks
palace and his capita. in order that after the war was over he
would have full details on this first great German empirethat
had been established.

After Theodericks death, Justinian the emperor in Byzantium,
in Constantinople, tried to reconquer Italy. He sent his force
to Italy which attacked the Ostragoths. They fought for 20 years.
Battle after battle they fought until finally practically every
one of the Ostragoths was killed off. They left absolutely no
trace in the Italian language of their language and culture.
Justinian thought he had reestablished Roman power over Italy.
What he actually did was to bring in a large number of other
German tribes as mercenaries in his army, and after the Ostra
goths were all killed, they eventually took over.

So Constantinople did not actually hold them for more than
10 or 15 years after they defeated the Ostragoths, but the Ostra
qoths sought to == about to establish a great empire were com
pletely destroyed and annhilated. They had held this power for
less than a century, while the Assyrians had for several centuries.
That is the nearest parallel to this that I know of in history.

So we have this vivid description."He will cut down the forest
thickets with an ax; Lebanon will fall before the Mighty One."
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Then we have a minor division between this(lO:34) and ch.ll.

Question: Does part of this ch. look far head to the
destruction of Ninevah?

The last two verses very definitely.

Question: Everything before that would be ?

I would say that before that it is primarily looking at the
destruction of Serinacherib's army with an occasional glimpse
of the ultimate destruction But in these two verses
it is very defintely focusing on the complete destruction of
the Assyrian empire. Which as we explained in the beginning
was the instrument of His destruction, the rod of His anger, but
yet it is not of itself doing all these terrible things and
was so arrogant, and God said, Shall the rod boast itself against
Him who wields it. Now He is going to completely destroy them
for their wickedness.

So Lebanon falls before the Mighty One. But a shoot will
come up from the stump of Jesse, from his roots a Branch will
bear fruit. Here between the last v. of ch. 11 and the first v.
of ch. 11 we have a transition. We have a comparrison between
this mighty force, the tremendous Assyrian empire which falls
before the Mighty One under the figure of the forest of Lebanon
crashing as God destroys it, but here is the stump of Jesse.

Here is the empire of David which has been reduced to a tiny
thing, just a stump. It looks as if practically nothing remains
of it. Yet from the stump of Jesse a shoot will come up. From
his roots a Branch will bear fruit. Here we have the contrast:
the mighty Assyrian army represented by the great forest of
Lebanon falling with a tremendous crash, and the little rernainQ
ing of the kingdom of David seeming to have disappeared and yet
from this stump, from this root a Branch wilibear fruit!

" So out of David's lineage, out of the house of David of whom
we've seen so much stressed in ch. 7. Here we have from it again
a Branch will bear fruit. We have this wonderful description of
Him. The next two vv. are not a picture of something that happens
at a specific time. It is a description of a character. One who
comes into this world upon whom the Spirit of the Lord rests -
the Spirit of wisdom andof understanding, the spirit of counsel and
of poer, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord -
and he will delight in the fear of the Lord."

We still continue the description of Him: He will not judge by
what he sees with his eyes, or decide by what he hears with his ears;
--this' is a description of Him and applies to all time of His
activity. "But with righteousness he will judge the needy, and
with jutice he will give decisions for the poor of the earth.
He wiLl strike the earth with the rod of his mouth, with the
breath of his lips he will slay the wicked." What does this mean?
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Is this a general description of His character now? Is this
a specific mention of a specific action that He will perform?
The Apostle Paul quoted this verse and looks forward to what is
described in this verse as something that is still future. He
says in 2 Thess. 2:8, looking forward beyond Paul's time, he
says: Then the Lawless One will be revealed whom the Lord Jesus
will overthrow with the breath of His mouth, and destroy by the
splendor of His coming."

The picture which is given might be considered perhaps as a
description of continued activity of Christ in overcoming wicked
ness, but Paul takes it as a specific description of a specific
thing that's going to happen and that had not yethappened in Paul's
time but was to happen in the future, when One would appear
whom Paul called the Lawless One. This one, he says, Christ will
slay with the breath of His lips.

Then itgoes on to describe his character after describing
this specific thing he is to do which he has not yet done, in
Paul's day, "righteousness willb his belt, and faithfulness the
sash around his waist." Then there is a description of the situation
that will come into existence when He salys - slays this Wicked
one with the breath of his lip.

"The wolf will live with the lamb, the leopard with lie
down with the goat." It doesn't mean the wolf will live with
the lamp in the sense that the lamb will be inside the wolf!
It means the wolf and lamb can be together without the lmb
having any cause of ftear of the wolf. "The leopard will lie down
with the goat, the calf and the lion and the yearling together;
and a little child will lead them. The cow will feed with with
bear, their young will lie down together, the lion will eat straw
like the ox, The infant will play near the hole of the cobra,
and the young child put his hand into the viper's nest."

This describes something strange -- that a young child would
put his hand in the viper's nest, or an infant would play near the
hole of the cobra? You take a child, and he has no reason to fear
the cobra. He won't be afraid of the viper. He's apt to stick
his hand right up to it; perhaps he'll try to net it.

I was in New Mexico one timed doing mission work. I met a man
who had lived quite a while in a little cabin in the desert. He
and his wife. He said one time his wife was away on a visit, and
he was there in the eveningwith the child. He sat in the back room
and heard the child gurgling with great glee. He wondered what
was happening. He said he heard a sound as if the child would hit
against something and then he would hear as if a door flew open.
Then he'd hear the door shut with a bang. Then the little child
would laugh with great glee. He wondered what was happening. It
omaxxmmd occurred two or three times. He wondered what was happen
ing. So he came and peeked in the back of the room. What he saw
made his blood almost freeze. He saw a big rattle snake in the
front of the screen door. The child would look at the rattle snake
and laugh and hit the screen door with his hand and the door would
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fly open. Then the snake would strike with a bang. Hit the
screen, and the screen door would slam shut! The child was
havinggreat fun. But I don't think that is what is predicted
here when it says "the infant will play near the hole of the corba,
and the young child put his hand into the viper's nest."

It is the nature of the little child not to be afraid, until
he's learned perhaps by sad experience or by what other people
fear communicating itself to him. What is described here is
a situation in which there is no need for the child to fear. It
is a situation in which there is nothing that causes danger. The
man said when he saw what was happening he immediately grabbed
his gun, ran around to the front door and shot the snake. But
this is a description of a situation in which such fear will be
quite unnecessary.

Verse 9, "They will neither harm nor destroy on all my holy
mountain, for the earth will he full of the knowledge of the Lord
as the waters cover the sea." Just as the entire sea -- what we
call the sea is entirely covered, with water, so the entire
earth will be covered with the knowledge of the Lord.

So there is a description of a situation in which all
violence will be at an end. A situation in which all external
danger, will be at an end. In Calvin's commentary when he comes
to this passage he says, There is here a prediction that the
conditions that prevailed in the Garden of Eden will again be
established upon this earth. That there will no longer be
biolence or fear of harm. Because no one will hurt anyone else.
But, Calvin says a few lines about that and then reverts to
his immediate situation of his day and says, As far as we are
concerned the thing we're most interested in from this passage
is that the gospel will take those who are wolves and change
them into lambs; it will take the leopards whose nature it is
to destroy and change it into one that is decent.

So Calvin saw the change intharacte brought about by the
gospel as the great lesson for him as the gospel was being
presented widely in this passage. But he also saw that the
specific from the passage was that there is to come a time when
violence will come to an end. A time when after the Lord strikes
the earth with the rod of His mouth, and with the breath of
His lips slays the wicked one, there will be a situation in
which they will neither harm nor destroy in all my holy mountain
for the earth will be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the
waters cover the sea.

So the great picture we have' in ch.7 of the virgin birth
of the One, and the picture in ch. 9 of the wonderful preaching
of the One who is to come from the house of David, reaches a
climax here in the picture of the eventual activity He will
perform when he brings an end to violence and destruption on
dearth and makes it possible for everyone to live in absolute
safety He says then irithat day, "the Root ofza Jesse will stand
as a banner for the peoples the nations will rally to him, and
his place of rest will be glorious."
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This phrase "his place of rest" -- the term "rest" in
Scripture is used in two senses just as the term rest is used
in two senses in English. In English we ordinarily think of rest
as being that we find relaxation; we find cercease from activity.
But we also use it as meaning "the book rests on the table." Or
the "pencil rests on the ink stand." The word rest we ordinarily
have the stress on the idea of recreation in it, but it can also
mean to occupy a position. In this case it could mean either one.

The Roman Catholic say that where it says his place of rest
shall be glorious it is referring to the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem to which they make pilgrimages. Thatthat is His place
of rest! Most of us do not think there is a reference here to
the Holy Sepulchre. Rather it is to the place from which He will
issue His commands which will bring forth complete peace and free
dom from violence throughout the earth.

Then he says there is a day coming when the Lord will reach
out his hand a second time to reclaim the remnant that is left
of his people from Assyria, etc. Here there is a great re
gathering of Israel promised. "From Assyria, from Lower Egypt,
from Upper Egypt, from Cush, from Elam, from Babylonia, from Hamath
and from the islands of the sea." None of the Israelites had been
as widely scattered as that in Isaiah's day. It was some centuries
before they were as widely scattered as this, but here there is
a promise of a great regatheririg of the Israelites.

"He will raise a banner for the nations and gather the exiles
of Israel; he will assemble the scattered people of Judah from the
four quarters of the earth." The rest of this ch. from in v. 16
says there will be a highway for the remnant of his people that is
left from Assyria as there was for Israel when the',' came up from
Egypt."

Then ch. 12 concludes this section of the Book of Immanuel
because it concludes it with a prayer thanking God for His
wonderful promises and for His wonderful goodness. A prayer that
you could get a blessing from studyina.

Before we look on to ch. 28 again. First let me say, You have
all received the papers back and anyone who would like me to look
as his paper with him, I would be very clad to take time and look
at it with you. Today or any time this week.

Question: In this section Is that yet future ?
I've heard people say why should Jacob no more, etc.
Do we take it in the sense that Isaiah's hearer's would know
those places or

There is an interesting question of interpretation. We could
easily take it as referring to the place where those nations were
if you wanted to. But it seems more probable to me that he is look
ing out at the nations quite a distance away and showing the wide
dispersement, a dispersement which had not yet then come but which
eventually would be far wider than these places named here.
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Question: What about v.14?(l1:14). Verse 14.

I would not be sure how v. 14 is to be interpreted, or
to what it might refer. Any other questions about this section?

Question: Some of this wyou went through rather rapidly as
far as the end of ch. 10 and beginning of ch. 11. I was wonder
inn if you, could review what you said on v.4 of ch. 11?

11:4 - the last phrase is specifically quoted by the Apostle
Paul, in 2 Thess. 2:8, as something that is yet to happen. It
would seem to me that if that is true of the last phrase, it
probably would refer to the whole verse, although I would not
wish to be dogmatic. At least the last sentence in it refers to
a specific event which Paul says will not happen until this
wicked one becomes known. This wicked one whom the Lord will
destroy with the breath of His mouth, when he comes.

Question: What was your comment concerning vv.2,3,5 as to
whether they were general, characteristics of the activity of
Christ, or were they something specific?

I would think that vv.2,3, and 5 would describe the character
of Christ as displayed first in his first advent and then in his
second advent.

Question: V.11. What does it mean that the Lord will "reclaim
the remnant that is left" the second time? When will that take
place.

I would think that he looks to the first regathering which
was to be under Ezra-Nehemiah, and it looks beyond to a far
greater regathering to come at a later time.

Question: Do you have any feeling as to when the second time
will come about?

I would not feel we can be dogmatic on it. I would feel it
is entirely possible that it descirbes a movement of the Israelites
going back to the land of Israel which any one 100 years ago would
have thought was extremely unlikely to happen. It might describe
the great regathering that has occurrec recently, but I would not
be sure of that unless it goes on to become much greater than it
is yet. That is to say it might describe something that is still
future. It might refer to the present reestablishment of the
nation of Israel. I would not be dogmatic about it. I hope they
would not have to go through a terrible destruction and still
another regathering, but it's entirely possible.

Question: If someone says that, or objdcts to a literal in
terpretation because there is no place called Assyria any more
how could that be answered?

I would say that when a term is used first in Scripture, it
is usually an actual, literal term for something that is in
existence at the time to which reference is made. But that after a
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a place or a person has become well-known for certain charac
teristics, then the term may be used in a figurative way to
represent others with similar characteristics. Thus I would
think that in the day of Isaiah it would be very strange to
use Babylonia for the figure for a great aggressor, or a
great conqueror because they were not that as yet. They be
came later. Assyria was.

In this particular case I would think it refers to them
as an area very distant, the area to which the northern
kingdom had been carried off into captivity. Not as referring
to a specific area.

Question: Concerning "rest" in v. 10. OccVping a position
and what was the other one?

A place of rest. A person's rest is ordinarily his bedroom.
It's where he finds his strength restored. The Re's take this
as referring to a tomb where the body of Christ rested. In
that case I would think it would be the second usage -- the
body of Christ is placed there. It does not really rest there.
Those are the two uses of the word. There are certain forms
of the Hebrew word which differ s to which of these two is
meant. But in manyforms it's identical.

Question: In v.13 "phraim will not vex Judah, and Judah
will not vex Ephraim" is that refererring to just the historical
context we are studying and if so where can you prove that
problem that jealousy existed between them?Does that go back
to Gen. 49 where it talks about the special blessings for the
posterity of Zphraim? And then it also talks about the fact that
the septer would not come out of Judah w until Shthloah comes.

That, of course, is a prediction of the first coming of
Christ. Until the One comes whose right it is to rule. But I
would not think -- well certainly when the ten tribes divided
from the two tribes, there was war between them. There were
many lealousies between them, much hatred. I think as he looks
forward to the future he refers to divisions among the people.
That they will be restored to a unanimity.

Question: Is it possible that God -- of course we can't
second guess the sovereign plan of God, I know that -- in
the 49th ch. where he talks about it is it possible He intended
that tension to exist in the nation for furposes of peace and
not war? He lessened these 10 tribes but he also said that
blessing would be experienced by the tribe of Judah through
Messiah who will prove to be a blessing to all people.

To the whole world. Wherever you have sinful people, you
will have jealousy and hatred. He is predicting an ending of
division. We could extend it to the Christian church and wish
there could be brought about a cessation of the interneesene
squabbles among real Christians. I think there is a promise
that God will bring an end to that sort of thing. We can bring
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it to some extent but if you become pastor of a church or active
in almost any group don't count on it that there will not come
divisions -- bitter divisions arise. It is the nature of sinful
man. We've all got a big job on our handsin bringing ourselves
into conformity to God's will to the point == the extent
where we do not share such jealous toward others.

If there is no other question about this first part, we
trun back to the parallel section which starts in ch. 28. We
have taken quite a bit of time on ch. 28. In ch. 28 he begins
with woes against Ephraim just as he did in ch. 7. Then as in
ch. 7he truns back to Judah to show how they are doing wrong
and specifically refers to Ahaz' plans. He quotes the elders
and princes of Judah as they critisize Isaiah for his method
of teaching and tells them there covenant with death, their
agreement with the grace will not last. True pammxza peace can
come only through the precious corner stone that the Lord will
establish in Zion, but hail will sweep away their refuge of
lies and their covenant with death shall be destroyed.

In ch. 29 you look to the danger from Sennacherib. He began
with showing Jerusalem in the condition where it was beseiged,
not actually beseiged but in danger of a greatzeige. Almost any
minute from the Assyrian army which was going through the land
and destroying the other cities, of Judah and Jerusalem could
expect to bc beseiged at any time. But in v. 5 that sudden
transition. The many enemies will become like fine dust.

Personally I think the KJV translation is here better than
that in NIV as far as the word "enemies" is concerned. It means
not merely enemies but foreign, enemies. There is no one nglish
word that will give that idea. The KJV says strangers but it
means hostile strangers. This (NIV) says enemies, but it means
enemies who are aliens, from a distance away. KJV is certainly
wrong there in beginning with "moreover". It does not ivc at
all the idea of sharp transition foom the terrible situation
ahead for Jerusalem to the marvellous deliverance God promises
to bring.

So he promises. Then there is that figurative language in
v.6 - of how the Lord will come with thunder and earthquake and
great noise, with windstorm and tempest arid flames of devouring fire's
It certainly must have seemed to to Sennacherib! When his army
was so utterly destroyed and he became like a hungry man who dreams he
is eating and he awakens and his hunger remains.

Then he goes bacb to the people of Israel pointing out their
failure to follow him, their failure to study His word as they
should. The excuses they give for not doing it, and so he is
going to turn things upside kwx down. Lebanon will become like a
fertile field and the fertile field like a forest. He will turn to
the Gentiles and there will be reversal. Just as he told Ahax
there will not always be such wrong leaders, God will send his
own leader. Here he says, Those who have this marvellous oppor
tunity in Israel and fail to take advantage of them, there is to
be a time when the natural branches will be lopped off and the
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wild branches will be put in, and in v.22 he points out that
God can do this. The Lord who redeemed Abraham. Abraham was
not saved because of his genealogy. He was saved because God
called him. Similarly he can call the Gentiles if He chooses.

I think more of you missed that verse on the test than
perhaps any other. He redeemed Abraham and he says to the house
of Jacob, You don't need to be surprised that if God can make
children of Israel out of these stones if he chooses.

Then I think it very likely that 29:24 shows again the
putting in of the natural branch, as Paul says, So all Israel
shall be saved.

Then in ch. 30-31 we had two parallel pictures starting with
the people looking for help to Egypt instead of to God, and goinc
on to show how God is going to punish their wickedness and
they will be l&ft like a banner on a hill. Cut down but still
existing and continuing as a sign of the truth of God's Word,
but the immediate danger will be ended. God will miraculously
intervene and like birds hovering overhead the Lord will shield
Jerusalem, he will shield it and deliver it. He will pass over
it and rescue it.

Ch. 32 begins, See a king will reign in righteousness and
rulers will rule in justice. A man will be like a shelte from
thewind, a refuge from the storm . . . as the shadow of a great
rock in a thirsty land." I think that's a marvellous picture of
Christ. The Heb. is just like the KJV there -- "a man will be." But
all the recent translations follow the RSV. Most follow the RSV
in trying to get away from that being a man which is just what
the Hebrew says. We'll look at that next time.

I'd appreciate it if you would glance over chs.28ff.-35.
Just glance over them to get a general idea of their contents
in preparation for our discussion next time.
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(Announcement regarding examination review questions
to be gotten at the front at the end of the lecture. Most
of the exam questions will be taken from these probably.)

I was very glad at the end of the last class to have a
question handed to me. I appreciate it when students are
thinking about the matters we are discussing. I have no
desire for you to simply take what I say. I am anxious that
you think through the problem and reach your own conclusions.
When it comes to makking a paper I have to know whether you
know what I have presented in class. Whether you agree with
it or not has nothing to do with your mark. The fact that
you say what I think and then procede to say why you think
it is wrong, you may get a better mark than if you merely
s t -hat-4e4 ---B-t--.ifdot-atbatL.th.jnk..
and merely state something else, I hardly can give you
credit for that, in the course. The purpose is to get a
mastery of the material.

This is a very interesting question. It says, In relation
to the class discussion of the regathering of the dispersed
people of Israel to the land, I have heard some quote sa.Jer.
16:14-15 and state that the present development of the nation
Israel since 1949 is not the regathering prophecied in Scripture.
The reason for this they maintain is because Jer. 16:14-15
implies that the future regathering will be a divine and
miraculous as the exodus from Egypt, and even more so. The
1948 development of Israel was only a human development,
under the decision of the UN, etc. Would you comment on this?
Is this a valid inference from Jer. 16:14-15.

I will read Jer. 16:14-15 in NIV (reading text). There is
a very specific promise that the Lord is going to bring back
the children of Israel to the land of Israel -- a very specific
promise. It is a prom.se which is tremendous in scope. It will
surpass in their minds the deliverance that He gave when He

Tht i-whaf is prmi,nnQ
see, however, that that is a great deal stronger that what is
said in the passage we looked at in Isaiah 11. Wahxn Where we
read in v.12 ff., "He will raise a banner for the nations and
gather the exiles of Israel; he will assemble the scattered people
of Judah from the four quarters of the earth." And v. 15, "The
Lord will dry up the gulf of the Egyptian sea, with a scorching wind
he will sweep his hand over the Euphrates river. He will break
it up into seven streams so that men can cross over in sandals."
There will be a highway for the remnant of his people . . . 11

I don't think anybody can say this prophecy has been ful
filled, to this time. I don't think anybody can possibly say
that. At the same time I don't think anybody can say that the
establishment of the State of Israel and the coming of many
Israelites to Palestine may not be the beginning of such a
fulfillment. I don't see how we can be dogmatic either way.
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Isaiah and Jeremiah both prophecy a tremendous regathering
of the people. They use highly fiourative language in both
cases. Exactly how it is to be done is not told, but it is a
tremendous even which goes way beyond anything that has vet
occurred. But what has already occurred may -- I don't think
we can say necessarily is -- but may be the beginning of it.

I'm sure that 100 years ago if anybody had said that as
many Jews as are now in Palestine will go back there and that
there would be a independent state of Israel established, they
would have been considered as wild guesses. Hardly anybody,
lest of all the Jews themselves would have believed 100 years
ago that such a thing would happen, in this century.

If it happened -- It has happened through matters that
largely never could have been humanly predicted. The Nazi
attempt to completely destroy the Jews resulted in making
Palestine look very attractive to men who previusly were much
happier in Germany or even in Poland, than they could have
then imagined thbmselves to be in what was then the extremely
backward land of Palestine.

They've had to undergo tremendous attacks and difficulties
and they have made tremendous progress, but I doubt if anyone
today can say that the regathering that has occurred is so
great that it fills the immagination far more than their coming
out of Egypt! I don't think anyone says that, and that is what
Jeremiah predicts.

I feel personally it is very good for us to restudy pre
dictions of future events and see what we can say is definitely
predicted. Like in earlier part of Isaiah 11, it is definitely
predicted (and in a number of other passages) very clearly
predicted that there is going to be a time when violence will
be completely at an end. When people can roam freely without
any danger from external sources, whether from animals or from
human beings. That is made very clear in Is. 11, in Nic. 4,
and Is. 2 among others.

But when this is going to happen, many of the particular
details about it we are not told. There are many statements
which we cannot be sure are figurative or literal. But it
is absolutely clear that nobody can say it has happened yet.

It is equally clearly predicted there is going to be a
tremendous regathering. It will be so great that it will com
pletely overshadow the wonderful deliverance from Egypt. That
doesn't say that there will necessarily be such miraculous
events connected with it as there was in their coming out of
Egypt. God may work through miraculous events. He may work
through remarkable providential workings as He often does.

I was just thinking of a minor situation that happened to
me a few years ago. I was up in Northern PA. in the hills. I
parked my car about a mile from a very small town. When I got
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back to the car, I could not get it started. I put -- took out
the little thing that holds the top of the air filter in order
to remove the air filter to hold it open to get more air in
there and in doing so I dropped that little thing( the wing
bolt) down into the opening of the carbureator!

I've never done that before or since. There I was stranded.
I walked the mile or so into this little town, and came to a
motorcycle store. There was no auto place or repair place, but
there was a place that sold and repaired motorcycles. I asked
the man if he could give me somehelp. He showed absolutely no
interest, and would hardly speak to me. It was quite frustrating
Just then a man stepped into the door from outside who was a
salesman of materials. for the store He was coming in to see
the man, but he addressed me most friendly and I mentioned to
him what my problem was.

Oh, he said, You ought to have a magnet to pull that out. I
said, Where will I get a magnet. He said, I have magnets here
that I sell.(Laughter). That's the only time anyone ever offered
to sell me a magnet in my lifet I doubt if there was a place in
the town where you could have gottenone. I could have fussed:
with that thing trying to get that little connection out for a
couple of hours and probably not gotten it. But there he was.
The only time in my life. And here was this little magnet
available with which I was able to pull it out and procede
without any difficulty.

The Lord works in those providential ways and they are just
as miraculous as the deliverance these different
elements to me. Of course that is a very minor thinq, but
is an illustration of the way the Lord can and does work in
making all the different affairs of human life work together
in order to accomplish His purposes.

We don't know what the means will be by which he will bring
about this regathering he has promised but we do know it will
be a tremendous thing. It is altogether possible that we are now
seeing the beginning of it. When it is completed it will seem
to be as great as other developments we don't imagiee yet. Today
no doubt there are many in Israel who are very happy to be there
instead of in Germartyor somethwere in centeal Europe where they
were wealthy and prosperous and 20 years ago would never think
of leaving there. Today most of them in Israel I think wish they
were in America. If the Lord is going to make they all wish to
go to Israel He will change that in some way whether by making
America unpleasant for them, or perhaps by reducing America's
power to the point where we'd all wish we could go to Israel!
(Laughter). Nobody can predict. We don't know what the Lord is
going to do.

He does not give us His Word to satisfy our curiosity about
the future, but he does give us in order to give us confidence
in Him and knowledge that He has a plan and will work it out, an
and that He wants each of us to take our part as He directs, and
particularly in leading people to believe in the Scripture and to
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see its wonderful blessings, and to be saved from sin through
Christ-T personally am interested in seeing what is positive
about the future in Scripture , and then I'm interested in
seeing passages which give little hints and suggestions that
may throw firther light on events in connection with it.

I didn't mean to say we can be sure that God is going to
make this present return develop as He has described it there.
When they came back from the Babyloniarr captivity, I am sure
people were hoping that was the great return promised. It did
not work out that way then. It is entirely posible that the
Israelites might be driven out of Palestine; -and that this
might all be in the distant future. It's entirely possible.
But it's also possible this is the beginning of the fulfillment
of the tremendous regathering promised.

What is more important for us to believe is the fact it
is bromised in the book of Romans, that all Israel( that
doesn't necessarily mean every particular individual, but
certainly the great mass of people) are to be put again into
the Olive Tree out of which the natural branches were grated
out (many of them) and the wild branches grafted in. They
are going to be grafted in again, and all in God's own time
are to come to a knowledge of Christ.

This is all the time we'll spend-on Is.7-l2. The passage
from ch. 28 on, I'd like to remind you again, of the dramatic
movement in ch. 28 as Is. goes into this banquet and there
tactfully wins the hearing of these.nobles who are celebrating
Ahaz' alliance with Assyria. He tactfully wins a hearing by
pronouncing woes on Ephraim which is the enemy they then fear,
and then after getting theit attention he says, But these
also stagger from wine.

The word "thse" is a strong demonstrative in Hebrew
pointing directly to these men ix sitting at the banquet.
They also stagger from wine and reel from strong drink. They
are befuddled from wine. All the tables are filled with wine.
We hear what they say as they are beginning to wonder if
they should continue any longer. His answer is: You think
this is baby talk; you won't listen to an intelligent pre
sentation. Airight God will speak to you through another
tongue. In words you can't understand. It will soundlike
abytalk as the Assyrian oppressors come through the land.

And your covenant with death shall not stand. When the
overwhelming scourge passes through you will be beated down.

Then we don't know whether ch. 2 29 is a continuation
of what he said in the banquet, or whether it is continuation
of == to a group of people who followed with him when he
wnet out. Or whether even the Lord led him to write it down
as a continuation of the talk he began in the last ch. But
it looks on foreward x and in the passages between ch.28
and ch. 35 he is rebuking the sins of the people intermittently.
And in between passages of rebuking them, God is giving him
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dlimpses of the great future allowing him to see how God is
going to deliver them from the Assyrians. They are not going
to be destroyed by the Assyrians. God will protect them from
the Assyrians though they will suffer greatly from that.

I believe in ch. 29 he points ox to tetaking out of the
natural branches and the substituting of wild branches just
paralleling what we have exactly in 7:14 where the natural
king of iudah is rebuked, and God says He is going to put His
Son in the position of being Head of the ,House of David. The
one who is going to be born of the birgin. He turns from Ahaz
to Immanuel; here we have a turning from the disobedient people
to the bringing in of the wild branches described in vv.l6
and following.

You are turning things upside down. God isgoing to turn
things upside down. Verse 17, The great outside force is
going to be turned into a fertile field, and the fertile
field will seem like a forest.

Then in v. 22 he refers to God as the One who redeemed
Abraham reminding us that it was God's si)pernatural selection
of Abraham from a pagan environment, not anything of birth
or background but God's electing action which brought Abram
out and he said Jacob will not longer be ashamed even though
his descendants who follow the Lord are greatly reduced by
their sin, yet he will seek new wones, the work of My hands
among them. When he does that we will stop for a minute to
note the fact that there are people today who say, Isn't it
terrible if somebody equates Israel and the Church! And other
people who say, Isn't it terrible if somebody makes a dis
tinction between Israel and the church!

Both are wrong. The Scripture teaches that the Christian
church is the continuation of the Israel of God. And the
Scripture teaches also that the physcal nation of Israel con
tinues to have a place in God's plan, and eventually all will
be brought back into the Olive Tree of His testimony. So they
are both wrong. Israel is used in two senses: The term Israel
can mean the true people of God, as here when Jacl sees in
the midst of him he sees his children who are the work of My
hands rather than his children whom his peoplehave brought into
the world. The people who are the work of My handsw whom Ihave
brought into Israel. Israel can truly be said to be the people
of God. At the same time there is a physcial people of God for
whom He has blessing, for whom He has rebuke, for whom He has
specific promises.

So to take either extreme on this makes it necessary to
thrown away many passages of Scripture. Then we noticed that
chs. 30 and ch. 31 parallel one another. Ch. 31 being like a
summary of ch. 30. Both of them begin a little later on when
it is seen that Assyria will not bring them peace, but rather
brings them a new danger far greater than the danger from
Ephraim and from Syria that they had before. They have removed
the Rmf buffer states and how they re right face to face with
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thegreat Assyrian force which threatens at any time to destroy
them. They say, We11,,.then;'e'1lrepeat the same old mistake;
we will look to another rat"power'(to Egypt) for deliverance.
Instead of looking to God. He says, This also will not help.

',,So,, th'beginh.ing of ch. 30 ad'ofch 3.1. h.réübkesrebukes
the people for- 1ôki to Egypt for deliverance., He says. Egypt
will not be able to give you protection; I will call her t Rabab
the do'fl'¬hit1g Ich30the prophet goes on to look fàr:into,
the fu ure He rëbUke1s the people fr their disobedience to God
and shows how God is going to punish them. He shows theri:;spirit
where, they say...No. we' flee on horses. Therefore, he
says, You ,il'Iflee.You say, We'll ride on swift' horses. There-,
fate your pursiiers iii be swift. A thousand wi1Ifaee at the
threat of one, ard:atthe threat of five: you will all.fIe away
till you are left desroyed, nothing left? Till you are left a
little remnant: dqwninth kx bottom of the'a1Iy.tht nobody
knows exists?Nol .,',' . , ";". :

a flagstaff árnóuntajn top; like
a banner on a hill. ¬t down, persecuted, persecuted for their
sin, suffering, and yet highly visible as they have been in almost
every sectionof'th world for the past 200"0 ..y s.;A visiblé
sign of the.fatt"hatGod's people hav..beenuntrueto iim,: and
they are being hunted, scattered, '.bit'n.t1 des.trored..:::Eventually
they are to be brought back into the Olive

Treehenchs. 30 and 31 both end with supernatural deliverance
from théAssyrian 's'greatattack. They.s'ori't get help; from Egypt
fodeliver them.f±bn Assyria. Their clever schemes will not work.
Assyria ill fall hya sword that is not of man*'; a sword, not of
mortals, will devour them. Like birds hovering overhea.the Lord
Almihty will hieldJrsalem. A prediction of the supernatural
deliverance of JerUSalem from Sennacherib. It ends, "Declares
the Lord whose fire is in Zion, whos fiirnac¬,is in Jerusalem."
The reminds usof feb.éginning of ch. 29 whete..Jerusalem is
called Aril, the hearth of God. A place of burning. God whose
furnace is.in Jerusalem. .,. ,.,.. .., ..

,.... . .

The prophet. txthen looks beyond the deliverance. God
,gives him ' glimpse.,, öf something far in the future, and. he says,,
See a king will reign in righteoun ,aid rulers.., will rule in
justice. And a man will be like a shelter from the wind and a
refuge from the storm, like streams of wter.in the desert,
and the shadow of a great rock in a thirsty land.". What a
tremendous promse of Immaruel!...A.tremendous promise of the
Immanuel who 1ill he like a shelter from the wind, a refuge from
the storm, etc.

A tremendous promise of the coming of the One , the
wonderful Immanuel, the promised King who will reign in right
eousness. Some have tried to say this is simply a promise that
Ahaz will he followedby a righteous King -- King Hezekiah.
Hezekia was indeed a tremendous improvement over Ahaz. But to
call Hezekiah a refuge from the storm, a shelter from the wind,
like streams of water in the desert and the ssadow of a great
rock in a thirsty land" is utterly ridiculous! It is language
that goes far beyond what could reasonably be said about any
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mere human being. It is a description of the wonderful Immanuel.
And what follows: The eyes of those who see will no longer be
closed, and the ears of those who hear wililisten." He describes
the wonderful blessings that will come through Immaneul.

It is strange that the modern versions, the various trans
lations of Scripture, have everyone I've noticed practically
followed the RSV. The RSV has some very fine translations at many
points where there's nothing doctrinal involved! They have some
beautiful translatioss at many points. But whereever there is a
doctrinalpoint, wherever there is a Messianic prophecy in the OT
and wherever there is anything pointing to Christ they have done
their best to translate the words in a way that won't point to
Christ. If they can't do that they make any sort of a translation
and put in the footnote: Hebrew now clear!

There are several cases where if x you take the Heb. words
exactly as they are and translate them exactly the way the RSV
translates those same words in other passages, you have your won-
erful Messianic predictions. But they say, Heb. not clear!

Where it says "kiss the Son lest he be angry! they say, "kiss
his feet" and then they say "Heb.not clear"! The word they trans
late son there is not the ordinary Heb. word for son. It only
occurs a couple of times in the OT in the Heb. portions. But in
Proverbs it occurs twice and they translate it son there! Here
in Ps. 2 they say Heb. not clear! Where it speaks about Christ's
redeeming work ii says "he will sprinkle many nations." Peter
speaks of Christians as those who are sprinkled with the blood
of Christ. The RSV trna1ators think that makes no sense so they
translate it "he will startle." The word never means "startle."
It always means "sprinkle." It occurs 22 t. and in 20 of they them
they translate it "sprinkle", in one they translate it by"spatter"
but in this case they say "Heb. not clear" and put in footnote
possibly_____.

In this case here they could not accept this as a prediction
of Christ -- A man will be like a shelter from the wind. So they
make what I think was a perfectly ridiculous guess. This isn't
describing the great king who will rule in righteousnes.s(they say)
but his rulers! Each of them will be like a shelter from the wind
and a refuge from the storm, like streams of water, eec. . .
You might find a very great hyperbole. You might possibly apply
language somewhat like this to a great president or great leader.
But to say this would apply to every man in his cabinent To every
one of the leaders under him is perfect nonsense!

But that is what RSV did. They say "each of them will be
like a shelter of the Lord." KJV just transates what you've got
there: "A man will be." I notice the NIV says "each man will be."
It translates the word twice, but the word only occurs once! The
RSV is better there than RSV is! But they both are much inferior
in that verse than KJV. What the Heb. says there is very simple
and clear. "A man will be." Someone can answer, Yes, hut this word
does sometimes mean "each." Right It is translated hundreds of times
in the OT as "a man." It is translated 5 t. as "each."
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It is trans. 7 times as "each man" and once as "each woman" in
the KJV. That certainly would show a tremendous preponderance of
taking it in a simple way as "a man.",But whenyou look further
you find -- I looked at each one of these which is rendered "each"
in KJV, and they are practically all passages like this: "And they
spoke each one to 11-,is neighbor." You see it's plural - "They spoke."
Lit. "a man to his neighbor." A man to his neighbor they spoke,
is in better English "each to his neighbor." An entirely proper
translation in cases like that.

But certainly this is utterly different from that. It could
conceivably point back to the. rulers i.e. the rulers will rule with
justice each one like a shelter from the wind. But it's usually not
that way. It's usually each to the other. It's used as a comparrison
not each something else said about them. And, if would be
a-great -hyperbole to say of a-king or a president-, it would be-,
an impossible statement to make of all his cabinent, all his leaders.
Certainly it would be wrong to apply this tremendous terminology
to anyone who ever lived except the Lord Jesus Christ!

So we have in this further beautiful prediction of Immanuel
in 32:l-2,' Now in ch. 32-33 the prophet has barious glimpses of the
future intersperced in bwtwoen statements about the sins of the
people who are living then. Like in 17.9 he begins a rebuke to the
women of Jerusalem who are putting their interests in vanities and
the oridinary pleasures of this life and he is rebuking them and
telling what bad things they will have to go through. The Lord then
gives them a glimpse of the future.

He says in v.14 "The forthes will be abandoned the moisy
city deserted." He looks ahead to Babylonian captivity. He says,
"citadel and watchtower will become a wasteland forever." This
word "forever" is usually in our English trans. translated "foever"
but actually the word does not mean forever. It means for way off
into the future. The fact it does not mean forever is shown by
the fact that we often see "forever and ever." If forever meant
on and on and on without stop. Foever and ever -what could that
men? It i aword whiciv expresses war on into the distance.

A man sent me a picture paper some years ago that he was
thinking of publishing. A manuscript. He was a very fine Christian
leader. He said, this manuscript is on the eternal punishment of
the wicked, and most of the arguments in the paper were based on
this Heb. word. He said this Heb. word is the same Heb. word that
is used of the everlasting joy of the righteous, and therefore
it must mean the everlasting punishment of those who are lost.

I think the Scripture does teach the everlasting punishment
of those who are lost. But it cannot be derived from this word
because this word means somthing that goes on a long long distance.
It does not say whether there is an end to that or not. I went
through his MS carefully, and noticed i the preponderance of it
dealt with that argument from this word. I sent him a number of
instances where the word is used of something in the past. Like
where it speaks of the men before the xxx flood. The men of
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"eternity" (olam). Of course it doesn't mean "eternity". It
means a way way back. Or it says, Don't remove the anóiènt
landmark. The landmark has been there way way back! So the
word for way way ahead.

Here we have this great destruction which lasts for a long
long time but it does not mean it lasts forever. Then v.15
he looks to the future --"till the Spirit is poured upon us
from on high and the desert become a fertile field, and the
fertile field seems like a forest." A repetition of what we
had in ch. 29. The Spirit is poured upon us from on high. Is
that a orediction of Pentecost? I don't know of anvthinc which
we can think it is a more likely interpretation than it is
looking forward to Pentecost, and that is the very time at
which a change began tooccur which was a grafting out of the
natural branches, and the grafting in of the wild branches,
and so "the desert becomes a fertile field, and the fertile
field seems like a forest."

The fruit of righteousness will be peace, the effect of
righteousness will be quietness and confiddence forever."
32:19,20 are interesting . . "Thou hail flattens the forest
and the city is leveled completely, ©W ' though you have
all kinds of catastrophe == "how blessed you ill be, sowing
your seed by every stream, and letting your oxen and donkeys
range free." Some take that as meaning when the cities are
destroyed there is no longer the corruption and confusion of
cities life and people are out in the country living under
the trees, sowing their seed out there and letting their oxen
and donkeys range free == how blessed that will be!

I don't think most of us would think that was a very blessed
thing to look forward to, and I question that is the meaning here
r1y guess here is that this is pointing to the time after the Spirit
is poured out from on high, and the gospel is sent out into
what was previously desert and forest, and then how blessed we
will be if we sow seed by every stream. We send forth the ox
and the donkey throughout the world to carry the message of
the gospel. It seems to me it is a picture of the outgoing of
the gospel. I would not be dogmatic on that. The context isnot
crystal clear. But it seems tome most likely, particularly in
this context it civesa picture of that.

It is a little clearr in the KJV than it is in the more
recent translations.

Question: Would you just repeat that so we can get it down.
That last little bit about the Spirit being poured out, etc.

The Spirit is to be poured out and we are to receive God's
blessing. We are to sow the seed by everystream. We are to send
the oxen and the donkey here and there carrying the precious
seed.

Question: Would you look it v. 16 again? "Justice will dwell
in the forest . .
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Yes, 32:16 looks forward to God's -____in the
future, and as to precisely at what time it will be done
I don't believe we can be dogmatic. It shows us that injustice
will not always prevail. Certainly there has been a tremendous
increase in justice and righteousness in nations where the
gospel has prevailed.

It has been customary inthese last 40 years in our American
schools and colleges to knock the country as if it was very
bad. America has plenty of sin and wickedness in it -- no
question of that. But America was founded largely by men who
came here in order to find a place where they could worship
God according to the dictates of their consciences. There were
many who came for other reasons. But it is a fact that while
there is much that is evil in our country, the general level
of morality has been higher than in almost any country inthe
world. At least until recently.

Von Post(?) the great German constitutionalist historian
said that civil wars are usually the mot vicious of all wars,
and the most brutal. But he said in the American Civil War
both sides observed the rules of civilized warfare to an extent
far beyond an other nation that he knew of in history.

Dickens said 100 yrs. ago that he detested America because
he felt they were cheating him onhis copyrights. He said,
that after he'd made a trip all through this country, that
after he'd made this trip that in the U.S. at almost any hour
of day or night a woman could walk anywhere in perfect safety
and would not be molested. There was hardly anywhere in the
world that you couldhave said that of in that time. Except
here. The level of justice and righteousness wherever the gospel
has gone has certainly been far superior w to what it is elsewhere.

Question: In 32:15-17 you said that is connected with ch. 29
" Did you mean vv.l7-23 or i" 24 of ch. 29?

Not v.24 I meant vv. 17-23, yes. In ch.33 the prophet con-
tinues with passages of rebuke to sin interspercedx
occasionally with glimpses of the blessings that God z is
qoinc to bring. He says in 33:17 "Your eyes will see the king
in his beauty and view a land that stretches afar. In your
thouqhts you will ponder the former terror . . " You will see
those arrogant people no more . . " Verse 20, "Look upon Zion
the city of our festivals; your eyes wNkk will see Jerusalem,
a peaceful abode, a tent that will not be moved: its stakes
will never be pulled up,nor any of its ropes broken."

He seems to look forward to great future blessings. It is
not easy in each case to know what period in the ftture it
looks to. But chs. 34 and 35 are parallel chs. Not parallel
like chs. 30 and 31 which follow the same trend of thought and
then repeat it in briefer form. But they are parallel passages
in that ch. 34 at least up to its last two verses -- I'm not
sure whether the ch. division is in quite the right place. But
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in most of ch. 34, perhaps all of t, it is describing the
lasting devestation and misery of the land that fights against
God. It describes the day of vengeance. The year of retribution.
34:9 -- doms streams will be turned into pitch,her dust into
burning sulfer." "It will not be quenched night and day;
its smoke will rise forever. From qeneration to generation it
will lie desolate no one will ever pass through it again."

This terrible picture in ch. 34 of God's punishment upon sin,
His punishment upon those lands that turn against him, but in
ch. 35 he looks at the other side of the picture. He looks at
coming marvellous blessings that God will bring. So all of ch.
34 (unless it be the last 2 vv., which might possibly belong
to ch. 35) -- all of ch. 34 is the picture of the one side, of
the terrible devestation ahead for those who fight against God.
And ch. 35 is the great blessings that are ahead that He is
going to bring. It has a considerable amount of figurative
lanquaqe in it.

But it seems to look forward ma figurative way to the
blessings that we receive throuqh the gospel. But it seems to
go beyond that and looks forward to the time which is described
in ch. 11 where there will be universal peace and joy. Water
will gush forth in the wilderness, streams in the desert. There
will be a highway and a way of holiness. The unclean will not
journey on it No lion will be there or any ferrocious beast.
But only the redeemed. will walk there and the ransomed of the
Lord will return. Zion will zing and everlasting joy will
crown their heads.

Now chs. 36 and 37 we've already looked at. I trust you
recall that ch. 36 and 37 -- their ch. divisions are not really
reasonable. There is a progress in ch. 36 and 37 taking the
two chs. together. There are two progresses each of which is
parallel with the other. Each of which has three parts parallel
with the other three. The archbishop did not see the right place
for the ch. division. He tried to get them more or less equal
evidently in length instead of looking for the natural divisions.

When yousee the division there, you see how the answer
God gives on two different occasions promising the great
deliverance from Sennacherib, and then that deliverance being
given.

We have not taken time to look at ch. 38 in this class.
Ch. 38 deals with Hezekiah's illness & his deliverance from it.
Most scholars think that ch. 38 precedes in time both cbs. 36
and 37. We cannot be dogmaticx, but it is very likely. It is
also likely that ch. 39 does. That ch. 39 represents the attempt
of the king of Babylon, which was subject to Assyria, to get
Hezekiah to join with them in revolting against Assyria. It
is veryt likely that that is what it represents. It describes
how Hezekiah showed them(i.e. the men from Babylon) everything
in his house. He thought, They are suffering from Assyria; we
are suffering from Assyria, therefore we should be friends and
stand together!
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Isaiah said to them, Hear the word of the Lord. And he told
him something that must have been very difficult for him to
appreciate in the day when the Assyrians were so powerful and
Babylon was so very weak! He said in v.8 -- Isaiah said to
Hezekiah, Hear the word of the Lord, The time will surely come
when everything in your pace and all that your fathers have
sbored up until this day will be carried of -- not to Ninevah,
the capital of Assyria(as you would expect) but to Babyon.

Nothing will be left, and so your descendants will be taken
away and become euneuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon.
And Hezekiah said, At least in my day there will be peace and
security. He -- God gave him deliverance from Assyria in his
day, but later on, a century later on they were to be taken into
Babylon. Something that only God could have enabled the prophet
to see. That thing which would have seemed utterly impossible in
his day. That it would be to Babylon rather than to Assyria
that they would be taken captive!

That makes a transition to the next section where Isaiah
looks clear forward and sees the need of the people for comfort
from exile and in the next ch. turns their thoughts from the
comfort from exile to the fact that the exile is the result of
sin, and if they don't solve the problem of sin there will be
just one exile after another! So he gives the answer to it in the
One who shall come to suffer for their sins.

So in what we've looked at this semester, we've been
looking at the promises of the great king, the great conquering
king who will bring justice and peace to the world. The next
section looks to the coming of the great Saviour. They re two
distinct sections of Isaiah, each looking forward to Christ
but looking forward to a different aspect of his work. And from
ch.40 to 56 there is more about Christ the Redeemer than any other
section of the OT. It has marvellous pictures intersperced with
the immediate problem of the exile. Justhow they fit together is
not immediately obvious.

It is my present guess that a year from now this course may
take up that passage and deal with Is. 40-66. I might change my
mind before then and select some other, particularly if there is
any sizeable number of students who want some other section of
the OT. But that is my present guess as to what we will cover
next year.

The exam review questions are up here on each side. You may
each take one copy of it. I think you will find it helpful in
reviewina the course for the exam. (Applause)
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